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VIRGINIA:
~

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff

v.

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT

VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURAtft!J!dd8~rcult.J:ourt Ct.k's Offic~
, r;......
.-asService To Be Had On
the •••• S).... day of••••• ~~......... 1~ .... .
Its Registered Agent
Writ Tax $ ••••~••~~••••••
Otis w. Nuckols
ocJ <Jo
Fee
•••• l••••••1····~·...••
200 West Grace Street
·
.
l~OU
Total Paad $.....................
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Defendant

:.~~.\~.~~.Clerk

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THE ABOVE STYLED COURT:
Comes now your Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, by counsel
and sets forth the following in support of his Motion For
Judgment:
COUNT I
1.

That the plaintiff Robert Benjamin Gibson is a resident

of Albemarle County, Virginia, whose address is Route 1 Box 200
Earlysville, Virginia.
2.

That the defendant Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual

Insurance Company, (hereinafter referred to as

11

Virginia Farm

Bureau"), is a corporation organized and existing under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
CHANOL.ER.

3.

That the aforesaid defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau, is

FRANKL.IN 6c
O"BRYAN

authorized under the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia to
transact business in this state as an automobile liability
insurance carrier and regularly and systematically conducts
business activities in the County of Albemarle, Virginia.

1

4.

That on or about March 2, 1984 defendant had previously

issued to John

w.

Gibson, Jr. and Dee Gibson, husband and wife,

for a valuable consideration, and on that date and at all
relevant times hereto, John

w.

Gibson, Jr. and Dee Gibson were

the holders and owners of a liability policy, whose policy number
was 057910.

Said policy was in full force and effect at all

times relevant hereinafter mentioned.
5.

That under the terms of the policy, defendant, Virginia

Farm Bureau, obligated itself among other things to pay in
accordance with Section 38.1-381 of the Code of Virginia and all
acts amendatory thereto or supplementary thereto, all sums which
the insured or his legal representative shall be legally entitled
to recover as damages from the owner or operator of an uninsured
motor vehicle because of bodily injury sustained

by the insured,

or property damage caused by accident and arising out of the
ownership, maintenance or use of such uninsured motor vehicle.
6.

That plaintiff has complied with all conditions and

reqairements of the aforesaid policy.
7.

That the aforesaid policy defined persons insured as

"the name insured and while residents of the same household, the
spouse and relatives of said insured", and as such has an
interest under the terms of said policy.
8.
CHANDLER.

That the plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, is and was

at all times relevant hereto, the son of John

FRANKLIN &
O'BRYAN

w.

Gibson, Jr. and

Dee Gibson, and was a resident of the same household
aforesaid John

w.

as the

Gibson, Jr. and Dee Gibson, and as such was an

insured under the terms of said policy.
9.

That the amount of coverage provided for bodily injury

2
r

for each person

involved in an accident under the aforesaid

uninsured motorist provision of said policy, was the sum of One
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00).
10.

That the plaintiff Robert Benjamin Gibson, on or about

May 16,1984, was involved in an automobile accident in Albemarle
County, Virginia, with an unknown and uninsured motorist, while
driving a vehicle owned by John W. Gibson,Jr., his father, and
which was insured by the aforesaid insurance policy number
057910.
11.

That on May 16, 1984 the said plaintiff, Robert

Benjamin Gibson, was a resident in the same household as his
father and mother, John W. Gibson, Jr. and Dee Gibson,
respectively.
12.

That as a result of the aforesaid accident the

plaintiff filed a lawsuit in the Circuit Court of Albemarle
County , Virginia, under the style of Robert Benjamin Gibson v.
John Doe.
13.

That proper and legal service was obtained on the

defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau, as required under Section
38.1-381 (i) of the Code of Virginia as amended.
14.

That the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau, did provide

counsel and file pleadings on behalf of John Doe, the defendant,
and the operator of an uninsured motor vehicle which caused the
CHANDLER.
FRANKL.IN Be
O'BRYAN

bodily injuries to your plaintiff.
15.

That on June 11, 1985 the aforementioned lawsuit was

tried before a jury in the Circuit Court of Albemarle County,
Virginia, and a verdict returned in favor of the Plaintiff
against John Doe in the amount of Seventy Thousand Dollars

3

($70,000.00).
16.

That a final

judgment order reflecting the jury's

verdict and indicating the intention of defendant, Virginia Farm
Bureau,

to appeal this decision to the Supreme Court of Virginia

was entered by the judge of the Circuit Court of Albemarle
County, Virginia on June 21, 1985, a copy of which is attached to
this Motion For Judgment and is made a part of said Motion For
Judgment as nExhibit A".
17.

That the aforesaid order reflects that the plaintiff is

entitled to recover the sum of Seventy Thousand Dollars
($70,000.00) plus interest from the date of judgment plus costs.
18.

That interest is in the amount of $11.51 per diem

commencing on June 12, 1985 and the taxable costs are in the
total amount of $110.00.
19.

That by agreement between Robert Benjamin Gibson, your

plaintiff, and a third party, who is not a party to this action,
the defendant , Virginia Farm Bureau, is entitled to a credit of
Thirty-Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) as to the judgment
entered against John Doe.
20.

That the time for Virginia Farm Bureau to perfect its

appeal has expired without the aforesaid defendant having
perfected it's appeal.
21.
CHANDLER.

That Plaintiff has made a demand upon Virginia Farm

Bureau to pay to Plaintiff the amount of the aforementioned

FRANKLIN 8c
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judgment together with interest and its taxable costs.
22.

That defendant has refused to pay to the Plaintiff the

amount of the aforesaid judgment.
23.

That defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau, has a contractual

obligation under the terms of the aforesaid insurance-policy to
pay the aforesaid judgment.
24.

That Virginia Farm Bureau's failure to pay said

judgment is a breech of its contractual and statutory obligations
under the terms of the aforesaid policy.
25.

That the Plaintiff is entitled to recover Thirty-five

Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) together with interest from June
12, 1985 until paid plus its taxable costs expended herein.
WHEREFORE,your Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson moves for
judgment against the Defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company in the amount of THIRTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($35,000.00) plus interest from June 12, 1985 and his costs and
expenses including attorney's fees expended and occurred in
prosecuting this action.
COUNT II
26.

The allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 25

are repeated and incorporated as part of this Count as if they
were specifically set forth herein.
27.

That Virginia Farm Bureau's breech of its contractual

obligations of insurance to provide payment of the aforesaid
judgment to the Plaintiff has forced Plaintiff to maintain a suit
against the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau in order to recover
CHANDLER.

for payment rightfully due and owing him.

FRANKLIN &
O'BRYAN

28.

That Plaintiff is entitled to recover his legal fees

incurred in the maintenance of this action against Virginia Farm
Bureau herein.

5
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WHEREFORE, your Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, moves for
judgment against the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau in the
amount of FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00) plus interest and his
costs and expenses, including attorney's fees expended and
incurred in prosecuting this action.

COUNT III
29.

The allegations of Paragraphs 1 through 28 are

incorporated and repeated as part of this Count as if they were
specifically set forth herein.
30.

That a duty of good faith dealing and fiduciary

obligation between an insurer and the Plaintiff is a duty imposed
by law to protect the broad interest and social policy and
providing compensation to the injured and financial protection to
the insured.
31.

That the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau, although

noting its intention to appeal at the time of the entry of the
final order had no intention of appealing said order.
32.

That said notation of an intent to appeal was merely a

delaying tactic to postpone payment to the Plaintiff of funds
rightfully due and owing to him.
33.

That the aforesaid acts by the Defendant constitute a

breech of its duty of good faith and constitute an independant
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN
O'BRYAN

a

tortuous act.
34.

That each and all of the above acts by the defendant

were and are the proximate cause of the Plaintiff's damages.
35.

That the above acts by the defendant, Virginia Farm

Bureau were and are oppressive, willful, wanton, arbitrary,

6

capricious and done with a malicious intent in the spirit of
mischief which evinces the conscious disregard of the rights of
others and particularly the rights of your Plaintiff.
36.

That the above acts by the defendant, Virginia Farm

Bureau, were and are being committed in bad faith, and with
malice, and with reckless and careless disregard for the rights
of the public and the Plaintiff in particular.
37.

That as a consequence of Virginia Farm Bureau's knowing

and intentional acts, Plaintiff is entitled to recover punitive
damages.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, moves for a
judgment against the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau, in the
amount of ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($1,000,000.00) in punitive
damages, together with interest and his costs in this behalf
expended.

L. B. Chandler, Jr.
Martin J. McGetrick
2560 Ivy Road
Post Office Box 6747
Charlottesville, Virginia
Counsel for Plaintiff

22906
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE.CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY
ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,

Plaintiff,

v.
VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant.

GROUNDS OF DEFENSE
In response to the Motion for Judgment filed herein,
the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance
Company, by counsel, comes and states the following:
COUNT I
1.

The allegations of paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 15,

16, 17, 18, 20, 21, and 22 of the Motion for Judgment are
admitted.
2.

The allegations set forth in

~aragraphs

5, 6, 7,

12, 13, 14, 23, 24 and 25 of the Motion for Judgment are

denied.
3.

The allegations of paragraphs 8, 10 and 11 are

neither admitted nor denied but the plaintiff

i~

called upon

to present strict proof of e3ch and every allegation set
forth therein.
4.

The defendant is

wi~iout

sufficient knowledge to

answer the allegation of paragraph 19 and therefore neither
admits nor denies the same.
DEFENSES

AFFI&~TIVE

1.

The defendant alleges

breeched the terms of the
JOSEPH C. RUaaa.
AnOIINKY AT LAW

~;~~~~~aintiff

co~~f_a9t~ ~eferred

has

to in Count I of

:.;·.. .: nL:;, .· · .. -·.~ , ·the Motion for Judgment and by. _vi~t.~~ b~ b;aih breech is

RIC:HMOND, VIRGINIA

barred from any recovery

again~t

the

terms of the aforementioned_contract.

defe~~~nt

·.

".

under the

8

2.

The defendant alleges that the plaintiff is

estopped by his own actions from asserting a claim against
the defendant under the terms of the contract referred to in
Count I of the Motion for Judgment.
WHEREFORE, it is denied that the plaintiff is entitled
to recover anything of the defendant and the Court is moved
to dismiss Count I of the Motion for Judgment.
COUNT II
In response to Count II of the Motion for Judgment, the
defendant, by counsel, comes and states the following:
1.

Paragraphs 1 through 4 of the Grounds of Defense to

Count I of the Motion for Judgment are incorporated herein
by this reference as if they were specifically set forth

herein.
2.

The allegations of paragraphs 27 and 28 of Count II

of the Motion for Judgment are denied.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

The defendant alleges that the plaintiff has

breeched the terms of the contract referred to in Count II
of the Motion for Judgment and by virtue of said breech is
barred from any recovery against the defendant under the
terms of the aforementioned contract.
2.

The defendant alleges that the plaintiff is

estopped by his own actions from asserting a claim against
the defendant under the terms of the contract referred to in
Count II of the Motion for Judgment.
JOSEPH C. RUUKU.
AnORNIY AT LAW

WHEREFORE, it is denied that the plaintiff is entitled

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA

to recover anything of the defendant and the Court is moved
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to dismiss Count II of

the~on

for Judgment.

COUNT III
In response to the allegations set forth in Count III
of the Motion for Judgment, the defendant, by counsel,
states the following:
1.

Paragraphs 1 through 4 of the Grounds of Defense to

Count I of the Motion for Judgment and paragraph 2 of the
Grounds of Defense to Count II of the Motion for Judgment
are incorporated herein by this reference as if they were
specifically set forth herein.
2.

The allegations set forth in paragraphs 30 through

37 are denied.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

The defendant alleges that the plaintiff has

breeched the terms of the contract referred to in Count III
of the Motion for Judgment and by virtue of said breech is
barred from any recovery against the defendant under the
terms of the aforementioned contract.
2.

The defendant alleges that the plaintiff is

estopped by his own actions from asserting a claim against
the defendant under the terms of the contract referred to in
Count I I I of the t1otion for Judgment.

WHEREFORE, it is denied that the

pl~intiff

is entitled

to recover anyti1ing of. the defendant and the Court is moved
to dismiss Count

III

of the l·1otion for Judgment.

JO.PH C. RU-1.1.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA
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VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

B~LeL~
unsel

Joseph c. Russell
200 West Grace Street
P. o. Box 5403
Richmond, Virginia 23220
CERTIFICATE
c
of the foregoing Grounds of
I certify that a tr~e
Defense was mailed this
day of August, 1985, to L. B.
Chandler, Jr., Esquire 2 0 vy Road, Post Office Box 6747,

Charlottesville, Virginia 22906,

coun~~·

Cffo, .. _,_, ~

J08EJIH C. RUSaKJ.L,
AnOIINKY AT LAW
RICHMOND. VIIIOINIA
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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff

v.

MEMORANDUM OF PLAINTIFF

VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant
NATURE OF THE CASE
This

is

an

action

filed

by

the

plaintiff,

Robert

Benjamin Gibson, against the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company, for payment of a judgment in the
amount of $35,000.00, plus interest,
together

with

punitive

damages

from June 12,

arising

out

1985,

of

the

defendant's refusal to pay·to plaintiff a final judgment as
reflected in an Order entered by this court on June 21,
1985.

The defendant apparently takes the position that

plaintiff

has

motorists

provision

covenant

not

breached

to

sue

of

a

condition

his

and

policy

release

in
with

of

the

uninsured

entering
an

into

original

a
co-

defendant, one Michael Neil Buckingham, pursuant to Section
8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended.
ISSUES
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN &
O'BRYAN

1. CAN AN INSURANCE COMPANY REFUSE TO PAY A JUDGMENT
ENTERED BY A COURT AGAINST A JOHN DOE MOTORIST IN FAVOR OF
ITS INSURED BECAUSE THE PLAINTIFF HAD PREVIOUSLY ENTERED
INTO A COVENANT NOT TO SUE AND RELEASE PURSUANT TO SECTION
8.01-35.1 OF THE CODE OF VIRGINIA 1950, AS AMENDED, WITH A
CO-DEFENDANT?
FACTS
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Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, on May 16, 1984, was
driving a Volkswagen Rabbit in an easterly direction on
Route 250, near Ivy, in Albemarle county, Virginia, when his
vehicle came into a head-on collision ·with a vehicle being
driven

by

Michael

Neil

Buckingham.

There

were

two

passengers in the plaintiff's vehicle, one Dana steger, and
one Kelly Allan.

As a result of this head-on collision, the

plaintiff received serious injuries,
bills of

over

$33,000.00.

resulting in medical

Kelly Allan,

a

15-year old

teenage girl, was killed instantly, and the other passenger,
Dana Steger, received serious injuries, requiring extensive
hospitalization

and

medical

expenses

in

excess

of

$100,000.00.
At the time of the accident,

the plaintiff,

Robert

Benjamin Gibson, who was 17-years old, was the son of John

w. Gibson, Jr., and Dee Gibson, and was residing in their
household,

and

Virginia

Farm

Mutual

Insurance

Company,

(hereinafter referred to as Farm Bureau), had issued to the
parents

of

the

plaintiff

a

family

automobile

insurance

policy, which included uninsured motorist insurance in the
amount of $100,000.00.
An
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN Be
O'BRYAN

investigation into the matter intially revealed that

the driver of the other vehicle was proceeding in a westerly
direction on

u.s.

Route 250, and was passing a vehicle, when

suddenly this vehicle,

identified by several witnesses as

being a blue Chevette, veered into Mr. Buckingham•s lane,
and Mr. Buckingham, in order to avoid a collision with that

13

vehicle, suddenly swerved his vehicle, applied his brakes,
and in so doing, lost control of his vehicle, and came into
direct collision with the Volkswagen Rabbit being driven by
the plaintiff.

Plaintiff retained counsel to represent his

interest in this matter,
Motion

for

Judgment

and plaintiff's counsel filed a

in

the

Circuit

court

of

County, Virginia, styled Robert Beniamin Gibson
Neil Buckingham and John
Motion for Judgment,

Doe,

case No.

Albemarle
~

Michael
In the

2572-L.

plaintiff's counsel alleged that the

cause of this accident was due to the joint and several
negligence of the defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham,
the

unknown

Plaintiff

motorist,

obtained

who

proper

was
and

identified
legal

as

and

John

service

Doe.

on

the

defendant, Farm Bureau, as required under Section 38.1-381
(i)

of

the

Code

of

defendant, John Doe.

Virginia,

as

amended,

as

to

the

The defendant, Farm Bureau, provided

counsel, and filed pleadings

on behalf of John Doe,

the

operator of the uninsured motor vehicle.
Rather extensive discovery was taken in this case by
all of the parties involved.

The defendant, Farm Bureau's,

initial

conducted

investigation

adjustor,
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN 8c
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one

Barbara

was

Davis,

who,

by
on

their

June

claims

19,

1984,

concluded that John Doe was the proximate cause of this
accident,
plaintiff,

and

set

Gibson;

up

reserves

$75,000.00

of
for

$75,000.00
the

for

passenger,

the
Dana

steger; and $100,000.00 for the death claim of Kelly Allan.
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In addition, she set up a property reserve of $3,500.00 for
the Volkswagen Rabbit owned by plaintiff's father.
This case was set down for trial beginning on June 11,
1985, in the Circuit court of Albemarle County, Virginia,
and prior to this time, attempts at settlement negotiations
were had between the parties.

The defendant, Virginia Farm

Bureau, decided that it would offer no more than 10 percent
of the total settlement entered into between the plaintiff
and

joint

defendants,

and

called

upon

the

defendant's

insurance carrier, representing Michael Neil Buckingham, to
pay 90 percent.
After careful consideration of all of the facts of this
case found through discovery, plaintiff's counsel was of the
opinion that the sole proximate cause of this accident was
the fact that John Doe, the unknown motorist, swerved into
the lane of traffic of Michael Neil Buckingham, and created
a sudden emergency on Buckingham's behalf, for which he was
not

responsible.

Based

upon

this

opinion,

it

was

plaintiff's counsel further opinion that it would be in the
best interest of plaintiff to take a non-suit against the
defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham,
against the defendant, John Doe.
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN &
O'BRYAN

and proceed to trial
This was done because

plaintiff's counsel felt that it would soon become apparent
to a jury that Michael Neil Buckingham was not the cause of
this accident,

and if plaintiff had Buckingham as a co-

defendant with John Doe, a jury could have easily become
confused, and it was felt that it was in the best interest

0
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of plaintiff to proceed against the person who obviously
caused the accident.
Therefore,
voluntary

plaintiff,

non-suit

against

on

June

the

11,

1985,

defendant,

took

Michael

a

Neil

Buckingham, and at the same time, entered into an agreement,
pursuant to 8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia, as amended,
with

Michael

Buckingham,

Neil

whereupon

for

the

consideration of the sum of $35,000.00, cash in hand paid,
with

a

proviso

of

a

possible

additional

$15,000.00,

plaintiff gave Michael Neil Buckingham a convenant not to
sue and release, and took a non-suit against this defendant.
on June 11, 1985, the aforementioned lawsuit was tried
before a jury in the Circuit Court of Albemarle County,
Virginia, and after a two-day trial, the jury returned a
verdict in favor of the plaintiff against John Doe in the
amount of $70,000.00.

The defendant, Farm Bureau, defended

the action against John Doe, and the sole defense was that
Doe's negligence did not cause this accident, but that the
accident was caused by Michael.Neil Buckingham.

The jury

obviously rejected this defense, and awarded the plaintiff
damages in the amount of $70,000.00.
on June 21, 1985, this court entered a judgment in the
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN &
O'BRYAN

amount of $70,000. oo,
against John Doe.

plus interest from June 12,

1985,

Thereafter, plaintiff made demand upon

Virginia Farm Bureau for payment of that

judgment,

but

giving a credit of $35,000. oo to defendant,

Farm Bureau,

pursuant

release,

to

the

covenant

not

to

sue

and

and

16

pursuant to Section 8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia, as
amended.

The covenant not to sue and release is attached to

this memorandum, and made a part hereof as Exhibit A.
Defendant, Farm Bureau, refused to pay the aforesaid
$35,000.00, together with interest, and its taxable cost,
and apparently takes the position that the covenant not to
sue and release entered

into between the plaintiff and

Michael Neil Buckingham violates Paragraph 12, Section 4 of
the defendant's insurance policy, which states as follows.
In the event ~f any payment under this poliqy, the
company shall be subrogated to all the insured's
rights of recovery, therefor, against any person
or organization and the insured shall execute and
deliver instruments and papers and do whatever
else is necessary to secure such rights. The
insured shall do nothing after loss to prejudice
such rights.
ARGUMENT
THE ENTERING INTO A COVENANT NOT TO SUE AND RELEASE,
PURSUANT TO 8. 01-35.1 OF THE CODE OF VIRGINIA, BY THE
PLAINTIFF WITH MICHAEL NEIL BUCKINGHAM, DOES NOT RELIEVE
DEFENDANT, VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU, FROM PAYING ITS PORTION OF
THE JUDGMENT ENTERED AGAINST JOHN DOE BECAUSE NO RIGHTS OF
SUBROGATION WERE PREJUDICED SINCE NONE EXISTS IN VIRGINIA
FOR AN UNINSURED MOTORIST CARRIER IN A CASE SUCH AS THIS,
AND EVEN IF THEY DID, THEY WOULD BE SUPERCEDED BY THE INTENT
OF SECTION 8. 01-35.1 OF THE CODE OF VIRGINIA, WHICH IS TO
STIMULATE SETTLEMENT AND BRING AN END TO LENGTHLY
LITIGATION.
Prior to July 1, 1979, it had long been the law of
CHANOL.ER.
FRANKL.IN 8c
O'BRYAN

Virginia that a release of one joint tortfeasor amounted to
a release of all joint tortfeasors.
218 Va. 115 (1977);
(1808).

~

Orlowski,

Turner, 12 Va. (2 Hen+ M) 38

on the other hand, a convenant not to sue one joint

tortfeasor

17

Ruble~

See Wright

did

not

necessarily

prevent

actions

against

See Lackey

fellow tortfeasors.
(1963).

on July 1, 1979 I

enacted Section

8.01-35.1

~

Brooks,

204 Va.

428

the Virginia General Assembly I
of

the

Code

of Virginia,

as

amended, which permitted a person to give a covenant not to
sue and yet not release other joint tortfeasors.

However, a

release, as opposed to a covenant not to sue, would still
release other tortfeasors.

The Virginia General Assembly

amended this statute the very next year,

and on July 1,

1980, an amendment was included so that a release could be
qiven,

as

well

as

a

covenant not to

sue,

against

one

tortfeasor, without releasing other tortfeasors.
The Virginia statute was closely patented after the
Uniform Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act (1955), and in
particular, to the uniform act as was adopted by our sister
state of North carolina in 1969.

see North carolina General

Statute Section 1B-4 (Repl. Vol. 1969).
This legislation was enacted to relieve the harshness
of

the

rule

releases all.

that
As

the

release

of

one

joint

our Supreme Court said

tortfeasor

in Wright Y..:..

Orlowski supra at 122:

CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN &
O'BRVAN

Unfortunately the rule sometimes works harsh
results. Yet the rule is one of ancient origin,
honored without exception in this commonwealth,
and fully familiar with the bench and bar. Both
counsel and courts must be governed by it.
The Virginia Supreme Court, just last year, in Hayman
v. Patio Products,, Inc., 226 VRR Va. 454,

311 SE 2d 752

(1984), said at 755:
We believe the General Assembly intended to

18

change a rule of law which tended to reward a
recalcitrant tortfeasor at the expense of a joint
tort feasor who was willing to settle out of
court.
The

Co~rt

went on to say at 756:

The statute protects the paying tortfeasor
from liability for contribution and prohibits
him from exacting contribution from non-paying
joint tortfeasors against whose claims remain
outstanding. The statute facilitates prompt
settlement payment, and discharge of paying tort
feasors without releasing those non-paying tort
feasors who prefer to have their liability determined in litigation with its attendant delays
(emphasis added).
This is the very issue we have in this case, that is,
the

defendant,

feasor.

Farm

Bureau,

was

It preferred to have its

jury, and this was done.

the

recalcitrant

tort

liability determined by a

The jury awarded a verdict of

$70,000.00 against John Doe, even though John Doe, through
its carrier, defendant Farm Bureau, had interposed a defense
that Doe was not liable, because the negligence causing this
accident was the negligence of the other joint tortfeasor,
Buckingham.

The jury rejected this defense, and awarded the

amount of $70,000.00 against John Doe.

However, defendant,

Farm Bureau, would receive a credit under the statute for
the amount of money that plaintiff has received from the
other defendant,
CHANDLER.
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$35,000.00,

so that Farm Bureau is not

being asked to pay any more than its proportionate

share of

this judgment.
In Nationwide

Ins.

Co.

~

Minnifield,

213

Va.

797

(1973), the supreme court citing Nationwide Mutual Ins. co.
~
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Jewel Tea Company, 202 va. 531, said:

The right to contribution is based upon the
equitable principle that where two or more
persons are subject to a common burden, it
shall be born equally.
An

article in the University of Richmond Law Review,

which has been cited several times by our Supreme Court,
i.e. 14 University of Richmond Law Review, 809, 198o,· in
speaking to the relatively new statute 8. 01-35.1, of the
Code of Virginia, as amended, stated:
Virginia has taken a major step in recognizing
the right of a plaintiff to settle his lawsuit
with one tortfeasor while continuing to maintain
his action against another who is unwilling to
approach the bargaining table. The increase
number of lawsuits and the rising costs involved
mandate a law that will encourage settlements
while enforcing principles of fairness and
equity.
This is exactly what the agreement entered into between
Buckingham and the plaintiff accomplished.

Buckingham, one

of the joint tortfeasors, was willing to pay a sum of money
between $35,000.00 and $50,000.00, depending on the outcome
of the jury trial, and in effect, paid the ultimate sum of
$35,000.00

for

a

release

of

liability

in

this

case.

Defendant Farm Bureau now comes forward and attempts to say
that since plaintiff released Buckingham, it also released
Buckingham from any liability from defendant Farm Bureau,
CHANOL.ER.
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a

and

therefore,

destroyed

its

right

of

subrogation

or

contribution, and that this was a breach of the policy.
Defendant Farm Bureau misconstrues the purpose of the
uninsured motorist statute and the purpose of 8.01-35.1 of
the Code of Virginia in taking this position.

The uninsured
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motorist law was enacted to protect the injured party, and
for this reason, it should be liberally construed in favor
of the injured party in order to effectuate the intention of
the legislature.
199

va.

See

storm~

Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co.,

130 (1959).

A case very similar to the case at bar, which addresses
the exact defense which Farm Bureau is taking, is the case
of

Guthrie

~

State

~

Mutual

Automobile

Insurance

Company, 279 Fed. Supp. 837 (District south Carolina 1968).
This is a federal court in south Carolina applying Virginia
Law.

The facts in this case are very important because they

parallel the case at bar closely.

The facts in that case

were that plaintiff was a passenger on a Trailways Bus,
which collided head-on in South carolina with a vehicle
driven

by an uninsured motorist.

The plaintiff had a

Virginia uninsured motorist policy issued by State Farm
Insurance

Company

in

Charlottesville,

Virginia,

and

delivered to plaintiff in Lynchburg, Virginina, in the sum
of $15,000.00.

Plaintiff filed suit against the uninsured

motorist and the bus company, alleging joint and several
negligence, as did the plaintiff Gibson in the case at bar.
Plaintiff settled her claim with Trailways Bus Company for
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the sum of

$12,500.00, and proceeded to trial against the

uninsured motorist.

She received a judgment of $13,750.00,

which she then tried to collect from her uninsured motorist
carrier, State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance company.
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state
Bureau,

Farm denied payment,

in

this

breached Part 4,
endorsement,

case,

stating

Condition 6,

as has
that

defendant,

the

Farm

plaintiff

had

of her uninsured motorist

which is almost identical to Paragraph 12,

Section 4, of plaintiff's policy in this case, by stating
that the plaintiff had settled with the bus company, and had
given them a covenant not to sue, thereby destroying State
Farm's right of subrogation or contribution under Virginia
Law.

The United states District Court for the District of

South Carolina, in deciding this issue, held as follows.
The Court stated that it was bol:lnd by decisions and
interpretations of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia
in regard to the scope and intent of the uninsured motorist
statute.

The Court went on to say that the contentions of

the defendant, State Farm, that the plaintiff cannot rely on
her uninsured motorist endorsement because of her settlement
with Trailways

Bus

Company,

and by

her

giving

them

covenant not to sue was without merit and to no avail.

a

The

Court went on to say that the statutory language requires
only

that

the

insured

establish

the

liability

of

the

uninsured motorist, and that he give his insurer notice of
suit or notice of Motion for Judgment,
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filed with the insurer.

and such must be

The Court went on to say that there

was no need for cooperation between the insurer and the
insured

in

connection with

because they

are,

in

adversaries.

Therefore,

an uninsured motorist

effect,

and practically

claim

speaking,

except for the establishment of
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liability, the only prerequisite which has survived judicial
interpretation is that service of process be served on the
insurer when suit is instituted against an uninsured.
This case was decided when the law in Virginia was that
the

release

of the

one

joint

tortfeasor

released

all.

However, the Court, at that time, held that this did not
apply to an uninsured motorist carrier.

surely now since

this statute is enacted, where the release of one joint
tort feasor does not release other joint tortfeasors,
arqument would

even be

stronger

in

favor

of

the

plaintiff

Gibson, that it is the intent of the legislature to permit
plaintiff's such as Mr. Gibson to enter into covenants not
to sue and releases so as to effectuate prompt settlement
and an end to needless litigation.
A very recent case,
styled

Jordan~

decided in Louisiana in 1985,

Sweeney, 467 S02d 569 (1985 LA), writ for

cert denied May 31, 1985, 469 S02d 985 (1985), held that an
uninsured motorist carrier was not released by the release
of a

joint tort feasor,

Louisiana

Court

said

in

as was the case at bar.
this

case

that

the

The

uninsured

motorist carrier could not even get credit for monies paid
by other joint
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Louisiana

tortfeaso~s,

reiterates

and went on to say , once again,

that

the

of

the

uninsured

motorist coverage is to protect the injured party from the
uninsured motorist,

and to

compensated for his injuries.
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purpose

see to

it that he is fully

The Virginia uninsured motorist law was first passed by
the 1958 session of the Virginia General Assembly and took
effect on July 1, 1958.

Another law review article that has

been cited several times by
va. Law Review

o~r

Supreme court appears in 47

1, which states that section 38.1-381 (g)

provides that nothing may be required of the insured except
the establishment of the uninsured's liability.

The article

goes on to say that this section therefore renders void any
conditions which appear in the policy

insofar as

these

conditions restrict the insured's right to recover under the
policy.

This section has not.been materially changed since

the uninsured motorist law came into being.
In accord with this general notion that an insurer is
really in an adversarial position with his policy holder,
see

Truman~

John Doe

Spivey, 225 va. 274 (1983), which held that a

action

contract.

is

an

Another case

position that defendant,

action
which

in

tort

and

supports

Farm Bureau,

not

the

~

in

plaintiff's

cannot assert any

policy defenses in the case at bar is a Fourth
case, White

one

Circuit

Nationwide Mutual Insurance company, 361 F2d

785 (4th Cir •. 1966).

The facts in that case were, that the

plaintiff was a Virginia resident, who was a passenger in a
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vehicle

which

considered

to

was
be

struck

by

uninsured,

a

non-resident,

because

at

the

defendant had $10, ooo. 00 liability insurance,
time,

Virginia

required

a

minimum

of

who

was

time

the

and at the

$15,000.00.

The

plaintiff bought suit against the defendant, and obtained a
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verdict

for

The defendant was

$22,000.00.

insured

by

Allstate Insurance Company who tended the $10,000.00 policy
limits.

Plaintiff then went to her uninsured motorist

carrier, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, and demanded
the

remaining

$12,000.00.

Nationwide

tended

$5,000.00,

being the difference between the $10,000.00 policy limits of
the defendant and the $15, ooo. 00 minimum liability limits
required by Virginia at the time, and further claimed that
plaintiff's acceptance of the $10,000.00 from Allstate had
prejudiced its subrogation rights under its policy.
The court at page 786 said initially:
This case involves the interpretation of the
Virginia uninsured motorist statute, Virginia
Code Annotated Section 38.1-381 (b-h) (Supp.
1964) and an insurance policy issued thereunder.
The Court went on to state that it finds that Virginia
has construed its uninsured motorist statutes contrary to
many

other

states,

so

that

in

Virginia,

the

right

of

subrogation cannot be enforced until the whole debt is paid
and until the creditor be wholly satisfied.

The Court went

on to say at 787:
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Nationwide contends that a subrogated claim,
based upon an insurance payment, need not be
in full satisfaction of the debt in order that
the insurer's claim for reimbursement be paramount
to the insured's claim for the unsatisfied portion
of the debt. The learned Counsel has entirely
misconceived the case to which he has referred.
The Court continued at 787:
Thus no paramount right of subrogation arises
until t~e insured has received full satisfaction
of his judgment against the uninsured driver.
Even if Nationwide had paid the limits of its
policy,. $15,000.00, prior to the payment by
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Allstate, it could only have rights to $3,000.00
of the Allstate payment (the remaining $7,000.00
would go to fully satisfy the insured, the net
payment by Nationwide would still be $12,000.00).
In the case at bar, defendant, Farm Bureau, is claiming
that plaintiff had prejudiced its subrogation rights against
the defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham.

However, since the

plaintiff has only received $35,000.00, he has not received
full compensation for his injuries, and therefore, no right
of subrogation exists until the entire judgment has been
paid.

Defendant Farm Bureau's point would be well taken if

it has paid the $70,000.00 judgment.
Bureau

then

may

have

contribution

against

However,

new

the

had

a

right

Buckingham

statute,

Under common law, Farm
of

for

8:01-35.1

subrogation
the

gives

or

$35,000.00.
this

right

automatically to defendant Farm Bureau by way of a credit,
so that Farm Bureau is only paying its proportionate share
of what it owes.

If one accepted Farm Bureau's position,

it would escape completely and pay nothing, which is not the
purpose of uninsured motorist insurance.
As the Minnesota Supreme Court said

in reaching a

similar result to the federal cases applying Virginia law,
in
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Millbank

Mutual

Insurance

company

~

Kliner,

302

Minnesota 310, 225 NW2d, 230 (1974), in limiting the rights
of subrogation to an uninsured motorist carrier:
Subrogation against a joint tortfeasor would
permit the insurance company to avoid its
statutory obligation to provide uninsured
motorist coverage. The court reason that if
the insurer was subrogated to the proceeds
of any recovery by its insured from a third
person, the insured would be in a worse
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position then she would have been in had the
negligent motorist been insured, even though
the possibility the motorist would not be
insured was the basis for the legislative mandate.
The Court said "it would not counteance such an
absurd or unreasonable result".
The facts in Millbank were similar to the facts in
White

~

Nationwide supra, in that in the Minnesota case, a

plaintiff had settled with a liquor vendor who was allegedly
liable under Minnesota•s civil damage act, but she had not
been fully compensated for her injuries.

The·court used the

same rationale, that subrogation can only come into play
once the injured party has been fully compensated for their
injuries.

In accord, American Mutual Insurance Company

Romero, 428 F2d 870 (lOth Cir. 1970);
Mutual

Insurance

National

Company,

604

F2d

Hughes~

573

Insurance company Y.:.. Hand,

State Farm

(1979);

107

Cal.

~

Security
Rptr.

439

(1973).
In the case at bar,
contend that had a

defendant,

Farm Bureau,

jury brought in a

would

joint and several

verdict against John Doe and Buckingham, Buckingham would
have had to pay the entire judqment, because in Virginia the
insured's carrier must pay his limits before the uninsured
motorist carrier in a joint and several judgment would be
CHANDLER.
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liable.

This statement of law is correct.

However, counsel

for defendant misplaces this theory, in that this case was
tried solely on the question of whether John Doe or Michael
Buckingham was responsible for this accident.

The jury

heard no evidence of contributory negligence on behalf of
the plaintiff, as the Court specifically ruled that the two
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witnesses' testimony was not admissible as to speed several
miles down the road.

The Court will recall, therefore, that

the jury, in determining that John Doe was negligent, had to
have found Buckingham not to be the cause of this accident,
or they would have brought in a verdict for John Doe.
It is the contention of the plaintiff in the case at
bar that the General Assembly, in enacting section 8.01-35.1
of the Code of Virginia,
permit

a

plaintiff

to

1950,

settle

as amended,
his

claim

intended to

with

a

joint

tortfeasor without releasing other tortfeasors, and the fact
that one

of the

other tortfeasors may be an uninsured

motorist would not alter the intent of this statute.

The

clear public policy of the statute is apparent, as has been
set

forth

in Hayman

~

Patio

Products,

Inc.

supra

as

recently as last year, where the Virginia Supreme court said
that the general assembly intended to change a rule of law
which tended to reward a recalcitrant tortfeasor such as
defendant,
feasor

who

Buckingham.
settlement,

Farm Bureau,
is

willing

at the expense of a
to

settle

out

of

joint tort
court,

i.e.

It stated that the statute facilitates prompt
payment,

and discharge of paying tortfeasors

without releasing those non-paying tortfeasors who prefer to
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have

their

attendant

liability determined
delays.

This

is

the

in

litigation with

policy

of

the

its

General

Assembly as has been determined by our supreme court.

Farm

Bureau's position would frustrate that policy.
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In a somewhat different but analogous
supreme Court of Virginia in Horne

~

situation, the

Insurance Company,

203 Va. 282 (1962), was faced with conflicting public policy
questions

between

Compensation

Law

sUbrogation
as

uninsured motorists.

opposed

to

under

Workmen's

subrogation

rights

of

The facts in Horne were that Horne was

employed by superior,
wife's car.

rights

and he was

in an accident

in his

Horne's wife had uninsured motorist coverage
Horne settled his personal

with Aetna Insurance company.

injury claim against the uninsured motorist for $13,000.00,
without knowledge and consent of his

employer,

Superior.

Since at the time of the accident he was working for his
employer,

he

would

have

Compensation benefits.
that

all

benefits

benefits
would

be

been

covered

by

Workmen • s

Horne made an agreement with Aetna

received
split

under

50/50

Workmen's

between

Compensation

Horne

and

Aetna.

Superior in refusing any benefits to Horne contended that
since Horne had released Aetna from liability on its policy,
that Superior

had been

prejudiced by

Horne • s

Superior's subrogation rights against Aetna.

destroying

At the time,

Section 65-38, of the Code of Virginia, gave an employer the
right to subrogate against a third party,
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38.1-381 (f) gave the insurer paying an uninsured motorist
claim the right to subrogate also.
The court,
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and of course,

in attempting to reconcile the conflicting

interest

of

the

parties

and

the

Workmen's

Compensation

statute,

said that the employer Superior had no right of

subrogation against an uninsured motorist carrier of an
employee.

The fact that superior had rights.against Aetna

therefore meant that Horne had not prejudiced any right of
superior by releasing Aetna.
both section 38.1-381 (f)
superior

subrogation

The Court went on to say that

and 65-38 would give Aetna and

rights

against

the

third

defendant, an uninsured motorist, one Washington.

party

The Court

went on to say that when we consider public policy and the
welfare aspects of the Workmen•s compensation Act, we reach
the conclusion that:
The General Assembly did not intend by enacting
the uninsured motorist law to abbrogate the right
of subrogation conferred upon the employer in the
Workmen•s Compensation Act, nor did it intend to
deprive the employer or its compensation carrier
of its primary right of subrogation to the
proceeds of any recovery had from the negligent
third party. Thus we hold that the employers
right of subrogation against a negligent third
party is superior to that of the insurer under
the uninsured motorist law. (Emphasis added)
The plaintiff submits that in the case at bar the
Supreme Court, under Hayman

~

Patio Products, supra, would

hold that the General Assembly, in enacting Section 8. 0135.1 of the Code of Virginia, intended that the covenant not
to sue and release provisions of that statute would permit a
plaintiff
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to

settle

with

a

joint

tortfeasor

without

releasing an uninsured joint tortfeasor, because the public
policy of ending litigation and facilitating settlements,
outweighs any subrogation rights, if any, that an uninsured
motorist carrier would have.
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If the Court were to adopt the defendant's position, a
plaintiff

could

never

settle

with

one

or

more

joint

tortfeasors, if one or more joint tortfeasors were uninsured
motorists.

This was not, and could not, be the intent of

the legislature
In Bobbitt
37

(1968),

or of our Supreme Court.
~

where

Shelby Mutual Insurance Company, 209 Va.
the

court denied

a

collision

carrier

subrogation against a liability carrier of the plaintiff,
where the plaintiff 1 s collision carrier had paid property
damage,

and who

was

seeking

to

subrogate

liability carrier under the uninsured motorist
the policy,

against

the

p~ovision

of

since the damage was caused by an uninsured

tortfeasor, the Court, in citing Horne

~

Insurance Company

supra stated:
It is not the purpose of the unisured motorist
law to provide coverage for the unisured vehicle,
but its object is to afford the insured additional
protection in event of an accident.
This boils down to the fact that the plaintiff has
received

a

$70,000.00

judgment,

and he

is

entitled

receive the full compensation for that judgment.
been stated previously,

defendant

it

As

is believed

to
has

will

attempt to rely upon the principle that had the jury found a
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joint and several verdict against John Doe and Buckingham,
that Buckingham could not have subrogated against John Doe.
However, the policy in not permitting a carrier to subrogate
against an uninsured moto.rist carrier was stated in Southern
~

Lumberman's Mutual casualty company, 236, Fed. Supp. 370

(1964), which said that:
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certainly in Virginia, one joint tortfeasor
is entitled, in the absence of moral turpitude,
to contribution from the insurer of another
joint tortfeasor. But when the other tort
feasor is uninsured, the party seeking contribution cannot seek it from the insurer of the
injured plaintiff.
That proposition, however, only reinforces the mandate
of· the

legislature and

of

our

Court

that

the

injured

plaintiff be fully compensated for his injuries, and that
the purpose of the uninsured motorist statute, as set forth
in

Horne

supra

is

to

afford

the

insured

additional

protection in the event of an accident.
Cases from other jurisdictions, likewise, support the
propostion that subrogation by an uninsured motorist carrier
does not spring into right until the plaintiff has been
fully compensated for hi's injuries.
Insurance

Company~

In Security National

Hand, 31 Cal. App. 3d (227 1972), the

Supreme Court of California spoke to the question of the
rights of subrogation of an uninsured motorist carrier.

In

this case, the plaintiff was injured by defendant who had
$30,000.00 liability limits.

The California statute on

subrogation of uninsured motorist carriers was similar to
the Virginia
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statute.

The

insurance

company

took

the

position that it had the right to subrogate against the
defendant's liability carrier for $30, ooo. oo, which would
effectively eliminate its liability, since the plaintiff had
damages of $60,000.00.

The result in California, had the

carrier been able to so subrogate would have effectively
eliminated its liability, much as Farm Bureau is attempting
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to limit its

liability in the case at bar.

The California

court said:
Although the subrogation prov1s1on appeared
to give the uninsured motorist carrier the
right to go after the proceeds of defendant's
liability insurance, the case presented the
exact situation which the uninsured motorist
insurance was meant to remedy, concluding
that the uninsured motorist carrier was·not
entitled to subrogation until the injured
party had been compensated for all his
legal damages.
In

accord,

Automobile

see

Harthcock

Insurance

,

Company

State

~

248

Farm

S02d

456

Mutual
(1971

Mississippi).
In examining the question of clauses which exclude
uninsured motorist coverages, when settlements are made with
third parties without the consent of the uninsured motorist
carrier, the Alabama Supreme Court, in Alabama Farm Bureau
~Humphrey,

308 S2d 255 (1975), held, that such provisions

are invalid and contrary to the intent of the uninsured
motorist statute.

The court stated that to uphold the

validity of

such a

clause contained

prevent

insured

from

an

recovery

in a
under

policy would
his

uninsured

motorist coverage if he settled with an insured tortfeasor,
even though, as in the present case, his total damages were
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not fully recovered in the settlement.
say that

the general

view is

The Court went on to

that the

purpose

of

the

uninsured motorist statutes are to ensure that a person will
recover from whatever sources are available up to the total
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amount of his damages,

and that any restrictions on his

rights

and

to

compromise

settle

his

claims

against

financially responsible motorists who might be liable to him
are contrary to the purpose of the statute and against
public

policy.

In

accord,

see

Insurance, 397 A2d 156 (Maine 1979);
S02d 251

(Louisiana 1975);

Westcot
Ray~

~

Allstate

DeMaggio, 313

craig Yo!. Iowa Kemper Mutual

Insurance Company, 565 SW2d 716 (Missouri 1978) ; Geico Y.L
Shara, 348 A2d 212 (New Jersey 1975).
In a recent case, the Indiana Supreme court, in 1983,
in Dravnet Y.!.. Vernon Fire and Casualty Insurance Company,
454 N.E.2d 440 (1983),
policy

exclusions,

examined this entire question as to

whereby

uninsured

motorist

carriers

limited their liability if policy holders settled claims
without their consent.

In giving an overall view, the court

said that although there is a split in authority among the
states, the
states,

Indiana Court cited Virginia as one of the

along with Vermont,

Alabama,

Arizona,

Missouri,

Mississippi, New Jersey, Washington, and Maine, which have
held that any diminishing of coverage under the uninsured
motorist statute is invalid.
In Rhault Y..!.. Tsagarakos,
court, sitting in Vermont,

the United States District

361 Fed. Supp.

202

(1973),

in

speaking to this question, stated:
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That to permit third party settlement to work
a forfeiture of the uninsured motorist protection
would destroy the very purpose which the legislature sought to achieve - - - financial
responsibility to the extent of satisfactory
coverage for such damage the insured was
legally entitled to recover from an uninsured
motorist.

See

Indiminific~tion

Motor

Hulsey

also

Corporation,

283

Vehicle

NYS2d

162

Accident

(1967),

and

Hawaiian Insurance and Guaranty Companv L. Meade, 538 P2d
865 (1975 Washington).
Finally, the law is, that even in states that hold that
a violation of policy provisions may release the uninsured
motorist carrier from liability, the carrier must show that
it has been prejudiced.
(1981 Florida) •

See Tucker L. Seward, 400 S2d 505

In the case at bar, the defendant Farm

Bureau's entire defense at trial was predicated on the fact
that Michael Neil Buckinqham

wa~

the cause of the accident.

The jury rejected that argument and brouqht in a verdict
aqainst John Doe.

Had there been no settlement, and no

release of Buckinqham, it is clear that the jury would have
found solely aqainst John Doe, and that beinq the case, the
defendant, Farm Bureau, would have no riqhts of subroqation
or contribution aqainst Buckinqham, and would have had to
have paid the entire $7o,ooo.oo judqment.

As it is, they

are only required to pay $35,000.00 of the judqment, because
of the provisions

of Section 8.01-35.1

Virqinia, as amended.

of the Code of

Defendant is cominq into this court

and is askinq to have its cake and eat it too.
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This the

court should not permit to happen.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, defendant, Virqinia Farm
Bureau Mutual Insurance Company, should be required to pay
its portion of the judgment, plus interest, plus cost.
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Respectfully submitted,

L. B. Chandler, Jr.
Chandler, Franklin & O'Bryan
Post Office Box 6747
2560 Ivy Road
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906
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Plaintiff,

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,

v.
VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant.

FACTS
Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, on May 16, 1984, was
driving a Volkswagen Rabbit in an easterly direction on
Route 250, near Ivy, in Albemarle County, Virginia, when his
vehicle came into a head-on collision with a vehicle being
driven by Michael· Neil Buckingham.

There were two

passengers in the plaintiff's vehicle, one Dana Steger, and
one Kelly

Allan.

As a result of this head-on collision,

the plaintiff received serious injuries, resulting in
medical bills of over $33,000.00.

Kelly Allen, a 15-year

old teenage girl, was killed instantly, and the other
passenger, Dana Steger, received serious injuries, requiring
extensive hospitalization and medical expenses in excess of
$100,000.00.
At the time of the accident, the plaintiff, Robert
Benjamin Gibson, who was 17-years old, was the son of John

w.

Gibson, Jr., and Dee Gibson, and was residing in their

household.

Virginia Far.m Bureau Mutual Insurance Company,

(hereinafter referred to as Farm Bureau), had issued to the
parents of the plaintiff a family automobile insurance
policy, which included uninsured motorist insurance in the

~ttJ·

~

ta~

~amount

of $100,000.00.

An.~nvestJ.gat~on
·
·
·t
~n o the matter indicated that the

driver of another vehicle was proceeding in a westerly
-1-
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direction on U. So Route 250, and was passing a third
vehicle, when suddenly this vehicle, identified by several
witnesses as being a blue Chevette, veered into Mr.
Buckingham's lane, and Mr. Buckingham, in order to avoid a
collision with that vehicle, suddenly swerved his vehicle,
applied his brakes, and in so doing, lost control of his
vehicle, and came into direct collision with the Volkwagen
Rabbit being driven by the plaintiff.

Plaintiff retained

counsel to represent his interest in this matter, and
plaintiff's counsel filed a Motion for Judgment in the
Circuit Court of Albemarle County, Virginia, styled Robert
Benjamin Gibson v. Michael Neil Buckingham and John Doe,
Case No. 2572-L.

In the Motion for Judgment, plaintiff's

counsel alleged that the cause of this accident was due to
the joint and several negligence of the defendant, Michael
Neil Buckingham, and the unknown motorist, who was
identified as John Doe.

Plaintiff obtained proper and legal

service on the defendant John Doe by serving Farm Bureau
with a copy of the Motion for Judgment, as required under
Section 38.1-381 (i) of the Code of Virginia, as amended.
Thereafter, plaintiff settled the claim of Robert
Benjamin Gibson with respect to the defendant Michael Neal
Buckingham for the sum of THIRTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($35,000.00) with certain provisos providing for additional
payments and gave a full release to the defendant
Buckingham.

Co-defendant Buckingham was insured under a

policy of automobile liability insurance affording liability
-2-
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insurance coverage of ONE-HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($100,000.00) per person.

The action was non-suited as to

Buckingham and proceeded to trial against the defendant John
Doe.

This action culminated in the jury's verdict against

John Doe in the sum of SEVENTY-THOUSAND DOLLARS
($70,000.00).
Thereafter, plaintiff made demand upon Virginia Farm
Bureau Mutual Insurance Company under the uninsured motorist
coverage for the sum of THIRTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($35,000.00) which demand was refused on the basis that the
plaintiff has breached the terms of the contract existing
between the plaintiff and the defendant, which breach has
resulted in prejudice to the defendant.
ISSUE
The issue before this court is as stated by the
defendant, to-wit:

"Does the release of one of two joint

tort-feasors, without the consent of the uninsured motorist
carrier, result in a forfeiture of the uninsured motorist
benefits that would otherwise be afforded under a policy of
automobile liability insurance?"
ARGUMENT

The right of contribution between joint tort-feasors
has no application to the issue presently before this Court.
Section 8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia, discussed
extensively in plaintiff's Memorandum, is quite explicit and
defendant has no quarrel with either its meaning or effect.
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Plaintiff wrongly assumes that Virginia Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company is a joint tort feasor and
designates it as such.

Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual

Insurance Company committed no tort against the plaintiff
and the plaintiff has no action in tort against the company.
The company did have a contract with the plaintiff.

That

contract was a policy of automobile liability insurance
containing, among other things, provisions for uninsured
motorist coverage.

The liability of the defendant to the

plaintiff, if it exists, is contractural; General Accident
Fire and Life Assurance Corp. v. Aetna Cas. and Sur. Co.,
208 Va. 467, 158 S.E.2d 750.
John Doe.

An

The defendant did not insure

uninsured motorist provision does not create

insurance for the uninsured motorist or the uninsured
automobile, Pulley v. Allstate Ins. Co., 242 F. Supp. 330
(E.D. Va. 1965).

It is not the purpose of the U.M. law to

provide coverage for the uninsured vehicle, its object is to
afford the insured additional protection in the event of an
accident.

The U.M. carrier does not stand in the shoes of

the uninsured motorist.

The policy does not insure the

uninsured motorist against liability.

It insures the

insured against inadequate compensation.

Bobbitt v. Shelby

Mut. Ins. Co., 209 Va. 37, 161 S.E.2nd 671.
By the terms of the policy and by the provisions of
Sections 38.1-381(£), the defendant is granted subrogation
rights.

The policy provides ''In the event of any payment
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under this policy, the company shall be subrogated to all of
the insured's rights of recovery therefore against any
person or organization and the insured shall execute and
deliver instruments and papers and do whatever else is
necessary to secure such rights.

The insured shall do

nothing after loss to prejudice such rights...

This

provision appears on page five, paragraph twelve, of the
policy of insurance issued by the defendant.

The pertinent

portions of the statute, 38.l-38l(f) state as follows:

"Any

insurer paying a claim under the endorsement or provisions
required by paragraph (b) of this section shall be
subrogated to the rights of the insured to

!!S paid against the person causing such

wh~

such clalm

injury~eath,

or

damage and such persons insurer, notwithstanding that it may
deny
..___

coverage for any reason.***"
--··· .

Historically, the above

statute provided subrogation rights only against "the person
causing such injury".

General Ace. F&L Assur. Corp. v •.

Aetna Cas. & Sur •• , 208 Va. 467, 158 S.E.2nd 750.

In 1968,

the General Assembly amended paragraph (f) to its present
form.

It is important to note that the statute gives the

right of subrogation to the U.M. carrier against the person
causing the injury or its insurer.

The right is not

restricted to an action against the unisured motorist.
In

the present case, the co-defendant, Buckingham, had

liability insurance available to him which afforded coverage
to the extent of $100,000.00 per person for bodily injury.
Plaintiff released Buckingham and his insurer and thereby

-s-
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nullified the right of subrogation of Virginia Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company.

A right of subrogation against

the remaining joint tort feasor, John Doe, is a worthless
right.

Had Buckingham remained a party defendant and had

the jury's verdict of $70,000.00 been returned as a joint
verdict, Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company would
have been required to make no payment, or at least would
have suffered no ultimate liability.

True, the successful

plaintiff could have called upon Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company, as his uninsured motorist carrier, to pay
the full amount of the judgment.

He would, however,

thereafter had to assign his rights against the
co-defendant, Buckingham, to Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company.

In the valid exercise of its subrogation

rights against Buckingham and his carrier, Virginia Farm
Bureau Mutual Insurance Company would have recouped the
entire $70,000.00 from the liability insurance carrier of
Buckingham.

As a practical matter, this would never have

occurred because, in the event of a joint verdict,
Buckingham's carrier would have paid the entire amount of
the verdict.
Plaintiff argues that the liability situation with
respect to Buckingham was so clear that no possible
prejudice could have resulted to Virginia Farm Bureau by
virtue of the settlement and that no jury would have
returned a verdict against Buckingham.

-6-
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Defendant submits

that no reasonable insurance carrier would pay $35,000.00
and obligate itself to a possible additional payment of
$15,000.00 if there was no reasonable expectation that
Buckingham would be held jointly liable.

Plaintiff

originally filed a Motion for Judgment alleging negligence
on the part of Buckingham and plaintiff refused to allow
Buckingham to be removed from the action until he made
payment of what ultimately turned out to be SO% of the
verdict.
If the defendant, Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance
Company, is now required to pay $35,000.00, it has no
expectation of recouping any of that loss.

Plaintiff has

insulated Buckingham and his carrier from any claim.
is no way to recover anything from John Doe.

There

Plaintiff not

only breached his contract with defendant in two respects,
but released a right granted by statute, to-wit: the right
of subrogation.

That prejudice has resulted to Virginia

Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company by virtue of this
release is too clear to require comment.
In the action presently before this Court, there are
two policy provisions that have direct bearing on the
outcome.

The first is called the "Consent to Settlement

Exclusion" and appears as exclusion (a) of Part IV
(Protection Against Uninsured Motorist Insurance) on page
five of the policy.

It states, "This insurance does not

apply to bodily injury or property damage with respect to
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which the insured or his legal representative shall, without
--....__....--····

written consent of the company, make any settlement with any

----------·-----------

. ._._.

person or organization who may be legally liable therefore.
The second is paragraph twelve of "Conditions" of the policy
appearing on page five titled Subrogation and quoted on page
4 and 5 of this brief.
Many jurisdictions have addressed the validity of the
"Consent to Settle Exclusion."

The exclusion has been

struck down as being against public policy.

It has been

struck down on the theory that it is in derogation of the
purposes of the U.M. statute and because it allegedly
dilutes the coverage otherwise available under the uninsured
motorist endorsement.
If the cases finding the exclusion to be void are
carefully analyzed, it will be found that most of these
decisions are based on policies and statues that differ from
the policy and statute here in issue.

Many of the states

finding the exclusion to be void come from jurisdictions
where no right of subrogation is given by statute.

Those

cases find that the exercise of any such right by the
uninsured motorist carrier would be in derogation of common
law because at common law there could be no assignment of an
unliquidated tort

cla~

and, in effect, subrogation of the

U.M. claim would be an assignment of an unliquidated tort
claim.

In those states, the policy usually provides that

the carrier, upon payment to the insured, is entitled to the
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proceeds of any settlement of judgment between the insured
and any person or organization responsible for the injury.
This is usually referred to as trust receipt language but is
not at issue in this case because such language does not
appear in either the statute or the policy.
The "Consent to Settle

Exclusio~'is

inserted in the

policy to protect the insurer's subrogation rights.

If it

has no such rights, then it cannot claim prejudice from an
unauthorized settlement by the policyholder.

Without

prejudice, it would be contrary to public policy to sustain
the validity of such an exclusion.
Plaintiff cites Jordan v. Sweeny, 467 S.2nd 569
(l985La) as authority for his position.

If the decision and

supporting statute are read with care, one finds

~ediately

that Louisiana statute R.S.22:1404D(4) (the uninsured
motorist statute) does not grant subrogation rights to the
uninsured motorist carrier against anyone.

Virginia's

statute does grant subrogation
rightsJ not only against the
.
person causing the injury but his insurance carrier as well.
Plaintiff also cites as authority for his position the
case of Guthrie v. State Farm Insurance Co., 279 F. Supp.
837.

The case is purportedly decided by the District Court

of South Carolina on Virginia law and on a Virginia
contract.

It is a poorly reasoned decision and defendant

submits that it is not in accord with Virginia law.

The

first erroneous conclusion found in Guthrie is in paragraph
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nine appearing at page 842 of the S.E. Reports.

There the

Court held that State Farm could not rely on a policy of
liability insurance issued by Kansas Fire & Marine which
policy insured the bus in which the plainitff was a
passenger and which policy provided uninsured motorist
benefits.
~,

The Guthrie Court relied upon Bryant v. State

205 Va. 897, 104 S.E.2nd 817 (1965).

The Guthrie case

was decided in 1968 which may in part explain the decision.
In 1970, the Virginia Supreme Court decided State Farm
Mutual Insurance Company v. United Service Auto Association,
211 Va. 133, 176 S.E.2nd 327.

The Virginia Supreme Court

pointed out that, under the facts existing in the Bryant
decision the excess liability insurance provision would have
been void because it would have limited the amount of
uninsured coverage available. In the context presented in
State Farm v. United Services the clause was not in
violation of 38.1-381.

On page 331 of the Southeast version

the Court states, "We see nothing in the excess coverage
clause involved herein which adds to or restricts the
uninsured motorist statute.

It does not affect an insureds

right to recover under the uninsured motorist statute.

The

excess coverage clause merely provides an orderly process
for determining the distribution of liability among several
insurance carriers.

Code Section 38.1-381(b) requires that

the insured be paid all sums he is legally entitled to
recover as damages from the uninsured motorist within the
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limits of the policy.

The excess coverage clause does not

conflict with that requirement, but only requires the
exhaustion of the primary coverage before the excess
coverage comes into play.
is valid."

That being the case, the clause

If the South Carolina court had not erroneously

struck down the excess provision in Guthrie, the U.M.
benefits afforded by the liability carrier of the bus,
Kansas City Fire & Marine, would have been primary.

As the

verdict was less than the limits afforded by that coverage,
State Farm would have had no liability under its policy.
The Court then became confused about the policy
provision and states on page 842 of the Southeast edition
that the "alleged breach of condition by Guthrie in giving a
covenant not to sue was a breach of Part Four, Condition
Six."

Part Four, Condition Six is the excess liability

condition.

The breach of condition involved in giving the

covenant not to sue was the condition of the policy granting
subrogation rights to Farm Bureau.

The act was also a

breach of the "No Consent to Settlement Exclusion" since
State Farm did not consent to the settlement.
The District Court did not find the "Consent to
·settlement Exclusion 11 to be invalid.
comment upon the exclusion at all.

It simply failed to
The State Farm policy

also contained the subrogation condition but no mention is
made of it in the opinion.
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State Farm was ill treated by the District Court in two
ways, both of which severely prejudiced State Farm and
required it to make a payment that it did not owe.

Had the

case been tried and a verdict rendered against the bus
company and the uninsured motorist, or against the bus
company only, the liability carrier for the bus company
would have owed the entire amount of the judgment up to the
limits of the liability coverage afforded.

Southern v.

Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Co., 236 F. Supp. 370
(W.D.Va.l964)

Had the verdict been against the uninsured

motorist only, Kansas City Fire & Marine, the bus company's
uninsured motorist carrier would have been liable to the
extent of its uninsured motorist limits and only when those
limits were exhausted would State Farm's uninsured motorist
coverage have become applicable.

State Farm v. u.s.A.A.,

suprao
The decision in Guthrie is so bad that it should be
authority for nothing other than its finding that insured
and insurer are adversaries and as such owe each other no
duties.

This was established by Virginia law in Maxey v.

John Doe, 217 Va. 22, 225 S.E.2nd 359.
Many jurisdictions have found the "Consent to
Settlement Exclusion" to be valid.

Some are: Government

Employees' Insurance co. v. Sutton (1981), Fla.Dist.Ct.App.,
400 So.2nd 476; Tuthill v. State Farm Co., (1974), 19 Ill.
App.3d 491, 311 N.E.2d 770; Benson v. Farmers Insurance Co.,
(1980) 227 Kan. 833, 610 P.2d 605;
-12-
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Aetna Casualty and

Surety Co. v. Poirier, (1976) 371 Mass. 257, 356 N.E.2d 452;
Worobec v. State Far.m Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.,
(1978) 200 Neb. 210, 263 N.W.2d 95; Charest v. Union Mutual
Insurance co. (1973), 113 N.H. 683, 313 A.2d 407; Pickering
v. American Employers Insurance Co., (1971) 109 R.I. 143,
282 A.2d 584; State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance co. v.
Ford (1976),

Tex.Civ~App.,

537 S.W.2d 138; Kisling v. M.F.A.

Mutual Insurance Company, 399 S.W.2d 245, Missouri (1966);
Porter v. M.F.A. Mutual Insurance Company, 643 P.2d 302,
Okl. (1982); Portillo v. Farmers' Insurance Exchange, 47
California Reports 456, California (1965), that case later
altered by statute.
One of the better reasoned cases and one on point with
the case now under consideration by this Court is Dravet v.
Vernon Fire and Casualty Insurance Co., 454 N.E.2d 440 (Ind.
1983).

The facts there were similar to the facts in our

case and to the facts in Guthrie.

Plaintiff, Dravet, was

injured in an automobile accident involving two other
automobiles.

Plaintiff brought a personal injury action

against Stacy and Vaughan, operators of the two automobiles,
alleging that each was negligent in causing the injury.
Stacy was insured, Vaughan was not.

Plaintiff had uninsured

motorist coverage with Vernon Fire and Casualty.

Prior to

the trial, Dravet, the plaintiff, settled with Stacy and he
was dismissed from the case.

Plaintiff then filed a

declaratory judgment action in an attempt to establish
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coverage under the U.M. provisions of Vernon Fire and
Casualty.
The issues were stated to be (1) whether the "Consent
to Settlement Exclusion" contravenes the U.M. statute; (2)
whether the exclusion was applicable, and; (3) whether there
was a waiver of the exclusion by Vernon Fire and Casualty.
The court answered all questions in favor of the insurance
company.

The court agreed that any policy language which

diluted or dimished the protection required by the statute
would be contrary to public policy and void.
stated the following:

The court then

"We are persuaded that those

decisions upholding the validity of the exclusion are the
better reasoned cases.

Those cases recognize the

requirement that the insured obtain written consent from the
insurer before making a settlement with anyone who may be
legally liable for the accident or forfeit coverage.

It is

designed to protect the insurer's right to subrogation
citing Tuthill v. State Farm, 311 N.E.2d 770 (1974) Illinois
decision.

The cases invalidating the exclusion provisions

are vague as to how the provisions violate public policy.
The Dravets have likewise failed to explain how the
exclusion violates public policy.

We fail to see how the

requirement that the insured get the insurer's consent
before settlement diminishes the coverage of the uninsured
motorist statute.

Because the exclusion serves a legitimate
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purpose and does not diminish the protection of the
uninsured motorist statute, we find the exclusion is valid.
The Dravets finally contend the policy exclusion was not
applicable to the facts of this case.

Specifically, they

contend Stacy could in no way be held legally liable to them
and therefore conclude the provision was inapplicable.
Dravets once asserted that Stacy was legally liable.

The
They

received a settlement from Stacy relying on a claim that he
was liable.

Now they contend there was no way Stacy could

be held liable.

They cannot have it both ways.

The

settlement made in response to a claim of legal liability
conclusively establishes Stacy as a "person ••• who may be
legally liable" for the accident."
Defendant submits that "Dravet 11 is not only on point
but represents a clear and logical approach to the problem
now before. this court.

The Commonwealth of Virginia has

seen fit to grant uninsured motorist carriers subrogation
rights.

To hold that the policyholder can arbitrarily

prejudice those rights at will without the consent of the
uninsured motorist carrier is to nullify the right granted
by statute.
For the reasons stated above, the defendant
respectfully requests that the Court deny the relief prayed
for by the plaintiff.
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VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

Joseph c. Russell
200 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220
CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing
Brief was mailed this

1/0~ay of December,

1985, to L. B.

Chandler, Jr., Esquire, Chandler, Franklin & O'Bryan, 2560
Ivy Road, Post Office Box 22906, Charlottesville, Virginia
22906, counsel for plaintiff.
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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE

COUNTY~

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff

IA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant
REPLY MEMORANDUM OF PLAINTIFF
The most recent case which deals directly with the
issues in the case at bar is state Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Company

~

Galloway, 373 N.W. 2d 301, handed down

by the Supreme court of Minnesota on August 23, 1985.
The facts in Galloway, are strikingly similar to the
facts in the case at bar, and the court answers directly,
many

of

the

points

raised

in

defendant

Farm

Bureau's

memorandum.
In Galloway, supra, one Nancy Galloway was injured in
an auto accident on December 14, 1979.

She was a passenger

in an uninsured automobile driven by one Kadrlik, who lost
control of his car after racing with a vehicle driven by one
Fahninq, who was intoxicated.

Fahninq had apparently become

intoxicated after drinking at Marty's Bar.
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN Be
O'BRVAN

dramshop act,

and Marty's Bar carried dramshop liability

insurance of at least $100, ooo. oo.
liability

Minnesota has a

insurance

of

Fahning also carried

$100, 000. 00,

and

Kadrlik,

as

mentioned, was uninsured.
g~
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Galloway sued Kadrlik,

Fahning and Marty 1 s Bar,

and

Galloway put her company, State Farm, on notice that she
might make a claim under her $25,000.00 uninsured motorist
coverage.

Subsequently,

Galloway offered to settle her

uninsured motorist claim with state Farm, if it would waive
its subrogation rights

(Minnesot~

had recognized subrogation

rights for uninsured motorist claims since 1981, in Maday

~

Yellow Taxi Company of Minneapolis, 311 N.W. 2d 849 (1981),
and by statute in 1985).

See 1985 Minn. Laws First Special

Session ch. 10, Section 12 3 Subd. 5, and Ch. 13, Section
The policy had a "consent to settlement" provision

191 •.
~

similar to the on ftn the case at bar.

State Farm refused to settle and Galloway· demanded
arbitration.

During

proceedings,

Galloway,

the

pendency

of

the

without State Farm 1 s

Arbitration
knowledge or

consent, settled with Fahning 1 s insurer for $61,000.00, and
with the carrier for Marty's Bar for $1o,ooo.oo.
Upon learning of the settlements, state Farm refused to
continue

with

arbitration,

and

brought

a

declaratory

judgment action seeking a determination that Galloway had
violated the terms of her policy by settling with the other
tortfeasors without its consent, and thereby, depriving it
CHANDl-ER.
FRANKl-IN
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of its subrogation rights.

(This is the identical argument

being made in our case by Virginia Farm Bureau.)
In a well reasoned opinion, the Court held that state
Farm's

incohate

subrogation

right

must

yield

to

the

claimant 1 s right to settle with the insured tortfeasors.
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The court began by examining the law as
uninsuired motorist

it relates to

The court said at

insurance.

304:

that "ordinarily, the presence of other insured joint tortfeasors,

even

if their

liability

insurance

coverage

is

adequate to cover the claim, does not prevent the claimant
from instead choosing to pursue first her uninsured motorist
claim. • • but if the claimant recovers full compensation in

;r

uninsured mo~ist benefits from her carrier, the carrier is
subrogated to claimant 1 s personal injury claim,

not only

against the uninsured motorist, but also against any other
insured joint tortfeasors.
This is exactly the law as it i.s in Virginia today.
Defendant in its memorandum (p. 4) admits that the purpose
of uninsured motorist insurance is

11

to afford the insured

additional protection in the event of an accident".
Bureau further admits that the
in

the

shoes

of

memorandum p. 4).

the

11

Farm

U.M. carrier does not stand

uninsured

motorist 11

And it goes on to state that

(Defendant
11

it insures

the insured against inadequate compensation (memorandum p.
4)

(emphasis added).
Farm

Bureau

takes

the

position

that

because

Buckingham's carrier paid $35,000.00 to settle his claim,
CHANDLER.
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this shows that there was a

reasonable expectation that he

a

(Defendant's memorandum p.

would be held jointly liable.
6, 7).

A similar

argument

was

made

by

State

Farm

in

Galloway, supra, that "since Galloway had already collected
$71,000.00, any further recovery from State Farm would be
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unjust since State Farm was being deprived of any rights of
subroqation 11 •
The Court at 305 answered this arqument by stating:
Clearly Kadrlik, the uninsured tortfeasor, has no complaint about double
recovery nor would he be entitled to a
credit for the settlement money paid. (
In State Farm • s
hypothetical,
the
,
insured
tortfeasors
have
suppl~
misjudged the value of the claims and
paid too much for their releases. Under
established tort law, this kind of
"overpayment" is not the kind of double
recovery of which a tortfeasor can
complain. • • It should be no concern of
the nonsettling defendant how much the
plaintiff received from the settling
defendant.
Defendant

claims

in

its

memorandum,

(p.

4),

that

Section 8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia, does not apply,
because Farm ~ureau was not a tortfeasor.

This sort of

semantical judggling was explictly rejected in Guthrie Y..:..
State Fal:'lll ;;;;z;:-1

~utomobile

Insurance Company,

279

Fed

Supp. 837 (District of South Carolina 1968) (cited in detail
in plaintiff's memorandum pg. 10, 11, 12).

Defendant does

not contend in its memorandum that Guthrie, supra, does not
say exactly what plaintiff contends its says.

It dismisses

it the only way it can, by saying "it is a poorly reasoned
decision, and defendant submits that it is not in accord
CHANDL.ER.

with Virginia law" (Defendant's memorandum p. 9).

FRANKL.IN 8c
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The

fact

remains,

that

Guthrie

is

a

federal

case

interpreting Virginia law on the exact issue in the case at
bar, and it supports plaintiff's position unequivocally.
has not been overruled,
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modifed or reversed.

It

Defendant

states that "State Farm was ill treated by the District
court in two ways (Defendant's memorandum p. 12); and that
"the decision in Guthrie (sic) is so bad that it should be
authority for nothing other than its findings that insured
and insurer are adversaries, and as such, owe each other no
duties"

(Defendant's memorandum p. 12) •

Yet, State Farm

chose not to appeal a case which would appear to have had
large ramifications to it of a very negative nature.
Defendant further attempts in its memorandum,

(p. 10,

11, 12), to show that the Guthrie case has been watered down
because it relied upon Bryant

~

state Farm, 205 Va. 897

(1965), in reaching its decision, and that the case of State
Farm

Mutual

Association,

Insurance

Company

211 Va. 133

~

United

Services

(1970), decided two years after

Guthrie, somehow changed or reversed the Bryant case 11 •
is just not sol

Auto

This

The United Seryices case did nothing more

than hold that the holding in Bryant would not be applicable
in United services, because "there is a crucial difference
between the language in the clause now under consideration,
and that held invalid in Bryant."
336 F. Supp. 1212

See Eggleton Y..!. Townsend,

(1972), for an excellent discussion of

this area of law.
CHANDLER.

In support of its position, defendant cites the case of

FRANKLIN 8c
O'BRYAN

Dravet

~Vernon

Fire k Casualty Insurance Co., 454 N.E. 2d

443, (Ind. App. 4th dist. 1983), (defendant's memorandum p.
13), as being "one of the better reasoned cases and one in
point with the case now under consideration by this Court".
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It is interesting to note that the Dravet case cites Guthrie
L. state ~:ME,

supra, as the case which applies Virginia

law, to hold that a policy exclusion such as Farm Bureau had
in

its

policy

in

this

case,

is

invalid,

because

it

diminishes the uninsured motorist coverage of the state. :.
(Emphasis added.)
Therefore,

it is apparent that this

Indiana court,

which defendant claims to be "one of the better reasoned
casesr•, • • • Fifteen (15) years since Guthrie, reads Guthrie
as the case supporting the proposition that Virginia is
among

those

states

which

have

struck

down

the

policy

exclusion clause as being invalid.
The Guthrie case, supra, has been cited with approval
in Grayson

~

National Fire Insurance Company, 313 F. Supp.

1002 (1970), and as recently as last year by the Court of
Appeals of South Carolina, in Nationwide Mutual Insurance
Company~

Howard, 324 S.E. 2d 323 (1984).

Yes, Virginia,

there is a Guthrie, and it is alive and well.
Defendant in its memorandum (p. 6, 7), states that

the event of a joint verdict, it would not have had to
any payment.
happened.
CHANDLER.

This may be true,

but this

~

m~e

is not what

There was no joint verdict; there was only a

verdict against John Doe for $70,000.00.

Defendant is not

FRANKLIN Be
O'BRYAN

being

asked to pay the entire judqment, because it qets a

$35,000.00 credit.
be made

whole,

motorist statute.
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This is the only way the plaintiff can

which

is

the

purpose

of

the

uninsured

/<J

The court in Galloway, supra, said:

."uninsured

motorist benefits should be adminstered in a way that does
not

leave

the

advantageous
insured."
bar.

insured

than

if

in

the

a

position

uninsured

which

motorist

is

less

had

been

This is exactly what would. happen in the case at

Had John Doe been known, and insured, the $70,000.00

judqment would have been paid with no question.

It should

not matter that he was uninsured.
Galloway, supra, also supports the proposition as set
forth in White XL Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, 361 F
2d 785 (4th Cir. 1966), that the right of subrogation does
not come into being until the whole debt is paid, and the
creditor fully satisfied.
Finally,

defendant

Farm Bureau,

$70,000.00 entered aqainst John Doe.

had

a

judqment of

This is the same

defendant who offered to pay only ten percent ·(10%) of the
total settlement, yet now states that there would have been

'

and several verdict had plaintiff not settled with
f that is the case, then why should this court
recalcitrant tort feasor, or an uninsured motorist
who takes on the semblance of the

recalcitrant

tortfeasor, since it controls the pursestrinqs?
CHANDLER.

The Court

should not, and should order defendant, Farm Bureau, to pay

FRANKLIN &
O'BRYAN

$35,000.00, together with interest and costs.
Respectfully submitted,
.---·;,
.
/ /
~/-/}
~~/ 7 L/1--a-.v-;''ti.~
Robert<Benjamin Giti~n,
~ _,...-,

By Counsel
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Hearing Convened at 11:20 A.M.

THE COURT:
5
6

~roceed,

You may

MR. CHANDLER:

Mr. Chandler.

Your Honor, I would like to present

to the court a Stipulation of Facts together with a number of
exhibits that have been agreed upon by Mr. Russell and myself

8

and we have affixed our signature to it.

9

ily so that we can try to move this along, I know Your

I might say preliminar~onor

10

appreciate that, that this was a case that was filed, Motion

11

for Judgment--

12

THE COURT: I reread all the--

13

MR. CHANDLER:

14

THE COURT:

15
. 16

woul

Yes, sir.

--all your pleadings, I mean the briefs,

last night, so I'm pretty familiar with it .
MR. CHANDLER:

I \.,ould say that

All right, sir.

I

I
I
dollar~

17

initially the Hotion for Judgment as it stands had asked for

18

compensatory damages in the amount of thirty-five thousand

19

plus interest plus costs, plus there was a count as to bad

I
I

I

'

20

faith and punitive damages.

21

case and after the discovery process was completed, it became

22

apparent to myself as plaintiff's counsel that there really was

~

not a cause of action lying in bad faith, and therefore that

~

is not being 9ursued, that's being dropped or whatever the

25

proper thing would be, nonsuited, dismissed, it doesn't matter.

We took extensive discovery in the
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2

We are focusing in and the stipulations all focus in on the
2

thirty-five thousand dollars plus interest plus costs.
Your Honor tried the case with a jury in the underlying!
cause of action, so I'm sure--and if you've read it, you are

5

familiar and probably know what the situation is.

6

are postured in the sense today of a trial, but more properly

I think we

I would think, it's probably on an oral motion for summary
8

judgment on both sides.

9

whatever, procedure of the court.

I think that's probably where we lie,
I would just like briefly

10

to highlight orally the--some of the things that were said in

ll

the brief, there's no sense of--as Your Honor said, I think

12

it's been briefed fully and completely from both sides.

13

an opening brief.

14

So, I don't intend to stand here and S?end an hour reading throug

15

it, but I would like to point out I think what we are talking

16

about as far as the highlights, and then I suppose properly

17

after Mr. Russell has argued, I would move for summary judgment,

18

and I take it likewise he would.

19

I think it has everything before you with these stipulations

20

and all the exhibits.

21

no facts in dispute at all.

22

Mr. Russell filed.

THE COURT:

I filed

I filed a reply brief.

The court can decide on that.

It's purely a question of law.

There are

Merely a question of whether or not

~

pursuant to the law in Virginia, the statutory law in Virginia,

24

the contractual provisions in the policy, whether or not Gibson

25

had to get consent-LANrs COURT REPORTERS
401
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3

MR. CHANDLER:
2

THE COURT:

Correct.

--from Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual

Automobile Insurance Company before he went and settled with
Buckingham's carrier for that thirty-five thousand dollars plus
other things.
6

MR. CHANDLER:

7

THE COURT:

Absolutely.

We so stipulated the issue.

Now, .I think you've briefed me on the law

8

of the subject and there is no Virginia law, the only case that--

9

the closest thing to it, I notice . . . what appears to me to be

10

significant in this case in reading these briefs, there's a

11

statute in Virginia under the--in Title 38 that you cited in

12

your brief which says that--which sets forth what the plaintiff

13

must show and what his

l~

that's a significant--and I want you to focus in on that.

15

get you that--

~esponsibi1ity

16

MR. RUSSELL:

17

MR. CHANDLER:

18

THE COURT:

is in a case and I think

Are you talking about 35?

Yeah, it's the one--and you said under

subsection so-and-so,

20

got it--I should have written it down here.

21

38.1-381 (g), maybe.

~

24
~

l4R.

8.01-35.1?

8.01--the release statute?

19

22

I'll

(g), subsection (g) of the statute, I've
I think it's

Yes.

CHANDLER:

38.1-381 (f) is the section that gives

the right of subrogation by statute.
THE COURT:

~ight.

Then it goes on to say in (g), no

such endorsement. or provision shall contain any provision
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4

requiring arbitration of any claim arising under such endorsement
2

or provision nor may anything be required of the insured except
the establishment of legal liability nor shall the insured be
restricted or prevented in any manner from employing legal
counsel.

Now, the section that I think might have some bearing

6

on the instant case is where it says nor may anything be required

7

of the insured except the establishment of legal liability.

8

MR. CHANDLER:

9

THE COURT:

Your Honor, there's also case--

Now, the contract as I see it required

10

something of the insured that's different from the statute,

ll

requires the insured to give consent or to get consent to settle.

12

So, I think that that--! want you to focus in.

13

language is important.

14

MR. CHANDLER:

Yes, sir.

I think that

Well, outside of that, the--

15

there is case law and both sides, I think, Mr. Russell has

16

conceded in his brief that the Virginia Supreme Court has

17

said on a number of occasions that--one of the most recent

18

cases is Truman v.Spivex, which I cited in my brief, 225 Virginia!

19

74 that a John Doe action is one in tort and not in contract.

20

They go on in cases in Virginia and Mr. Russell says that in

21

his brief he agrees that this is the law, that the insured and

22

the UM carrier are adversaries, they are in an adversary position

I

THE COURT:

23
~

25

that.

I don't think there is any question about

You don't differ on that.
MR. CHANDLER:

And that therefore the--and they've gone
LANE'S COURT REPORTERS
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5
on to say that the only requisite--! think the court is citing,
2

talking about the same thing the statute says, that you have to
show liability and of course in this case our contention is it
would show liability.

We've got a judgment entered by this

5

court for the amount of seventy thousand dollars with a

6

thirty-five thousand dollar credit.

I think that there are

twelve states currently, Your Honor, that have struck down
8

policy exclusions such as is in this and then we concede there

9

is an exclusion in the case that says you have to get permission

10

to settle before you can settle.

ll

Jersey, Alabama, Maine, Minnesota, Washington, Arizona, Vermont

12

and Missouri.

13

Supreme Court in Galloway and the--in that case there was

14

subrogation in Minnesota and the Minnesota Supreme Court satd

15

you cannot do that.

16

though, and I really think that it is important that the

1i

statute comes into play here because the release statute is JUst-

18

was enacted originally in 1979, has been amended, 8.01-35.1,

19

the joint--is subsequent to the UM statute and there's been no

20

case interpretation on it.

21

two weeks ago came out with a very interesting case and I think--

22

I just saw this case, I think, about two days ago, it's not in

~

my brief because it was subsequent to my reply brief.

~

Thurston Metals and Supoly Company v. Taylor and it's cited as

25

2 VLR 1030, January 17, 1986, opinion by Justice Compton.

Among them are New York, New

I have cited the very recent case of the Minnesota

I

I think in conjunction with this statute,

rel~ase j'

However, the Supreme Court about

It's

In that
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6

particular case, Your Honor, it's kind of an interesting case,
2

results in a negligence action where a man--there was a golf
foursome up at Wintergreen and they were on the fifth tee and a
man was swinging--you might have read about it in the paper--but
he was swinging and he hit two balls in the woods out of bounds

6

7

and he put down a third ball and he took a swing and the club
went out of his hand and went backwards and it smashed and took

8

this man's left eye out.

9

Well, the question there was--they found--it was a jury trial

Really it's kind of tragic thing.

10

and they found that the man was negligent and a release had been

11

granted--had been given to the individual.

12

that he had--was there in a business enterprise, that he was

13

there on a corporate, sort of a corporate outing and therefore.

14

they sued the employer, and the question in that case came up

15

as to whether or not the statute came into play as to joint tort-

. 16

feasors and the defense, as the defense is saying here, the

17

defense in its brief says, well, 8.01 doesn't come into play

18

because we're a UM carrier and we're not a tort-feasor.

19

a similar argument they used in this case that just came down,

20

this Thurston Metals case and the Supreme Court in dealing with

21

the question of joint tort-feasors and what this statute means

22

said that we hold that the application of 8.01-35.1, which is

~

the joint tort-feasor statute, is not limited to joint tort-

~

feasors as the term is narrowly defined, this is two weeks old,

~

this case, three weeks old, but also applies to masters and
LANE•s COURT REPORTERS
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7
principals.

In this case they were trying to get at the--and

they got a jury verdict, and what happened, they came in and
said too bad, you released the employer by releasing the employee,
Obviously an employer is not

they are not a joint tort-feasor.
5

a joint tort-feasor.

6

they went on, again to the purpose of this statute and they cited

It's a respondeat superior thing.

But

-'

some of their other

8

1984, which they cited with approval.

9

of this statute is to facilitate prompt payments, prompt settle-

cases,H~an

v. Patio Products, last year,
It says that the purpose

10

ment and discharge of a paying tort-feasor which is Mr.

ll

Buckingham, while not releasing nonpaying tort-feasors who

12

preferred to have their liability determined in litigation.

13

The General Assembly,

14

intended to change a rule of law which rewarded a recalcitrant

15

tort-feasor at the expense of one willing to settle out of

16

court.

17

~d

I think this is extremely important,

Now, prior to this statute, of course as you know,

18

if you release one, you release them all, and that was the

19

purpose of it, and I think that Farm Bureau's position is not

20

well-taken that, yes, if we were a joint tort-feasor, this would

21

apply, but a UM carrier is not.

22

Now, the only case in Virginia that really is closely

23

on point, and it's a Federal case and that's been briefed and

24

I won't go into great detail on it, is the Guthrie case, Guthrie

25

v. State Farm, but it's interesting to note that that case was
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8

never appealed, never been reversed.
2

It was a Federal court

applying Virginia law and that case, before this statute ever
came into being, 1968, this was eleven years before the statute,
this court, at that time, held that a UM carrier was not released

5
6

I

when you released a joint tort-feasor, and that case--this was
the case where the woman was on the Trailways bus to Lynchburg,
South Carolina she got hit by a John Doe uninsured motorist,

8

uninsured motorist from South Carolina and settled and then

9

went against her UM carrier and the Supreme Court, they imposed

10

the same defense as Farm Bureau has here, and the--not the

ll

Supreme Court, but the Federal District Court sitting in South

12

Carolina applying Virginia law, held that the joint--release of

13

a joint tort-feasor did not release the UM carrier even though

l~

other joint tort-feasors would be released at that time.

15

went on and they were in the position that everybody, I think,

16

agrees to now, the plaintiff and the UM carrier are in an

17

adversary position.

18

of piercing this fiction of that the UM carrier, that you need

19

to cooperate, you need to go to them and ask for settlement.

20

The Galloway ca3e is an excellent treatise, the Minnesota case

21

which is very recent also, August 1985 and it cites a number of

22

cases.

~

Circuit, Court of Appeals, the White case, White v. Nationwide,

~

which is involving interpretation of-Virginia uninsured motorist

~

statute and in that case they take a little different approach.

More and more states are accepting, are sort

The--there is another case in Virginia in the Fourth
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You can reach the same result in either way.
2

The White case

hold& that the subrogation statute does not come into effect
in Virginia until the person has been made whole.

In that case

the woman was a passenger in a vehicle and she was hit by a
5

nonresident defendant who had ten thousand dollars insurance.

6

At the time Virginia had a fifteen thousand dollar minimum, so

-'

the guy was uninsured.

8

thousand dollars, took the policy limits of the nonresident, and

9

then she filed suit and got a twenty-two thousand dollar verdict

10

and she went against her UM carrier which was Nationwide for the

ll

additional twelve thousand dollars.

12

arguments.

13

of the ten thousand dollars destroyed their subrogation rights

l.J.

and therefore settlement released one, released them all, and the

15

same argument we have here.

16

that there was no right of subrogation until the insured had

17

received full satisfaction of the judgment and that Nationwide

18

would have to pay the full twelve thousand dollars.

19

on and there's a number of states that hold that, that subrogatio1

20

does not come into play until the person has received the full

21

amount of the judgment.

She accepted the settlement of ten

Nationwide interposed two

The first one that we have here was that the acceptan e

The court in answering that said

They went

at

22

Now, when you look/all this as one, Your Honor, and

~

try to get a perspective on it, what do we have in this case?

24

We have a person, a plaintiff who got a verdict of seventy

25

thousand dollars.

It just happens to be that the settlement was
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10
for half of that, purely coincidental, the thirty-five thousand
2

dollar settlement was paid by Mr. Buckingham's carrier, but

he right now has thirty-five thousand dollars and no anticipation
of anymore unless Farm Bureau pays under their UM coverage.

He

5

released one of the joint tort-feasors for reasons that have

6

appeared in the brief, that it was a judgment call on counsel's
part, that if both were sued and both went to the jury, the

8

jury could easily get confused and just hang up and say well

9

we don't know which one caused this.

Buckingham's carrier was

10

willing to pay the thirty-five thousand dollars, that was tenderec.

11

Now the question is did that release the UM carrier.

12

carrier says that it does because it has destroyed their subrogatjon

13

rights.

l~

subrogation until the seventy thousand dollars is paid, they

15

wouldn't have any right of subrogation.

However, under these lines of cases, that--there is no

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. CHANDLER:

18

THE COURT:

19
20

Number two--

What do they do then?
Excuse me?

When the seventy thousand is paid, what

do they do then?
MR. CHANDLER:

Well, they would--theoretically they

21

could--we could call upon them to pay the entire seventy thousand

22

and they would have a right of subrogation for thirty-five against

~

Buckingham.

~

under the 8.01-35.1 they get an automatic credit.

25

only have to pay thirty-five.

However, under the statute that we are claiming,
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they pay their share, they pay their thirty-five thousand.
2

Buckingham has already paid his thirty-five.
paid _thirty-five.

We've already been

So, we are only looking for thirty-five.

Interestingly enough-5
6

I

THE COURT:

Supposing Gibson had gone to the UM carrier

and said give me consent, what do you think the UM carrier would
have done?

8

MR. CHANDLER:

9

THE COURT:

Would not have.

Not given consent.

10

MR. CHANDLER:

ll

THE COURT:

12

MR. CHANDLER:

Would not have.

What's the result then?
No difference.

That's the same--they

13

would have refused the consent under their theory of the law,

14.

that they have a--see, they have--they take the position they

15

have a right of subrogation which has been destroyed, but the

. 16

problem with that theory is is that that flies in the face of

17
18

the 8.01-35.1 and also the st?tute.
THE COURT:

So, if Gibson had gone to Farm Bureau

19

and said look, we're working out a settlement with Buckingham,

20

give us consent, they wouldn't have given consent, so that

21

Buckingham then would have not entered into--Buckingham's

~

carrier wouldn't have entered into a settlement with Gibson

~

for the thirty-five unless they got released.

24

z

r-1R. CHANDLER:

No, sir.

Right?

They already-- see they already

--if they wouldn't have given--they wouldn't have given the conseJt,
!
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12
they would not give the consent because they had offered ten

...,

perc.ent .. of the settlement .
~

..
THE COURT:

But I'm asking a question.

If they didn't

give consent, then there would have been no agreement to release
5
6
7

8

Buckingham because they wouldn't give the consent to the release.
MR. CHANDLER:

v1ell, we take the position they didn't

need the consent, so did Buckingham's carrier.
THE COURT:

I know, but I'm looking at the scenario

9 as if--let's go back and see what the result would have been
10

if Gibson had gone to them and said look we want your consent

11

to release Buckingham's carrier and he's going to pay us thirty-

12

five thousand and of course if we get a judgment that will be

13

credited against anything you are going to pay.

14

have given--

15

16
17

MR. CHANDLER:

No, that I'm sure.

They wouldn't

I mean, Mr. Murray

and I discussed-THE COURT:

So, what would have been your result if

18

they don't give the consent, what position would Gibson have

19

been in then?

:20

MR. CHANDLER:

I think he would have been in the same

~

position he's in now, that he would have taken the settlement

22

at his peril in that if the law is as they say, then of course

~

he's lost thirty-five thousand dollars, but then that's--well, my

24

point is, Your Honor, that the court just can't do that.

25

THE COURT:

Well, might not that also put him in a
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position to say okay if I can't get consent from my UM carrier
I think ~ne of these guys is going to be found responsible,
either ·the John Doe or Buckingham, might that not have changed
his tactics so that he would have kept both of them in the suit?
5
6

MR. CHANDLER:

No, because in effect they said they

would not give their consent.

I

THE COURT:

Mr. Murray and I discussed this.

That's what I'm saying.

8

their consent.

9

does that put Gibson in?

tiouldn' t give

So, wouldn't give their consent, what position
Doesn't that put him in the position

10

that if he wants to retain both of those people as possible

ll

payees--

12

MR. CHANDLER:

But that's the'very reason for the

13

purpose--the court says that why should a recalcitrant

14

tort-feasor be rewarded when the other man is there making what

15

I consider to be a reasonable offer.

16

THE COURT:

What I'm asking you is to tell me what the

17

scenario would have been if they didn't give their consent.

18

What position would that put Gibson in?

19

MR. CHANDLER:

The scenario would have been the same.

20

Gibson would have--Gibson--they didn't give their consent.

21

mean, t h ey--

22

THE COURT:

23

MR. CHANDLER:

24

THE COURT:

~

Well, they never asked.

I

Were they?

It wasn't a formal act, but it was--

Gibson never went to Farm Bureau and said ·

look I've got thirty-five thousand from Buckingham's carrier, and
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I'm going to give him a release, I need your consent under that
2
3

con:~.ractual

:;

provision

MRo

D

CHAL~DLER:

No, Gibson went to Farm Bureau and said

that I've got thirty-five thousand dollars, how about giving
5
6

7

me another thirty-five thousand and we'll settle it and they
said no, we won't, and don't--you know, if you settle that,
we're not going to pay.

8

THE COURT:

9

11

So, they--

MR. CHANDLER:

10

THE COURT:

In effect I think they did.

Without a formal--

There was never a formal request by

Gibson.

12

MR. CHAUDLER:

13

THE COURT:

No.

They just said we aren't going to give

14

you a release and if you go ahead with the settlement, that's

15

to your detriment.

16

MR. CHANDLER:

Yes, sir, that's correct.

But it was

17

very obvious and I don't think anybody is going to dispute that i

18

there had been a request made for consent, it wouldn't have been

19

given.

20

THE COURT:

Now, the requirement of a request for

21

settlement is a contractual requirement between Gibson and his

22

UM carrier.

23
24

25

MR. CHANDLER:
. THE COURT:

That's true .

The UM carrier that he was relying on,

and the question is now is that added burden on the plaintiff
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allowed by Virginia law.
2

·MR. CHANDLER:

And our answer to that is that it is

•'

not.

The statute, the UM statute and the case law says all

you need do is show liability which we have done and-5
6

THE COURT:

What do you think the effect of (g) is

on that--subsection (g)?

I

MR. CHANDLER:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. CHANDLER:

The--

38.1-381 (g).

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. CHANDLER:

12

THE COURT:

Do you have that?

Sure do.
I

think

The concern

(g)
I

is the--

have in reading all this

13

is can a company put something in a contract that's not a

1-l

requirement of 38.1--

15

MR. CHANDLER:

16

THE COURT:

Clearly no.

--of the 38.1 title.

Can they just put

17

anything they want in there and put all kinds of burdens?

18

for instance, it says you can't compel them to have counsel and

19

all this kind of stuff on that (g).

20

MR. CHANDLER:

Like

That's right, no, sir, there are many

21

Supreme Court cases on that, both in the UM area and medical

22

payments area that says that any policy provision in contraventiotll

23

of the statute is null and void and has no effect.
THE COURT:

24

25

address.

All right.

!

I

That's what I want you to ·

Does that policy provision that they have to get consen ,
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16
that the person who is settling has to get consent from his
2

UM

carr~e~,

with whom he's in an adversary position, is that

prohibi'ted\by that statute?

t1R. CHANDLER:
5
6

-'

I would argue very strongly it is, and

that the other--the case law in other jurisdictions, they are
falling one-by-one and that's what this, what the purpose of
this statute should be, that the Supreme Court of Virginia

8

skirted this issue.

9

motorist insurance is to see that the person is fully compensated.

They keep saying the purpose of the uninsure

10

It should be construed liberally and when there's any ambiguity

ll

in favor of the insured.

12

THE COURT:

It's not to insure the uninsured motorist,

13

it's to insure the fellow that pays the premiums is the guy

14

buys the UM, he's buying the UM to give himself protection

15

somebody that isn't, doesn't have insurance or doesn't have

. 16

th~t

I

aga1ns~

sufficient insurance.

17

MR. CHANDLER:

That's correct and I think Mr. Russell

18

in his brief has said that it doesn't insure the--it's not the

19

insurance of the vehicle and we agree with that.

20

said that.

21

time, but I think that (g) says very clearly there shall be

22

no provision for arbitration or any claim under such endorsement

23

nor may be required, nor may any be required of the insured

24

except the establishment of legal liability.

The court has

There's no case directly on point at this point in

i

25

THE COURT:

I

That's the point that--that's the part thatl
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I think is significant in this case.
2

MR. CHANDLER:

That's--

I don ' t

THE COURT:

.

th~nk

there

.

~s

any case

.

. I

~nterpret~n

that section.
5
6

I

8
9

10

ll
12

13

MR. CHANDLER:

No, sir, not that I know of, except

that interpreting the intent of the statute, there are cases
in Virginia that talk about--Storm v. Nationwide, it's an old
case, 1959, this is what it says, this has been quoted time after
time after time, the uninsured motorist insurance was enacted
to protect the

injure~

party and should be liberally construed

in favor of the insured party in order to effectuate the intentio
of the legislature.

That's the purpose of UM coverage, that a

person is protected and that it should be liberally construed.

14

There are cases, Your Honor, that have held that in medical

15

payment coverage, in order to determine stacking, things such as

16

that, you look to UM law because the UM law is older than the

17

medical payment law in Virginia, and in those cases they've said

18

the same thing, that any ambiguity must be construed in favor

19

of the insured as opposed to carrier for the insurer.

20

21

THE COURT:

This is a

contractual requirement.

22
23

This is not an ambiguity.

MR. CHANDLER:

Well, it's an--I suppose it's an

ambiguity in--

,

24
~

THE COURT:

Something that's been stuck in the policy

that is not required under Title 38.1 and the question is, can
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they stick stuff like that in the policy and have it stick.
2

MR. CHANDLER:
·· THE COURT:

Well, I think--

If they can, if they can, they can have

all sorts of-MR CHANDLER:
6

Well, they can't, they can't, they cannot--

I think the question is--I think the question would be in this

7

case is is that a condition precedent to the statute, as far as

8

the statute says nothing may be required of the insured other

9

than establishing legal liability.

I think if that clause is

10

considered to be something other, it would have to fail.

11

suppose in argument that maybe it doesn't mean that, I don't

12

know, there's been no case that I know ·of directly on that pointo

13

The law is absolutely clear, Judge--

1-t.

THE COURT:

Well, isn't that what the holding in

15

Guthrie is that they held that it cannot impose an additional

16

burden--

17

MR. CHANDLER:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. CHANDLER:

That's correct.

--on the-Absolutely.

Absolutely.

The defense

20

says that--they admit that Guthrie exists, they say it is bad

21

law and it shouldn't be followed, but the point is, it's never

22

been reversed and never was appealed, nothing ever happened and

~

it's still the closest thing that we have to this case.

24

no doubt that the Supreme Court--you know, if this case--on the

~

way to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court is going to take it
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and probably make some law on it.
2

THE COURT:

I think either way it's going to go to the

Supreme Court.
MR. CHANDLER:

That's right, exactly, I mean, I--we

5

would be less than candid to stand here and tell you that--

6

because we've talked about it.

7

must appeal it for one reason or the other.

8

knows the position I'm in--you know, the man has got a seventy

9

thousand dollar judgment, he's only got thirty-five thousand,

Each side has intersts that they
I think Your Honor

10

he wants to know where his other thirty-five thousand dollars is.

ll

But we think there are two separate--that even if the court

12

found that there was reason to have that clause in it, I still

13

think that the--this new statute and the way the Supreme Court

14

is interpreting it overrides it.

15

and·I'll sit down, Judge, because I've basically said all I need

16

to say.

17

rights and even though they are given and I would admit that

18

the UM carrier in Virginia has subrogation by statute, some

19

states they do not, but there's a case, a 1962 case, Horne v.

20

Insurance Company, 203 Virginia 282, cited in my brief, but I

21

think that case is important in that in that case there was a

22

conflict between the subrogation rights of an employer under a

~

workman's comp. case and the subrogation rights under the statute,

~

the UM statute, and the Supreme Court said in looking at that

25

case that the employer's right of subrogation against negligent

Let me make one final point

There's another case that talks about subrogation
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20

third party is superior to that of an insurer under the uninsured
2

motorist law.

Where that is important, Your Honor, is that

my argument is, in this case, is that the purpose of 8.01-35.1
·~

5
6

7

for settle claims, reward people who want to pay and get out of
the court system, move judicial economy along, that statute
would supersede any subrogation right that a carrier may have
such as in this case in a settlement under a joint tort-feasor

8

claim.

9

any time you had a joint tort-feasor case where one of the joint

10

Under the same rationale that Horne would have, otherwise

tort-feasors was a UM carrier, representing the John Doe type,

11

you could never settle the claim because the UM carrier could

12

frustrate it time and time again by saying we don't agree, we

13

don't consent.

1-t.

absolutely no impetus at all, whatsoever, to consent in a case

15

where there's a hundred thousand dollar coverage as there was

16

in this case, on the other side.

17

back and hope they didn't get hit for above a hundred thousand

18

dollars and I don't believe that's the purpose of the law.

19

It would frustrate the legislative intent and I think that the

20

Supreme Court just speaking two or. three weeks ago in this

21

Wintergreen case has made it clear that the word joint tort-

22

feasor doesn't necessarily restrict it to the actual legal

23

impLication of it, but it applies to other situations and I think

24

when confronted with this case, they would say the exact same

25

thing, that this man settled--only asking the equitable situation

They have no impetus to consent.

All they had to do was sit
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in this case, only asking Farm Bureau to share its proportionate
2

share of this case.

We're not asking them to do anything other

than pay thirty-five thousand dollars, not the whole settlement,
it's half of what the verdict is, I think that's the just result
5
6

and we'd ask the court to enter an order on a motion, my motion
for summary judgment.
THE COURT:

8
9

10

ll

MR. RUSSELL:

Judge, I would like to respond first

to your paragraph (g) of 38.1.
tha~,

Mr. Russell.

All right.

Obviously paragraph (g) is just

it's paragraph (g) and there a lot of paragraphs in front

of it and there are some after it.

I do not think that the

12

statute means precisely what it says.

13

context and say nothing can be required of the insured except

14

the establishment of legal liability of the alleged uninsured

15

tort-feasor, you go against the case law of Virginia because the

16

policy is full of conditions, one of which is the payment of

17

premiums.

18

an

19

establishes legal liability

If you take it out of

Now, if you read that literally, out of context,

uninsured motorist could not pay his premium and if he
agai~st

the uninsured motorist,
I

20

and the insurance company tries to raise the defense that you

21

breached condition number seventeen which requires payment of

22

premiums, he says but the statute says if it's not in the statutej

23

your policy is void, and so your condition requiring payment of

24

premium is void and you ovre me the coverage without me paying the

25

premium.

i

I
I

That's the danger of reading nothing shall be required
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of the insured except establishment of legal liability, if you
2

read it out of. context that is the result-THE COURT:

Well, that presupposes he's an insured,

nothing shall be required of the insured.
5

premium, he's not insured.

6

7

If he hasn't paid the

MR. RUSSELL:

Oh, but that's only by virtue of the

condition in the policy and if that's void, the subrogation is

8

a condition of the policy.

9

one is an exclusion, exclusion A under the uninsured motorist

There are two portions of the policy,

10

that says this policy does not apply to any settlement reached

ll

by the insured without the consent of the insured.

12

the precise words, but--now, the case law defines the purpose

13

of that exclusion as being put in there to protect condition numb r

14

twelve which is the condition of the policy that grants

15

subrogation.

16

to settle clause is so that the policyholder will not destroy

li

the subrogation right that is referred to in condition number

18

twelve and which is granted by the statute in the preceding

19

paragraph of 38.1-381.

20

insured.

The only reason for the consent clause, consent

Now, other things are required of the

He has to give notice of the accident.
THE COURT:

21

Let me ask a question.

You are talking

22

about as far as the company is concerned, they are putting in

~

a provision, a contractual provision to protect their subrogation

24

right.

25

MR. RUSSELL:

Yes, sir.
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THE COURT:
2

Now, that's opposed to the other side of

the release provisions that are provided for in the Code,
release-MR. RUSSELL:

5
6

THE COURT:

What release provisions, Your Honor?
The release of the joint tort-feasor,

just what happened in this--

-

MR. RUSSELL:

j

Your Honor, there are no joint tort-feasols

8

involved insofar as Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance

9

Company is concerned.

The action against Virginia Farm Bureau

10

Mutual Insurance Company is not a tort action, it is a contract

11

action.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. RUSSELL:

1-t.

I realize that.
The tort-feasors were John Doe and

Buckingham.

15

THE COURT:

I'm talking about--I'm talking about the

16

policy in Virginia and many other states now allowing a plaintiff

17

to--where there are multiple defendants as there were in this·

18

case--

19

MR. RUSSELL:

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. RUSSELL:

22

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
--to release one of them-He can't.
Now--so what you are talking about is

~

the contractual provisions to protect the company with regardto

24

its subrogation rights and then the other side of the coin is

~

the policy that's established by statute of allowing a claimant
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to release one or more of several joint tort-feasors.
2
1
-1.

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

Yes, sir.

MR. RUSSELL:

THE COURT:

This provision that's in policy, Farm

Bureau policy can frustrate that right that a claimant has to
release of joint tort-feasor as it would have perhaps in this
case.
MR. RUSSELL:
THE COURT:

Yes, sir, it would have.
I ask you the same question, supposing

Gibson had come to Farm Bureau and said look, I've got a deal
with Buckingham's carrier that they'll pay us thirty-five
grand, but they won't pay it to us unless they get a release,

12

well, I think it's quite obvious that Farm Bureau would not have

13

given them a release because that would have done away with--

14
15
16

17

MR. RUSSELL:

Under the facts of this case, they would

have refused permission.
THE COURT:

No\.v, there are situations--

So what would have happened then?

position does that put Gibson in?

18

MR. RUSSELL:

19

to make a decision at his peril.

20

THE COURT:

It leaves him in the position of having

Bite the bullet and release him and say

21

I'll take my chances on

22

is enforceable or not releasing Buckingham, keeping him in the

23

case, and trying the case against both of them.

24
~

MR. RUSSELL:

s~eing

whether that contractual provision

All right, sir, now, that is--those are

· his options and I submit that if he elects not to go--now, here
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is an innocent plaintiff with two defendants, both of whom he
knows, well,. he knows that the insured defendant has coverage
of a hundred. thousand.

He knows that if John Doe is liable

he has at least one hundred thousand dollars of uninsured motoris
5

coverage.

6

potential reservoir of two hundred thousand.

I

If they are both guilty of negligence, he has a
Now, that to me

is not an onerous decision to put him in the position of having

8

to make.

9

that the clear language of the policy means nothing, or shall I

He is saying shall I take the thirty-five and gamble

10

proceed with a clear liability suit with possibly two hundred

ll

thousand dollars reward.

12

didn't understand provisions of the policy.

13

that neither the plaintiff nor plaintiff's counsel were aware

14

of the provisions in the policy, that the plaintiff has always

15

referred to Farm Bureau as a joint tort-feasor.

16

presumes throughout all of the--and in his memorandum he refers

17

to Farm Bureau as a joint tort-feasor.

18

and it is common practice in people not well-versed in uninsured

19

motorist law to assume that the uninsured motorist carrier is

20

in fact the uninsured motorist and it is not.

21

party with the policyholder who is the plaintiff.

~

tort-feasor at all.

~

with the contractual obligations that flow between the insurer

~

and its policyholder, the plaintiff.

~

into existence until after the plaintiff is a successful judgment

He made a bad decision because he
I strongly suspect

The plaintiff

He tries to substitute

It is a contractual
He's not a

The contribution statute has nothing to do

Those rights don't even come
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creditor against at least an uninsured motorist.
2

Now, why this

is so important to the uninsured motorist carrier and why Guthrie
is wrong and I'll get back to Guthrie in a minute, under the
case law of Virginia and the common practice in the industry

5

long before the case law ever

6

tort-feasors, two defendants, one is insured, and one is not,

7

if judgment is joint and several against both defendants, unless

8

the amount of the judgment is in excess of the limits of the

9

insured defendant, the uninsured carrier pays nothing.

A simply

10

illustration is--well, in this ca_se, let's assume this case had

11

gone to trial--

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. RUSSELL:

Excuse me just a second.
If this case had gone to trial

Sure.

l-1-

against both defendants and a joint verdict of seventy thousand

15

dollars had been rendered against Buckingham and John Doe,

16

plaintiff would have had two options.

17

to Virginia Farm Bureau and says I have a judgment against John

18

Doe, I want my seventy thousand dollars.

19

been required to pay it.

20

to not John Doe's shoes, into the plaintiff's shoes, could have

21

turned to Buckingham and said you owe me seventy thousand dollars

22

and it would have recouped immediately, as a practical matter

~

that doesn't happen.

~

that is what's going to happen.

~

is going to happen.

Plaintiff could have come

Farm Bureau would have

It would have immediately stepped in-

The insured defendant's carrier knows that
The plaintiff knows that's what

He forgets about the UM carrier.
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27

Buckingham and says give me seventy thousand dollars.

Now,

BuCkingham and Buckingham's carrier now has a right of contribution to the tune of thirty-five thousand against John Doe.
The rights of contribution are

Farm Bureau is not involved.
5

between the two tort-feasors.

6

I

THE COURT:

But in this case isn't it right, sir, that

you all were approached on a contribution to the demands--

8

MR. RUSSELL:

9

THE COURT:

10

MR. RUSSELL:

ll

THE COURT:

Certainly is right, yes, Your Honor.
--and you said no.
Sure we did.
Well, we'll give you all ten percent, and

12

so it put them in the position then, they knew that if they

13

settled with Buckingham that they've got to--they don't have to

14

go in there on a gamble for at least thirty-five thousand.

15

got thirty-five thousand.

16

plaintiff the option to be able to advise his client, look,

17

we think it would be confusing, as they have in their brief,

18

to have Buckingham and John Doe in there, we're going to--we'll

19

release Buckingham and we'll go against John Doe.

20

the responsible party.

21

~m.

22

THE COURT:

RUSSELL:

They

They--that gives the lawyer for the

We think he's

I think he made a bad decision.
Well, maybe he did, but anyway they got

~

a judgment for seventy thousand dollars against John Doe and

24

if--and you all defended on the basis that it was Buckingham's

~

fault.

Now, if the jury had concluded it was Buckingham's fault,
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they would have gotten zero.
2

MR. RUSSELL:

No, Your Honor, but you are overlooking

one important possibility.

The jury could have concluded that

it was both Buckingham and John Doe's fault, but you see there
5
6

j

8
9

10

11

12
13

was no Buckingham there to give a judgment against.
only John Doe.
THE COURT:
MR. RUSSELL:
THE COURT:

There was Buckingham, they could-They couldn't find---hang Buckingham.

They could have hung

They could not.

They could not hang

Buckingham-MR. RUSSELL:

Buckingham, Buckingham was gone.
THE COURT:

No, they could hang Buckingham by saying

14

we think under the evidence--that's what you were trying to show,

LS

that it was Buckingham's fault and·your effort was to get a

16

zero verdict.

li

MR. RUSSELL:

No, Your Honor, but what you are over-

18

looking is that any negligence--let's assume John Doe is ninety

19

percent at fault and Buckingham is only ten, that would result

20

if both of them were there in a joint and several verdict because

21

the jury doesn't compare the degrees of negligence.

22

Galloway case--

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. RUSSELL:

25

THE COURT:

~lell,

Now, in the

wasn • t that your defense in the case?

Certainly.
If I recall correctly you weren't--your
LAN~S
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defense in the case was that it was not John Doe's fault, it
2

was· .. Buckingham'. s fault.
MR~.·

6
7

8
9
10
Ll

12
13
14

Well, of course, I mean, you never admit

If you admit liability--

liability.
5

RUSSELL:

THE COURT:

The jury came back, said John Doe was

responsible.
MR. RUSSELL:
THE COURT:

It did not-That doesn't mean that they didn't believe

that Buckingham could have also been responsible because he
wasn't a party defendant.
MR. RUSSELL:
THE COURT:

Precisely my point.
But in any event, they found that John Doe

was responsible.
MR. RUSSELL:

Yes, and if both are responsible,

uninsurt

15

Buckingham pays it all.

16

motorist carrier.

17

he pays it all up to the limit of his coverage.

18

coverage is gone, the uninsured motorist fund is a broad

19

reservoir of coverage, designed to protect plaintiffs from going

20

uncompensated.

21

insurance, your UM doesn't come into play.

22

Guthrie is wrong, Your Honor.

~

bus or the Trailways bus, whichever it was, had liability

~

insurance and uninsured motorist coverage.

25

alleged that the driver of the bus, who was insured under the

That's the important part to the

If the insured defendant is jointly liable,
Now, when his

But as long as there is insurance, liability
Now, that's why

In the Guthrie case the Greyhound

The plaintiff
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liability coverage, was negligent, and that the uninsured motoris
2

was negligent.

Now, if the plaintiff had gone to judgment agains

the. dr~ver.of the bus and the uninsured motorist and recovered
a joint verdict, say twenty thousand dollars.
5

the liability limits were ten and the UM limits were ten.

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. RUSSELL:

Then the liability carrier would have beenLiability carrier would have paid ten

8

and the bus's UM carrier would have paid ten.

9

State Farm, the plaintiff's uninsured motorist carrier, was

Guthrie said that

10

not entitled to rely on the bus company's UM coverage.

ll

they made that decision based on some language in Bryant that

12

struck down the limits of liability clause.

13

in '68.

14

Supreme Court addressed the very same issue that Guthrie did,

15

decided exactly opposite and said that the limit of liability

16

clause is valid where its purpose is to determine which carrier

17

is primary and which carrier is secondary.

18

been tried in Virginia, certainly in 1970 or any time thereafter,

19

State Farm would not have paid a dime because the uninsured

20

motorist carrier for the Greyhound Bus Company, or Trailways

21

Bus Company, would have been the UM carrier liable for the

22

damages caused by the uninsured motorist.

~

and is relied upon by counsel that Virginia law finds the limit

~

of liaibilty clause in derogation of the statute and the Virginia

~

Supreme Court has said that it is not in derogation of the statut .

Bryant was decided about '56 or '57.

401

7TH
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Virginia grants to the uninsured motorist carriers, the law
2

grants subrogation rights If the policyholder is free to destroy

3

those subrogation rights, the grant doesn't mean anything, and he
is certainly free to destroy subrogation rights in cases of
this if the court upholds what he just did.

There is no earthly

6

reason to grant to the insurance company a right to recover money

-'

if it's own policyholder to who it has to pay can cut off that

8

right, and that's exactly what Gibson did in this case.

9

did he do it inadvertently, he did it on advice of counsel and

10

11

Not only

after being told by the UM carrier not to do it.
THE COURT:

How about the argument that would be made

12

by Mr. Chandler that you are not entitled to invoke subrogation

13

rights until the plaintiff has been fully compensated?

14

MR. RUSSELL:

That's good law.

Nothing in the world

15

wrong with that law.

It's not applicable to this case.

The

16

reason the plaintiff is not totally compensated in this case

17

is because he cut off his own nose.

18

that language comes from, I think it was White, but I'm not sure,

19

but anyway it was a case where the plaintiff got a twenty-two

20

thousand dollar verdict and there was only ten thousand dollars

21

of liability coverage.

22

one, because she had cut off their subrogation rights against the

~

insured defendant, but you see the plaintiff there had a twenty-

24

two thousand dollar verdict and only ten thousand dollars of

~

liability coverage from which to satisfy it.

The law that, the case that

The UM carrier didn't want to pay, number

There's no--that's
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been the law forever.

The insurance company cannot profit until

its policyholder has been made whole.
G~bson

The reason the policyholde

was not made whole on his seventy thousand dollar verdict

was because he threw away sixty-five thousand dollars of liabilit
5
6

j

8
9

coverage that was out there to protect himo
THE COURT:
MR. RUSSELL:
THE COURT:
MR. RUSSELL:

By giving the release.
By giving a release.
Violating the con tactual provision.
Two contractual provisions.

10

this policy does not apply if you don't get our consent, but the

ll

more important--that one is only there to protect condition twelv

12

which says that the insurer is subrogated to the rights of its

13

insured which is practically the language of the statute.

14

statute says any insurer making payment under this provision

15

shall be subrogated to its--to the rights of its insured against

16

the person causing injury or his insurance carrier to the amount

17

payment is made, to the extent payment is made.

18

didn't use to recognize subrogation rights against the carrier,

19

and some states hold that the subrogation rights are only against

20

the uninsured motorist and not against the insured motorist.

21

But the Virginia law is clear, it says shall be subrogated to the

22

insured's rights against the person causing the injury or his

~

carrier, his insurer.

~

the right to go to Buckingham's carrier and Gibson cut it off.

25

THE COURT:

The

The statute

The statute gave Virginia Farm Bureau

All right.

I understand your argucent,

L.ANE'S COURT REPORTERS
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gentlemen.
2
1

Did you want to say anything, Mr. Murray?
MR. MURRAY:

Judge, I'm a witness in this case.

I'm

not even counsel.
THE COURT:

All right.

5

MR. CHANDLER:

6

THE COURT:

Your Honor, all I would say in very--

I think I've heard enough argument and

7

I've got all your briefs and any more, you might confuse me.

8

I'm going to find in favor of Gibson.

9

a letter.

10

MR. RUSSELL:

11

THE COURT:

12

I'm going to write you

My objection is noted for the record.
Yes, sir.

If you want to put any others,

you may put them on the record.

13

MR. RUSSELL:

14

THE COURT:

15

HEARING ADJOURNED.

I just object to the court's ruling.
All right.

16

17
18

19

20

21
22
23
24
25
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF ALBEMARLE
ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff
Stipulation of Facts

v.
VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant

COME now the parties, by counsel, and set forth the following
agreed upon Stipulation of Facts.
The Plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, on May 16, 1984, was
driving a Volkswagen Rabbit in an easterly direction on Route 250 near
Ivy in Albemarle County, Virginia, when his vehicle came into a head-on
collision with a vehicle being driven by Michael Neil Buckingham.

As

a result of this collision, the Plaintiff received serious injuries
resulting in medical bills of over $33,000.00.
At the time of the accident, the Plaintiff, was the son of
John W. Gibson, Jr. and Dee Gibson, and resided in their household.
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company (hereinafter referred
to as Farm Bureau) had issued to the parents of the plaintiff a family
automobile insurance policy which included uninsured motorist insurance
in the amount of $100,000.00 per person and $300,000.00 per accident.
A copy of the policy is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A".
An investigation into the accident indicated that Michael
Neil Buckingham was proceeding in a westerly
250

in the center

vehicle,

John

Doe.

of three

lanes

and

was

direction
passing

on U. S.
a

third

It was alleged by several of the witnesses

96

to the accident that John Doe operated his vehicle in such a manner
as to constitute negligence, which negligence contributed to the accident
referred to above.
The Plaintiff retained counsel to represent his interests
in this matter, and Plaintiff's counsel filed a Motion for Judgment
in the Circuit Court of Albemarle County,

Virginia styled Robert Ben'ami

Gibson v. Michael Neil Buckingham and John Doe, case number 2572-L,
attached hereto marked Exhibit "B".

The Motion for Judgment alleged

that the cause of this accident was due to the joint and several negligence of Michael Neil Buckingham and the unknown motorist, John Doe.
Plaintiff obtained proper and legal service on the defendant, John
Doe, by serving Farm Bureau with a copy of the Motion for Judgment
as

required under §38.1-38l(i) of the Code of Virginia as amended.

Grounds of Defense were filed on behalf of each defendant, copies thereof
being attached hereto as Exhibits "C" and "D".
Plaintiff, on June

~,

1985, took a voluntary non-suit against

the defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham, and at the same time entered
into an agreement, pursuant to §8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia,
as amended, with Michael Neil Buckingham, whereupon for the consideration
of the sum of $35,000.00 cash in hand paid, and a proviso of a possible
additional $15,000.00, the Plaintiff gave Michael Neil Buckingham a
covenant not to sue and release and took a non-suit against this Defendan
A copy of the covenant not to sue is attached as Exhibit "E", and the
Order of Non-Suit is attached as Exhibit "F".
The covenant not to sue and release was entered into without
consent of Farm Bureau.

Farm Bureau's objection to said settlement

was made known to the Plaintiff prior to the execution of the release.
-
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On June 11, 1985, the lawsuit was tried before a jury in
the Circuit Court of Albemarle County, Virginia, and after a two-day
trial, the jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff against John
Doe in the amount of $70,000.00.

Farm Bureau defended the action agains

John Doe, and the defenses were that Doe's negligence did not cause
this accident, but that the accident was caused by Michael Neil
Buckingham and that the Plaintiff was contributorily negligent by
speeding.

The jury, after hearing the evidence, awarded the Plaintiff

damages in the amount of $70,000.00, a copy of the Final Order being
attached hereto and marked Exhibit "G".
On June 21, 1985, this Court entered a judgment in the amount
of $70,000.00, plus interest from June 12, 1985 against John Doe.

There

after, Plaintiff made demand upon Farm Bureau for payment of that judgment, but giving a credit of $35,000.00 to Defendant, Farm Bureau,
pursuant to the covenant not to sue and release pursuant to §8.01-35.1
of the Code of Virginia, as amended.

Farm Bureau refused to make paymen

on this judgment on the basis that Plaintiff breached the terms of
the contract existing between the Plaintiff and Farm Bureau, which
breach has resulted in prejudice to the Farm Bureau.
The defendant Michael Neil Buckingham was, at the time of
the automobile accident described above, insured under a policy of
automobile liability insurance affording liability insurance coverage
of $100,000.00 per person and $300,000.00 per accident.and that at
no time was the amount of coverage available to said Buckingham by
his liability insurance carrier less than the amount necessary to satisfy the ultimate judgment rendered in favor of the Plaintiff.

-

3 -
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The only issue to be determined by this Court is whether
the release given by the Plaintiff to the Defendant Buckingham under
the facts and circumstances of this case results in a forfeiture of
the uninsured motorist benefits that would have otherwise been afforded
to the Plaintiff by the policy of automobile liability insurance issued
by Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company.
Respectfully submitted,

'-pf
_____,__,

r;·:-.h:;e,. .

.. ·
By -~ 0
..__.,c~~ ~
L. B. Chandler, Jr., counsel for
Plaintiff, Robert Benj~min Gibson
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• · uss·el1., counsel for
·~ defend~t, Virginia Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company
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EARLY SmLERS INSURANCE COMPANY

VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
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(TKIINSUIING COMPANY FOR THIS POUCY IS THE COMPANY INDICATED ON THE AnACHID DICLAIAnoNS PAGE)

Agrees with the insured, named in the declarations made a part hereof. in consideration of the payment of the premium and in reliance upon the
statements in the declarations and subject to all of the terms of this policy:

PART I-LIABILITY
not operate to increase the limits of the company's liability.
Definitions: Under Part I:
"named insured'• means the individual named in Item 1of the declarations and also includes
h1s spouse. if a resident of the same hou.sellold;
"Insured" means a person or organization described under "Persons Insured":
"retatln" means a relative of the named insured who is a resident of the same household;
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of the owned automobile or any non-owned "owned automobile" means
automobile, and the company shall defend any suit alleging such bodily injury or property (a) a private passenger, farm or utility automobile described in this policy for which a
specific premium charge indicates that coverage is afforded,
damage and seeking damages which are payable under the terms of this policy, even if any
of the allegations of the suit are groundless, false or fraudulent; but the company may make 1b1 a trailer owned by the named insured,
(CI a private passenger. farm or utility automobile ownership of which is acquired by the
such investigation and settlement of any claim or suit as it deems expedient.
named insured during the policy penod. provided
Supplemlfttary Payments: To pay, in addition to the applicable limits of liability:
111 it replaces an owned automobile as defined in (a 1above. or
(a) all expenses incurred by the company, all costs taxed against the insured in any such
t2\ the company insures all private passenger. farm and utility automobiles owned
suit and all interest on the entire amount of any judgment therein which accrues after
by the named insured on the date of such acquisition and the named insured notifies
entry of the judgment and before the company has paid or tendered or deposited in
the company during the policy period or within 30 days after the date of such
court that part of the judgment which does not exceed the limit of the company's liability
acquisition of his election to make this and no other policy issued by the company
thereon;
applicable to such automobile, or
(b) premiums on appeal bonds required in any such suit, premiums on bonds to release (dl a temporary substitute automobile:
attachments for an amount not in excess of the applicable limit of liability of this policy,
and the cost of bail bonds required of the insured because of accident or traffic law "temporary substltuteautamoblle" means any automobile or trailer. not owned by the named
violation arising out of the use of an automobile insured hereunder, not to exceed $100 insured, while temporarily used with the permission of the owner as a substitute for the
owned automobile or trailer when withdrawn from normal use because of 1ts breakdown,
per bail bond, but without any obligation to apply for or furnish any such bonds:
(c) expenses incurred by the insured for such immediate medical and surgical relief to repair, servicing, loss or destruction;
"non·owned automobile" means an automobile or trailer not owned by or furnished for
others as shall be imperative at the time of an accident involving an automobile insured
the regular use of either the named insured or any relative, other than a temporary subhereunder and not due to war;
(d) all reasonable expenses. other than loss of earnings, incurred by the insured at the stitute automobile;
company's request.
"private passen111 automobile" means a four wheel private passenger, station wagon or
jeep type automobile;
Persons Insured: The following are insureds under Part I:
(a) with respect to the owned automobile,
"farm automobile" means an automobile of the truck type with a load capacity of fifteen
{1) the named insured and any resident of the same household,
hundred pounds or less not used for business or commercial purposes other than farming;
(2) any other person using such automobile with the permission of the named insured, "utUlty automobile" means an automobile. other than a farm automobile. with a load capacity
provided his actual operation or (if he is not operating) his other actual use thereof of fifteen hundred pounds or less of the pick-up body, sedan delivery or panel truck type
is within the scope of such permission. and
not used for business or commercial purposes;
(3) any other person or organization but only with respect to his or its liability because
"trailer'' means a trailer designed for use with a private passenger automobile, 1f not being
of acts or omissions of an insured under (a) (1) or (2) above;
used for business or commercial purposes with other than a private passenger. farm or
(b) with respect to a non-owned automobile,
utility automobile, or a farm wagon or farm implement while used with a farm automobile;
(1) the named insured,
(2) any relative, but only with respect to a private passenger automobile or trailer, "automoblle business" means the business or occupation of selling, repairing, serv1cing,
storing or parking automobiles;
·
provided his actual operation or Cif he is not operating) the other actual use thereof "use" of an automobile includes the loading and unloading thereof;
is with the permission, or reasonably believed to be with the permission, of the owner
"war'' means war. whether or not declared, civil war, insurrection, rebellion or revolution,
and is within the scope of such permission, and
(3) any other person or organization not owning or hiring the automobile, but only or any act or condition incident to any of the foregoing.
with respect to his or its liability because of acts or omissions of an insured under Exclusions: This policy does not apply under Part I:
{b) (1) or (2) above.
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance. but th1s exclusion does
not apply to the named insured with respect to bodily injury or property damage wh1ch
The insurance afforded under Part I applies separately to each insured against whom
results from the named insured's oaupancy of a non-owned automobile other than as
claim is made or suit is brought, but the inclusion herein of more than one insured shall
the o~tor thereof;
PJ 2517 AA
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Coterap A-BadDy Injury LlaiiUity; Coterap B-PrGI)Irty Dama11 LlabUity: To pay
on behalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall become legally obligated to pay
as damages because of:
A. bodily injury, sickness or disease, including death resulting therefrom. hereinafter
called "bodily injury," sustained by any person; •
B. injury to or destruction of property, including loss of use thereof, hereinafter called
"property damage";

~
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1nsured:
to bod11y InJury or property damage w1th respect to whtch an msured under th1s policy
•s also an msured under a nuclear energy liabthty policy tssued by Nuclear Energy
l1ab1hty Insurance Associabon, Mutual Atomtc Energy L1abtltty Underwriters or Nuclear
Insurance Association of Canada. or would be an msured under any such pohcy but
tor 1ts termmation upon exhaustcon of its hm1t of liability:
to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the operation of farm machmery;
to bodily· injury to any employee of the insured ansmg out of and in the course of (1)
domestiC employment by the insured. if benefits therefor are in whole or in part either
payable or required to be provided under any workmen's compensation law. or (21
other employment by the insured;
to bodily injury to any fellow employee of the insured injured in the course of his employment if such injury arises out of the use of an automobile in the business of h1s
employer, but this exclusion does not apply to the named msured with respect to mjury
sustained by any such fellow employee;
to an owned automobile while used by any person while such person is employed or
otherw1se engaged in the automobile business: but th1s excluscon does not apply to the
named insured, a resident of the same household as the named ensured. a partnership
tn wh1ch the named insured or such resident 1s a partner. or any partner. agent or employee of the named insured, such resident or partnership;
to a non-owned automobile while mamtamed or used by any person wh1le such person
•s employed or otherwise engaged m

{l) the automobile busmess of the msured or of any other person or orgamzatton.
(2) any other business or occupation of the msured. but this exclusion (h) (21 does

not apply to a private passenger automobile operated or occupied by the named
msured or by h1s private chauffeur or domestic servant or a trailer used therew1th
or with an owned automobile;

(I)

to tnJury to or destruction of (1) property owned or transported by the insured or (2)
property rented to or in charge of the insured other than a res1dence or private garage;

~ownersh1p.

ma,r.tenance. operation. use. loadmg or unloadtng of an automobile
ownership of whtch •s acQu1red by !he named msured durmg the pohcy penod or any
temporary substitute automobtle therefor. if the named msured has purchased other
automobile hab1hty msurance applicable to such automobile for wh1ch aspec1f1c premtum
charge has been made.

Financial Responsibility laws: When th1s policy is certified as proof of 1tnanc1al respon·
s1b1lity for the future under the prov1sions of any motor vehicle fmanc1al responsrb1hty law.
such msurance as 1s afforded by th1s policy for bodily injury liability or tor property damage
liability shall comply with tile prov1s1ons of such law to the extent of the coverage and lim1ts
of liability reQUired by such law. but m no event m excess of the hmits of liability stated
m this policy. The insured agrees to re1mburse the company for any payment made by the
company wh1ch it would not have been obligated to make under the terms of this policy
except for the agreement contained in this paragraph.
limits of Liability: The limit of bodily inJury liability stated in the declarations as applicable
to "each person" IS the limit of the company's liability for all damages, includmg damages
for care and loss of services. arismg out of bodily inJury sustained by one person as the result
of any one occurrence; the 1tm1t ot such liability stated m the declarations as applicable to
"each occurrence" is, subtect to the above provision respectmg each person. the totallim1t
of the company's liab1hty for all such damages ansing out of bodily injury sustained by two
or more persons as the result of any one occurrence.
The limit of property damage hab11ity stated in the declarations as applicable to "each
occurrence" IS the totallim1t of the company's habihty for all damages ansing out of injury
to or destruction of all property of one or more persons or orgamzat1ons. including the loss
of use thereof, as the result of any one occurrence.
Other Insurance: If the msured has other msurance agamst a toss covered by Part 1 of
thiS policy the company shall not be liable under th1s pohcy for a greater proportion of such
loss than the applicable limit of liab11tty stated m the declarations bears to the total applicable
1tm1t of liability of all vahd and collectible insurance against such loss; provcded, however.
the insurance with respect to a temporary substitute automobile or non-owned automobile
shall be excess insurance over any other valid and collectible msurance.

PART II-EXPENSES FOR MEDICAL SERVICES
Coverage C-Medical Payments: To pay all reasonable expenses mcurred within one year
from the date of accident for necessary medical, surgical, X-ray and dental services. including
prosthetic devices, and necessary ambulance, hospital, professional nursmg and funeral
services:
Division 1. To or for the named insured and each relative who sustams bodily mjury, Sickness
or d1sease, mcluding death resulting therefrom. heretnafter called ··bodily injury". caused
by accident.
(a) while occupying the owned automobile,
(b) while occupymg a non-owned automobile. but only 1f such person has. or reasonably
believes he has. the perm1ssion of the owner to use the automobile and the use 1s w1thin
the scope of such permiSSIOn. or
(c) wh1le not occupying a motor vehicle, through berng struck by automobile or tra1ler of any
type,
Division 2. To or for any other person who sustains bodily injury, caused by accident, while
..occupymg
(a) the owned autombbile, while bemg used by the named msured. by any restdent of the
same household or by any other person with the permission of the named msured; or
(b) a non-owned automobile, 1f the bodily injury results from
(l) its operation or occupancy by the named msured or its operation on his behalf by
h1s pnvate chauffeur or domestic servant or
121 its operation or occupancy by a relative. prov1ded it is a private passenger auto·
mobile or trailer,
but only if such operator or occupant has, or reasonably believes he has. the permission
of the owner to use the automobile and the use is within the scope of such perm1ssion.
Definitions: The definitions under Part 1 apply to Part II, and under Part II:
"occupying" means in or upon or entering into or alightmg from.
"medical expense insurance" means any automobile msurance provtdmg beneftts for
med1cal expenses payable without regard to fault.
Exclusions: This policy does not apply under Part II to bodily mjury:
(al sustamed while occupying (1) an owned automobile while used as a public or livery
conveyance, or (2) any vehrcle while located for use as a res1dence or prem1ses:
(b) sustained by the named insured or a relat1ve wh1le occupymg or. wh1le not occupymg a
motor vehtcle, through bemg struck by (1) a farm type tractor or other eQutpment des1gned
for use principally off public roads. while not upon pubhc roads. or (2) a vehicle operated
on ralls or crawler·treads;
(c) sustamed by any person other than the named msured or a relative;
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whtle such person 1s occupymg a non-owned automobile while used as a public
or livery conveyance. or
l2) resultmg from the mamtenance or use of a non-owned automobile by such person
wh1le employed or otherw1se engaged m the automobile busmess. or
(3) resultmg from the mamtenance or use of a non-owned automobile by such person
whtle employed or otherw1se engaged m any other business or occupation, unless
the bodily m1ury results from the operation or occupancy of a private passenger
automobile by the named msured or by h1s pnvate chauffeur or domestic servant.
or of a trailer used therewith or with an owned automobile;
(d) sustamed by any person who 1s employed m the automobile busmess, if the accident
arises out of the operation thereof and 1f benefits therefor are in whole or in part either
payable or required to be prov1ded under any workmen's compensation law;
·
(e) due to war.
limit of Liability: Regardless of the number of:
1. persons or organizations who are rnsureds under th1s pohcy:
2. persons who sustarn bod1ly tnJury;
3. cla1ms made or suits brought on account ·of bodily tnJury; or
4. automobiles or trailers to which this policy apphes:
the hm1t of 1tab1hty for medical payments stated mthe declarations as applicable to "each
person" 1s the limit of the Company's liability for all expenses incurred by or on behalf of
each person who sustams bodily inJury as the result of any one accident
When more than one med1cal expense insurance limit of liability afforded by this poltcy
applies to the loss. the Company shall not be liable for more than the amount of the highest
applicable limit of liability.
Other Insurance: If other valid and collectible medical expense insurance 1s applicable
to the bodily mtury of an insured person as defined mDivision 1. and 2.• the benefits shall
be pa1d according to the followmg order of prionty:
(1) the med&cal expense msurance of the owner of the automobile
the msured person was occupying at the time of the accident
(2) the med1cal expense insurance of the operator of the automobile
the msured person was occupymg at the t1me of the accident
(3) the medical expense 1nsurance of the insured person.
However. rn no event shall any msured person collect more than his actual medical
expense mcurred as a result of any accident from this or any other automobile msurance
pohcy or combmatton of such polic1es prov1ding med1cal expense msurance applicable
to such acctdent.
(l)

(Attach De-u.-~tons Page Here, And Endorsements, If Any, Under _jarations)

PART Ill-PHYSICAL DAMAGE
Cotnp 0 (1)-Camprehensm(tmudlnl Collision); (2)-Personal EHects:
(ll To pay for loss caused other than by collision to the owned automobile or to a non·

owned automobile. For the purpose of this coverage, breakage of glass and loss caused
by missiles, falling abjects. fi~e. ~heft or larc~y, ~xplosio~ •. earthqu~ke, wmdst.o~m.
hail, water, flood, malicious m1sch1ef or vandahsm, not or c1vll co~~otion. or colhdmg
with a bird or animal, shall not be deemed to be loss caused by colliSIOn.
l2l To pay for loss caused by fire or lightning to robes. wearing apparel and other personal
effects which are the property of the named insured or a relative. while such effects
are in or upon the owned automobile.
Coveraae E-Colllslon: To pay for loss caused by collision to the owned automobile or to
a non-owned automobile but only for the amount of each such loss mexcess of the deductible
amount stated in the declarations as applicable hereto.
Covenae F-Are, Llptnin1and Transportation: To pay for loss to the owned automobile
or a non-owned automobile, caused (a) by fire or lightning. tbl by smoke or smudge due to
a sudden, unusual and faulty operation of any fixed heating equipment servmg the premises
in which the automobile is located. or (c) by the stranding, sinksng, burnmg, collision or
derailment of any conveyance in or upon which the automobile is being transported.
Coveraae G-Theft: To pay for loss to the owned automobile or to a non-owned automobile
caused by theft or larceny.
Coverap H-Cambined Additional Cavera&e: To pay for loss to the owned automobile
or a non-owned automobile caused by windstorm. hail, earthquake, explosion. riot or c1vll
commotion. or the forced landing or falling of any aircraft or its parts or equipment. flood
or rising waters. malicious mischief or vandalism. external discharge or leakage of water
except loss resulting from rain, snow or sleet whether or not wind·driven: prov1ded. w1th
respect to each automobile $25 shall be deducted from each loss caused by mahaous m1sch1ef
or vandalism.
Covera11 1-Tawlnt and Labar Costs: To pay for towmg and labor costs necessitated by
the disablement of the owned automobile or of any non-owned automobile, prov1ded the
labor is performed at the place of disablement.
Supplementary Payments: In addition to the applicable limit of liability.
1a\ to reimburse the insured for transportation expenses incurred dunng the penod com·
mencing 48 hours after a theft covered by this policy of the entue automobile has been
reported to the company and the police. and terminating when the automobile 1s returned
to use or the company pays for the loss: provided that the company shall not be obli·
gated to pay aggregate expenses in excess of $10 per day or totaling more than $300.
(bl to pay general average and salvage charges for wh1ch the msured becomes legally hable.
as to the automobile bemg transported.
Definitions: The defimtions of "named insured". "relative". "temporary substitute auto·
mobile", ·•private passenger automobile", "farm automobile". "utlhty automobile". "auto·
mobile busmess". "war", and "owned automobile" in Part I apply to Part Ill. but "owned
automobile" does not include, under Part Ill, i l• a trailer owned by the named msured
on the effective date of this policy and not described herem, or '21 a trailer ownershiP of
which is acquired dunng the policy period unless the company ansures all pnvate passenger.
farm and utrlity automobiles and trailers owned by the named msured on the date of such
acquisition and the named insured notifies the company durmg the polrcy percod or wrthm
30 days after the date of such acqu1sit1on of his elecbon to make this and no other policy
issued by the company applicable to such trader.

"insured" means
(a) with respect to an owned automobile,
(1) the named insured, and
(2) any person or organization cother than a person or organization employed or other·
w1se engaged in the automobile busmess or as a earner or other bailee for hire)
maintaining, using or having custody of said automobile w1th the permission of
the named insured and within the ~ope of such permission;
1b1 with respect to a non-owned automobile, the named insured and any relative while
using such automobile, provided his actual operation or 11f he 1s not operating) the other
actual use thereof is with the permission. or reasonably beheved to be with the permission, of the owner and is within the scope of such permission;
.. nan-awned automobile" means a private passenger automobile or trailer not owned by
or furnished for the regular use of either the named insured or any relattve. other than a
temporary substitute automobile, while sa1d automobile or trailer rs in the posse$SIOn or
custody of the insured or is being operated by him:
"loss" means direct and accidental loss of or damage to (a 1 the automobile, including its
equipment, or lb) other insured property;
"collision" means collision of an automobile covered by this policy with another object or
with a vehicle to which it is attached or by upset of such automobile;
"trailer" means a trailer deSigned for use with a private passenger automobile. rf not berng
used for business or commercial purposes with other than a pnvate passenger, farm or
utility automobile. and if not a home. office, store. display or passenger tra1ler.
Exclusions: This policy does not apply under Part Ill:
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance;
ibl to loss due to war;
!CI to loss to a non-owned automobile arising out of its use by the insured while he IS employed or otherwise engaged in the automobile business;
1d) to loss to a private passenger, farm or utility automobile or trailer owned by the named
insured and not described in this policy or to any temporary substitute automobile
therefor. if the insured has other valid and collectible insurance against such loss;
1e1 to damage which is due and confined to wear and tear. freezing, mechanical or electrical
breakdown or failure, unless such damage results from a theft covered by th1s policy;
! f 1 to tires. unless damaged by fire. malicious mischsef or vandalism. or stolen or unless
the loss be coincsdent with and from the same cause as other loss covered by this policy;
1g, to loss due to radioactive contammation:
th' under coverage E. to breakage of glass if msurance w1th respect to such breakage 1s
otherwise afforded.
Limit of Liability: The lim1t of the company's liability for loss shall not exceed the actual
cash value of the property, or if the loss is of a part thereof the actual cash value of such
part. at time of loss. nor what it would then cost to repair or replace the property or such
part thereof with other of like kind and quality. nor. with respect to an owned automobile
descnbed rn this policy. the applicable limit of liability stated in the declarations: prov1ded.
however. the lim1t of the company's habrlity ca, for loss to personal effects arising out of any
one occurrence IS $100. and 1 b' for loss to any trailer not owned by the named insured is $500.
Other Insurance: If the msured has other insurance against a loss covered by Part Ill of
this policy. the company sllall not be hable under this policy for a greater proportion of such
loss than the applicable hmit of liability of th1s policy bears to the total applicable limit of
liability of all valid and collectible insurance against such loss; provided. however, the insur·
ance with respect to a temporary substitute automobile or non-owned automobile shall be
excess insurance over any other valid and collectible insurance.

PART IV-PROTECTION AGAINST UNINSURED MOTORISTS INSURANCE
"each person" is the limit of the company's liability for all damages because of
bodily injury sustained by one person as the result of any one accident and.
subject to the above provision respecting "each person". the limit of liability
stated in the declarations as applicable to "each accident" is the total limit of
the company's liability for all damages because of bodily injury sustained by
two or more persons as the result of any one accident.
(b) The limit of liability for property damage stated in the declarations as applicable
Exclusions: This insurance does not apply:
to each accident is the total limit of the company's liability for all damages
because of property damage to all property of one or more insureds as the
(a) to bodily injury or property damage with respect to which the insured or his
result of any one accident.
legal representative shall. without written consent of the company. make any
settlement with any person or organization who may be legally hable therefor: (c) If claim is made under this insurance and claim is also made against any person
or organization who is an insured under the bodily injury liability or property
(b) to the first two hundred dollars of the total amount of all property damage as the
damage liability coverage of the policy because of bodily injury or property
result of any one accident. This exclusion does not apply if the owner or operator
damage sustained in an accident by a person who is an insured under this
of the uninsured motor vehicle causing the damage can be identified:
insurance. any payment made under this insurance to or for any such person
(cl so as to inure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any insurer of property.
shall be applied in reduction of any amount which he may be entitled to recover
Persons Insured: Each of the following is an insured under this msurance to the
from any person or or~anization who is an insured under the bodily injury
extent set forth below:
or property damage liability coverages.
(a) the named insured and. while residents of the same household. the spouse and (d) Any amount payable under this insurance because of bodily injury or property
relatives of either:
damage sustained in an accident by a pe~son who is an insured. u~d!!r this
insurance shall be reduced by all sums pard because of such bodrly tnJury or
(b) any other person while occupying an insured motor vehicle: and
property damage by or on behalf of the owner or operator of an uninsured motor
(c) any person. with respect to damages he is entitled to recover because of bodily
vehicle.
injury to which this insurance applies sustained by . an msured under (a) or (e) Any amount recoverable as damages because of bodily inJury or property damage
(b) above.
sustained in an accident by a person who is an insured under this msurance
shall be reduced by all sums paid because of such bodily injury or property
The insurance applies separately with respect to each insured. except with respect to
damage by or on behalf of any person or organization JOintly or severally liable
the limits of the company's liability.
together with the owner or operator of an uninsured motor vehicle for such
Limits of Liability: Regardless of the number of (1) per~ons or organr~ations. who are
bodily injury or property damage including all sums paid under the bodily inJury
insureds under thiS msurance. (2) persons or orgamzataons who sustam bodily mJury
or property damage coverage of the policy.
or property damage. (3) claims made or suits brought on account of bodily mJury Policy Period; Territory: Thrs insurance applies only to accidents which occur during
or property damage. or ( 4,) motor vehicles to which this insurance applies.
the policy peraod and within the United States of America. its territoraes or posses·
(a) the limit of liability for bodily injury stated in the declarations as applicable to sions. or Canada.
Pag,..,..
Coverage Uninsured Motorists J - (Damga for BodiiJ ln,ury and Proper~ Damqe,: The
company will pay in accordance with Section 38.1·381 of he Code of Virginia and al Acts
amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto. all sums which the insured or his ·legal
representative shall be legally entiUed to recover as damages from the owner or operafor
of an uninsured motor veh1cle because of bodily injurY sustained by the insured or
propertY damage. caused by accident and arising out of the ownership. maintenance or
use of such unmsured motor vehicle.
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Definitions: When used in reference to this insurance (including endorsements
forming a part of the policy):

"badly injurr" me~ns tJ<?dily injury, sickness or disease, including death, sustained
by a person who 1s an 1nsured under (a) or (b) of the Persons Insured provis1on:

..lrit·and·nm vehicle" means a motor vehicle which causes an accident resultmg m
bodily injury to an insured or property damage, provided:
(a) there cannot be ascertained the identity of either the operator or the owner of
such motor vehicle: and
(b) the insured or someone on his behalf shall have reported the accident within 5
days or as soon as practicable to the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles:
"lnsuntd motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle registered in Virginia with respect to
which the bodily injury and property damage liabiflty coverage of the policy applies
but shall not include a vehicle while being used without the permission of the owner:
"motor vehicle" means a land motor vehicle or trailer other than
(a) a farm type tractor or other equipment designed for use principally off public
roads, while not upon public roads,
(b) a vehicle operated on rails or crawler-treads. or
(c) a vehicle while located for use as a residence or premises:
"named insured" means the person named in the declarations of this policy and
includes the spouse if a resident of the same household:
..occupJinl" means in or upon or entering into or alighting from:
"property damap" means injury to or destruction of (1) an insured motor vehicle
owned by the named insured or his spouse, if a resident of the same household and
the contents of such motor vehicle, and (2) any other property (except a motor
vehicle) owned by an insured and located in V1rgima;
"relative" means a person related to the named insured by blood, marriage or adoption who is a resident of the same household;
"uninsured motor vehicle" means:
(a) a motor vehicle with respect to the ownership, maintenance or use of wh1ch
there is, in at least the amounts specified in the Virginia Motor Vehicle Safety
Responsibility Act, neither (i) cash or securities on file with the Virginia Commis·
sioner of Motor Vehicles nor (ii} a bodily injury and property damage liability
bend or insurance policy, appliCable at the time of the accident wifh respect
to any person or organization legally responsible for the use of such vehicle, or
with respect to which there is stich a bend or insurance policy applicable at the
time of the accident but the company writing the same is or becomes 1nsolvent
or denies coverage thereunder; or
(b) a hit-and·run vehicle as defined.
Poky Provisions: None of the Insuring Agreements. Exclusions. Conditions or other
provisions of this policY. shall appl~ to the insurance afforded by this Part IV exceP.t
the Conditions "Notice·. "Insureds Duties in the Event of Loss". "Subrogation •.
"Changes". "Assignment", "Cancelation", "Cancelation by Company Limited". "Renewal"
and "Declarations".
Premium: If during the policy period the number of insured motor vehicles owned by
the named insured or spouse and registered in Virginia changes. the named insured
shall notify the company during_ the policy period of any change and the prem1um shall
be adjusted in accordance with the manuals in use by the company. If the earned
premium thus computed exceeds the advance premium paid, the named insured shall
pay the excess to the company; if less, the company shall return to the named insured
the unearned portion paid by such insured.

PiOOrof Claim; Medical Reports; Proof of Loss: As soon as prawcaoie :~e ns~.~rea ~r
other person mak1ng cla1m shall gttte to the company wntten proof of c1a1m. under oath
if reqUired. including full particulars of the nature and extent of the tn)urres. :reatment.
and other detatls entering into the determ1nat1on of the amount payable hereunder. Proof
of claim shall be made upon forms furn1shed by the company unless the company
shall have fi!iled to furmsh such forms w1th1n 15 days after rece1tting nohce :Jf clatm
The·injured person shall subm1t to phys1cal examinations by physicians selected
by the company when and as the company may reasonably require and he. or in
the event of his incapacity his legal representative. or in the event of h1s death his
legal representative or the person or persons entitled to sue therefor. shall upon each
request from the company execute authorization to enable the company to obta1n
medical reports and copies of records.
The insured or other person making cla1m for damage to property shall file proof
of loss with the company within s1xty days after the occurrence of loss. unless such
time is extended in writing by the comoany. in the form of a sworn statement setting
forth the interest of the insured and of all others 1n the property affected. any encumbrances thereon. the actual cash value thereof at time of loss. the amount. place. time
and cause of such loss. and the description and amounts of all other msurance
covering such property. Upon the company's request. the msured shall exh1blt the
damaged property to the company.
With respect to claims allefed to have arisen out of the ownersh1p. ma1ntenance or
use of a hit-and-run vehicle i the insured has not obta1ned a JUdgment agamst John
Doe. the liability of the uninsured motorist may be established. as between the tnsured
and the company. by filing with the company w1thm a reasonable t1me after the acc1dent
a statement under oath that the insured or h1s legal representative has a cause or
causes of action ansmg out of such acc1dent for damages aga1nst a person or persons
whose Identity is unascertainable. setting forth the facts in support thereof. and shall
present clear and convincing ev1dence that there was a h1t·and-run veh1cle mvolved 1n
the accident.
Notice of Legal Action: If. before the company makes payment of loss hereunder. the
insured or his legal representative shall institute any legal action for bodily inJury or
property damage agamst any person or organization regally responsible for the use of a
motor vehicle involved in the accident. a copy of the summons and complamt or other
process served in connection with such legal action shall be forwarded 1mmed1ately to
the company by the ~nsured or his legal representative.
Olller Insurance: With respect to bodily injury to an msured while occupying a motor
vehicle not owned by the named insured. this msurance shall apply only as excess •
insurance over. any other similar insurance available to such msured and applicable to
such vehicle as primary insurance.
Except as provided in the foregoing paragraph, if the msured has other s1milar
bodily injury ~nsurance.available to him and applicable to the accident. the company
shall not be liable for a greater proportion of any loss to wh1ch this coverage applies
than the limit of liability hereunder bears to the sum of the applicable lim1ts of liability
of this insurance and such other insurance.
With respect to property damage, this insurance shall apply only as excess insurance
over any other valid and collectible insurance of any kind applicable to such property
damage.
Payment of Loss by the Company: Any amount due hereunder is payable
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

to the insured, or
if the insured be a minor to his parent or guardian, or
if the insured be deceased to his surviving spouse. otherwise
to a person authorized by law to receive such payment or to a person legally
entitled to recover the damages which the payment represents;
provided. the company may at its option pay any amount due hereunder in accordance
with division (d) hereof.

CONDITIONS
1. Polley Pertad, Territory-Parts I, II and Ill: This policy applies only to accidents, occur·
rences and loss during the policy period while the automobile is w1thin the United States of
America. its territories or possessions. or Canada, or is being transported between ports thereof.
2. Premium-Parts I, II and Ill: If the named insured disposes of. acquires ownershiP
of, or replaces a private passenger. farm or ut1lity automobile or. wath respect to Part Ill. a
trailer. any prem1um adjustment necessary shall be made as of the date of such change an
accordance with the manuals muse by the company. The named msured shall. upon request.
furnish reasonable proof of the number of such automobiles or tra1lers and adescnpt1on thereof.
3. Notice: In the event of an acetdent. occurrence or loss. wntten not1ce contammg particulars
sufficient to identify the insured and also reasonably obtaanable mformat1on w1th respect to
the time, place and Circumstances thereof. and the names and addresses of the tntured
and of available witnesses, shall be given by or tor the msured to the company or any of
its authorized agents as soon as practicable. In the event of theft the ansured shall also
promptly notify the police. If claim is made or suit IS brought agasnst the 1nsured. he shall
Immediately forward to the company every demand. not1ce. summons or other process
received by him or his representative.
If, before the company makes payment of loss under Part IV. thP msured or h1s legal
representative shall institute any legal action for bod1ly InJUry agamst any person or orgamzation legally responsible for the use of an automobile mvolved m the acc1dent. a copy of the
summons and complaint or other process served '" connection w1th such legal act1on shall be
forwarded immediately to the company by the msured or hiS legal representative.
4. Two or Mare Automobiles- Parts I. II and Ill: When two or more automobiles are ansured
hereunder. the terms of th1s policy shall apply separately to each. but an automob•le and a
trailer attached thereto shall be held to be one automobale as resp~~ts 1tm1ts of h:tbti!!Y under
Part I of this policy, and separate automobiles under Part Ill o: !n&'.l polt'=Y. :n.:ludm~ any
deductible prov1s1ons applicable thereto.
.
5. Assistance and Cooperation of the Insured-Parts I an~fhe 1nsur~o shJa :;cope~Jte
with the company and. upon the company's request. as · mai\tng settlt:m~nts. :n ~!le
ru~f SUitS and IR enforctng any nght of contnbut10n , ,ndemmty a~:unsl any pe;son

or organization who may be hable to the msured because of bodily mjury. property damage
or loss w1th respect to wh1ch msurance is afforded under thiS pohcy; and the msured shall
attend hearings and tnals and ass1st in securmg and g1vmg ev1dence and obtammg the
attendance of witnesses. The insured shall not. except at his own cost. voluntanly make any
payment. assume any obligataon or mcur any expense other than for such Immediate medical
and_ surg1cal relief to others as shall be 1mperat1ve at the time of acc1dent.
6. Action Against Company- Part I: No action shall he agamst the company unless. as a
condition precedent thereto. the msured shall have fully complied w1th all the terms of this
pohcy, nor until the amount of the msured'sobllgat1on to pay shall have been finally determmed
e1ther by tudgment against the msured after actual tnal or by wntten agreement of the msured.
the cla1mant and the company.
Any person or orgamzation or the legal representative thereof who has secured such
JUdgment or written agreement shall thereafter be entitled to recover under th1s policy to
the extent of the msurance afforded by th1s policy. No person or orgamzation shall have
any raght under th1s policy to JOin the company as a party to any actiOn against the msured
to determine the msured's liability. nor shall the company be impleaded by the insured
or h1s legal representative. Bankruptcy or msolvency of the msured or of the insured's estate
shall not relieve the company of any of 1ts obhgattons hereunder.
Parts II and Ill: No action shall he agamst the company unless. as a condition precedent
thereto. there shall have been full compliance with all the terms of th1s policy nor. under
Part I II. until thtrty days after proof of loss 1S filed and the amount of loss 1s determmed as
prov1ded m th1s pohcy.
7. Medical Reports: Proof and Payment of Claim-Part II: As soon as pract1caole the mture<l
person or someone on !HS behalf shall 51ve to the ·:ompany Mitten proof of cla1m. under
oath tl reQuired. and sna!l. after each reQuest from the company. execute authonzat1on to
onabte t!1e .:ompany !•) :-ntu:"t·..d1cal reports an:l ~op1es of records The ,r. 1urcd person
sr.al! 'iubmtt to phystr)l o?x.
on by physrctans selected by the compan) wnen aml as
often as the .:ompany m; 1 re ~ ably reQutre.

The company may pay the InJured person or any persor
·ganizat1on renden~~ the
serv1ces and such payment shall reduce the amo~nt pay~b~reunder tor such InJury.
Payment hereunder shall not constitute an adm1ss1on of hab1hty of any person or. except
hereunder, of the company.
8. Insured's Duties in Event of Loss- Parts Ill and IV: In the event of loss the
insured shall:
:a 1 protect the automobile. whether or not the loss is covered by this policy, and any further
loss due to the insured's failure to protect shall not be recoverable under this policy;
reasonable expenses incurred in affording such protection shall be deemed incurred
· at the company's request;
1b1 tile with the company. within 91 days after loss. his sworn proof of loss. in such form
and induding such information as the company may reasonably r~u1re and_ sh~ll.
upon the company's request. exh1bit the damaged property and submit to exammat1on
under oath.
9. Appraisal-Part Ill: If the insured and the company fail to agree as to the amount of
loss. either may, w1thin 60 days after proof of loss is filed, demand an appraisal of the loss.
In such.event the insured and the company shall each select a competent appraiser. and
the appraisers shall select a competent and disinterested umpire. The appraisers shall
state separately the actual cash value and the amount of loss and failing to agree shall submit
their differences to the umpire. An award in writing of any two shall determine the amount
of loss. The insured and the company shall each pay his chosen appraiser and shall bear
equally the other expenses of the appraisal and umpire.
The company shall not be held to have waived any of its rights by any act relating to
appraisal.
10. Payment of Loss- Part Ill: The company may pay tor the loss in money; or may
repair or replace the damaged or stolen property; or may, at any time before the loss is
paid or the property is so replaced. at its expense return any stolen property to the
named insured. or at its option to the address shown in the declarations. with payment
for any resultant damage thereto; or may take all or such part of the property at the
agreed or appraised value but there shall be no abandonment to the company. The
company may settle any claim for loss e1ther with the insured or the owner of the
property.
11. No Benefit to BafJee- Part Ill: The insurance afforded by this policy shall not
inure direcuy or indirectly to the benefit of any carrier or other bailee for hire liable
tor loss to the automobile.
\2. Subrogation-Parts I, Ill and IV: In the event of any payment under this policy. the
company shall be subrogated to all the insured's rights of recovery therefor against any
person or organization and the insured shall execute and deliver instruments and
papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such rights. The msured shall do
nothing after loss to prejudice such rights.
.
13. Changes: Notice to any agent or knowledge possessed by any agent or by any other
person shall not effect a wa1ver or a change m any part of this policy or estop the
company from asserting any right under the terms of this pohcy: nor snail the terms
of th1s policy be waived or changed. except by endorsement issued to form a part of
this pohcy, signed by a duly authonzed representative of the company.

14. Assignment Assignment of interest under this policy shall not bind the company
until •ts consent IS endorsed hereon: if. however. the insured named m Item 1 of the
declarations. or his spouse if a resident of the same household. shall die. th1s policy
shall cover ( 1) the survivor as named insured. ( 2) his legal representative as named
insured but only while acting within the scope of his dut1es as such. (3) any person
having proper temporary custody of an owned automobile. as an insured. until the
appointment and qualification of such legal representative. and (4) under division 1
of Part II any person who was a relative at the time of such death.
15. Cancelation: This policy may be canceled by the insured named in Item 1 of the
declarations by, surrender thereof to the company or any of its authorized agents or by
mailing to the company written notice stating when thereafter the cancelation shall be
effective.
Th1s policy may be canceled by the company by mailing to the insured named in Item
1 of the declarations at the address shown 10 this policy, wntten notice stating when
not less than torty·five days thereafter such cancelation shall be effective: except that
this policy may be canceled by the company by mailing to the insured named in Item 1
of the declarations at the address shown in this policy written notice stating:

1. when not tess than ten ~ereafter such ~ancelat1on shall be effect1ve .. 1f th•s
policy has been in effect .,; than s1xty days and IS not a renewal policy. or
2. when not less than fifteen days thereafter such cancelation shall be effective. if
the named insured fads to d1scharge when due any of his obligations m con·
nection with the payment of premium for this policy or any in~tallment thereof.
whether payable to the company or its agent either directly or ind1rectly under any
premium finance plan or extension of credit.
The mailing of notice as aforesaid shall be sufficient proof of notice. The time of sur·
render or the effective date and hour of cancelation stated in the notice shall become
the end of the policy period. Delivery of such wntten notice either by such insured or
by the company shall be equivalent to mailing.
If such insured cancels. earned premium shall be computed in accordance with the
customary short rate table and procedure. If the company cancels. earned premium
shall be computed pro rata. Premium adjustment may be made either at the time can·
celation is effected or as soon as practicable after cancelation becomes effective. but
payment or tender of unearned premium is not a condition of cancelation.

16. Cancelation br Campa~ Limited: If this policy has been in effect for sixty days at
the time notice of cancelation is mailed or delivered or. if this policy is a renewal.
effective immediately, the company shall not exercise its right to cancel unless:
1. the named insured fails to discharge when due any of his obligations in connection
with the payment of premium tor this policy or any installment thereof. whether
payable to the company or its agent either directly or indirectly under any prem1um
finance plan or extension of credit: or
2. the named insured or any other operator who either resides in the same household
or customarily operates a motor vehicle insured under this policy has had his
driver's license suspended or revoked after the effective date of this policy if this
policy has been in effect less than one year or within ninety days prior to the last
anniversary of the effective date it this policy has been in effect longer than one
year:
provided. however. the company shall have the right to modify any physical damage
coverage afforded by this policy (except coverage for loss caused by collision) by
inclusion of a deductible not exceeding SlOO and. if this policy is wntten without a
fixed expiration date or for a policy period longer than one year. this policy may be
canceled by the company for any cause effective as of any anniversary of the effective
date.
This Condition shall apply to each successive policy period for which the company
consents to renew or continue this policy but nothing in this Condition shall obligate
the company to renew or continue this policy.
17. Renewat The company agrees that it will not refuse to renew or continue this policy
unless a written notice of its refusal to renew or continue •s mailed to the insured
named in Item 1 of the declarations. at the address shown 1n this policy. at least
forty·five days prior to the expiration date. The mailing of notice as aforesaid shall be
sufficient proof of notice. Delivery of such wntten notice shall be equivalent to ma1ling
Such not1ce shall not be required:
1. If the named insured fails to pay the premium as required by the company for re·
newal or continuance of this policy. or
2. 1t the company or 1ts a6ent acting on behalf of the company has manifested 1ts
willingness to renew by 1ssuing or offermg to issue a renewal policy. certificate or
other evidence of renewal. or has mamfested such intention in writing to the msured. or
3. if the named insured has notified in writing to the company or its agent that he
wishes the policy to be canceled or that he does not wish the policy to be renewed
or if prior to the date of expiration he fails to accept the offer of the company
Notwlthstandins this agreement. w1th respect to any automobile aesignated 10 any
other automobile insurance policy, insurance with respect thereto under any renewal
or continuance of this policy shall terminate as of the effective date of such other
insurance.
18. Declarations: By acceptance of this policy. the insured named in Item 1 of the
declarations agrees that the statements in the declarations are his agreements and
representations. that this policy 1s issued in reliance upon the truth of such representa ·
lions and that this oolicv embodies all agreements existing between himself and the
company or any of its agents relating to th•s insurance.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused this policy to be signed by •Is President and Secretary at Richmond. Virginia. and countersigned on the declarations page
by a duly authorized representative of the Company.

------------------------..~~
.. ~ /~-!"/.-(NOT APPLICABLE TO EARLY SETTLERS INSURANCE COMPANY •
MUTUAL POLICY CONDITIONS

Secretary

ANNUAL MEETING

J.J.m~)p,e,·den•

ENDORSEMENTS
AUTOMOBILE CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION- Any physical damage
coverage afforded by this policy is subject to the following additional exclus1on:
This insurance does not apply to loss of. or damage to. any custom furnishings or
equipment including, but not limited to:

APPLiCABLE ONLY TO POLICIES ISSUED THROUGH THE VIRGINIA
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE PLAN - It is understood and agreed that in the event
of cancellation of this policy by either the insured or the company. the earned

(1) special carpeting and insulation, furniture, bars or television receivers;

(2) facilities for cooking and sleeping, including enclosures:
(3) height-extending roofs:
(4) custom murals. painting or other decals or graphics: (in or upon any pickup.
panel truck or van.)
premium calculated in. accordance with the cancellation condition of the policy
shall be subject to a mmimum of $25.00 as provided 1n Sect1on 18 of the Virg1n.a
Automobile Insurance Plan.
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OUT·OF·STATE INSURANCE ENDORSEMENT· A979a 6·1-73
It is agreed that. s~~ject to all the provisio~s of _the ~olicy excep.t '!here modified herein. the. following provis1~n 1s added:
If•.unde~ the P.rov1S10ns .of 'h~ motor ve~1cle f1nanc1al respons1b.1hty law or the motor veh1cle compulsory msurance law or any s1milar law of any state or province. a non·
~es1dent ts req~1red to mamta1.n tnsura~c~ w1th respect to th~ oper~~1on or use or a motor vehicle m such state or province and such insurance requirements are greater than the
msura~ce prov1~ed by the pohc~. the limits of the company s bab!ltty and the kmds of coverage _aHorded by the policy shall be as set forth m such law. in heu of the insurance
othe~tse prov1d~ by the policy, ~ut on_IY. to the extent reQuired by such law and .only w1th r~spect to the .oper.ation or use of a motor veh1cle tn such state or provmce;
pro.vtded that the msurance under thiS prov!saon shall b~ redu~ to the extent that there IS other valtd and collectible msurance under this or any other motor veh1cle msurance
pohcy. In no event shall any person be entitled to rece1ve duplicate payments for the same elements of loss.
.
ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION OF THE INSURED· AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE· A877 6·27·66
The failure or ref~sal of the ins~red to coope~te with .or assist th.e company which ~rejudices the company's defense of an act1on for damages ansing out of the operation
or use of an automobile shall constitute non·comphance w1th the reQUirements of the policy that the insured shall cooperate with and ass1st the company.

AUTOaOIIlE DEATH IEIEfiT • A5f7• t-1-62. Applicable only when stated in the Declarations.
SCHEDULE • The insurance aHorded is with respect to the person or persons designated herein as insured
Coverage

Limits of liability
Principal Sum Per Insured

Insured

I
i

Premium

!

l
SS,OOD iAmended ro read $10,000 if rhere •s no spouse of
S induded
I
named insured resident en same household!
I
~
I S induded
2. Spouse of Named Insured
SS,OOO
The compcmy agrees w1th the named 1nsured, 1n cons1derar•on of rhe payment of the prem1um and m reliance upon the dedaraflons and sub1ecr ro the hmars of habdaty, exduscons. condircons
and orher terms of this endorsement and of the policy:
A. Death Benefit

1. Conra&e A-Death Benefit

1. Named Insured

I

INSURING AGREEMENTS

To pay the principal sum stated in the schedule in the event of the death of the insured
which shall result directly and independently of all other causes from bodily inJury caused
by accident and sustained by the insured while in or upon or while entering tnto or alighttng
from, or through being struck by, an automobile, prov1ded the death shall occur w1thin
ninety days after the date of the accident.
2. AutomoiiUe Defined
With respect to this insurance the word "automobile" means a land motor vehicle or trailer

not operated on rails or crawler treads, but does not mean: tll a farm type tractor or
other equ1pment deSJgned for use principally off public roads. except wh1le actually upon
public roads or '2: a land motor veh1cle or trailer while located for use as a res1dence or
prem1ses and not as a vehicle.
3. Polley Period, Territory
This insurance applies only to accidents which occur during the policy penod within the
United States of America, its territories or possessions. or Canada.

EXCLUSIONS
This insurance does not apply:
{a) to bodily injury or death sustained in the course of his occupation by any person
while engaged 11) in duties incident to the operation. loading or unloading of. or
as an ass1stant on, a public or livery conveyance or commercial automobiles. or
t2) m duties incident to the repau or servicing of automobiles:

(b) to loss caused by or resulting from disease except pus forming infection which
shall occur through bodily m1ury to which this msurance applies:
tc 1 to sutcade, sane or msane, or to any attempt thereat:
(dl to injury or death due to war. whether or not declared. CIVIl war. insurrection,
rebellion or revolution, or to any act or condition tncident to any of the foregoing.

CONDITIONS
1. Policy Provisions-None of the insuring agreements, exclusions or conditions of the
policy apply to the insurance afforded by this endorsement except the conditions "Notice
of Accident," "Action Against Company tMedical Payments·,," "Changes:· "Assignments,"
"Cancelation" and "Declarations."
2. Notice of Claim-When loss covered hereunder occurs. written notice thereof shall be
given by or on behalf of the insured or the beneficiary to the company or any of 1ts autho·
rized agents as soon as practicable.
3. Proof of Claim: Medical Reports-As soon as practicable, the InJUred person. or the
beneficiary in the event of death. or someone on his behalf, shall give to the company
wntten proof of clatm. under oath if requared: and shall after each request from the com·
pany execute authonzatton to enable the company to obtam medtcal reports and cop1es
of records.
Proof of claim shall be made upon forms furn1shed by the company unless the company
shall have fa1led to furnish such forms w1th1n fifteen days after rece1vmg not1ce of cla1m.
The mjured person shall subm1t to physical exammat10n by phystc1ans selected by the
company when and as often as the company may reasonably requlfe.
4. Payment of Death Benefits: Autopsy-If the decedent ansured be surv1ved by a spouse
who was a res1dent of the same household at the time of the acc1dent. the death benefit

is payable to such spouse: otherwise. if the decedent msured was a minor. the death
benefit IS payable to jny parent thereof who was a resident of the same household at
the time of the accident: otherwise the death benefit 1s payable to the decedent msured's
estate.
The company shall have the nght and opportumty to make an autopsy where it 1s not
forbidden by law.
5. Beneficiary-Consent of beneficiary is not requ1s1te to cancelation. ass1gnment. change
of beneficiary. or any other change in the policy or tn thiS endorsement.
6. Death of Named Insured-If the named msured dies. any insurance afforded under this
endorsement with respect to any surv•vmg msured shall be contmued whtle the policy 1s
in effect.
1. Other Insurance-If any 1nsured under th1s endorsement also 1s an msured under an·
other endorsement of the same kmd, 1ssued by the company for attachment to a hab1hty
pohcy, any payment for loss under such other endorsement shall serve to reduce. to the
extent of such payment, the company's obhgat1on under th1s endorsement as respects any
loss to such 1nsured. and the company wall return the prem1um pa1d for such duphcat1on
of the msurance hereunder.

SOUND RECEIVING AND TRANSMmtNG EQUIPMENT EXCLUDED •. It 1s· agreed that any Physical Damage Insurance afforded by the policy IS subfect to the followmg
additional exctusion:
This insurance does not apply to Joss of, or damage to, any sound receiving or sound rece1ving and transmitting equ1pment designed for use as a citizen's band radio, two·
way mobile radio or telephone, or scanning monitor receiver, Including any accessories and antennas unless permanently installed m the openmg of the dash or console of
the automobile normally used by the motor vehicle manufacturer for the installation of a radio.
SOUND·REPRODUCING OR RECORDING EQUIPMENT EXCLUDED • It is agreed that such 1nsurance as 1s aHorded by the policy under the Phys1cal Damage Coverages 1S subtect
to the following additional exclusions:
The insurance does not apply:
(i) to loss of or damage to any device or instrument des1gned for the recording, reproduction. or recording and reproduction of sound unless such dev1ce or mstrument is
permanently installed in the automobile:
(J) to loss of or damage to any tape, wire. record d1sc or other med1um for use w1th any dev1ce or instrument des1gned for the recording, reproduction. or recordmg and
reproduction of sound.
ENDORSEMENT: (The following provisions apply only if SSO deductible is stated in the declarations as applicable to the Comprehensive Coverage.)
1NAUA No 206al
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE- SSO DEDUCTIBLE
It •s agreed that under the Comprehensive Coverage. S50 shail be deducted from the amount of each loss as !o each automob:le. ~ther than ioss by (a) fire or lightmr.g.
(b) smoke or smudge due to a sudden. unusual and faulty operat1on of any hxed heaung equ1pment servmg the premases •n wh•ch :he automob•le rs lo~ated. or ;cJ the srrandmg.
smkmg, burnmg, colhs1on or derailment of any conveyance '" or u::>on whtch the automobile •s bemg transported.
If the policy affords msurance with respect to the Colhston Coverage. breakage of glass caused by colliston may. ;f the msureo so elects. be treateo as covered thereunder
subJect to Ute terms thereof. mstead of under the Compre-tve Coverage.
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AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF VIRGINIA,
To-wit:
CITY OF RICHMOND,
This day Richard D. Mattox, Jr., Clafms Attorney for the Virginia Farm
Bureau MUtual Insurance Company, appeared before me, Peggy McClelland, a
Notary Public in and for the City and State aforesaid, and after being duly
sworn made oath as follows:
1.

That he is the Claims Attorney for Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance
Company and as such is authorized to make this affidavit.

2.

That the attached automobile policy is an exact representation of the
policy issued by Virginia Farm Bureau to John W. and D. Gibson, Jr.

3.

That it is not Virginia Farm Bureau's policy to issue a new declaration
sheet every policy period unless there has been a change, and therefore, the
attached declaration sheet would be the one in effect at the time of the loss.
AND FURTHER THIS AFFIANT SAI'm NOT.

.

~
•(}..._

Subscribed and sworn to before me this / ~ -day of -d~ Qe).'UACt-'le('
My commission expires:

c. .I '7J .
'

1

' 19((f,

,.., . )
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NUMBER

I

I

AUTOMOBILE

POLICY PERil.J

POLICY

FROM

05 7910

THIS OECURAT ION
EFFECTIVE

TO

06/15/83

1

ISSUED

oaJoala 3 I oal2~tls3

06/15/84

INSU~A~CE

OFFICE
CODES

POLICY

J

6-00121

DECLARATIONS

t
THE TE~M OF THIS POLICY IS THE AbOVE POLICY
PERIDOt EFFECTIVE 12.01 A.M • STANDARD TIME
,r
AT THE AOORESS SHOWN, AND FOR AOOITIO~AL
JOMN W & 0 GIBSON JR
ROUTE 1 BOX 200
• .PERIODS FOR WHICH THE RENEW AL PREMIUM IS PAID t
EARLYSVILLE VA
BY THE INSURED AND ACCEPTED BY THE COMPANY.
•••NON-ASSESSABLE POLICY***
REPLACES PRIOR DECLARATIONS UNDER THIS POLICY
(

INSURED NAME AND ADORES S

t:

UNIT

• TYPE•

NBR.

1
2

POL 1 CY
FAMILY
FAMILY

•

•

•

•

VEHICLE

•LAST •5 DIGITS
• •RATE •

•

•

•

OFF •

U.'4. 12

•MJ. •

•

PRE Ml UM

79

FORO

CAR

09801

8A4171

CODES PREH liA8 PHY TOTAL (
SOlOS 20.00 395 12~ 519

78

FORO

PICKUP

E0998

7K2870

S030b 18.00

YR

•

MAKE

OF SERIAL NO. CLASS

• • •
DESCRIPTION OF

• • • •
COVERAGE PROVIDED

•

•

q3

•

7S

*

COVERAGE PRO VIDEO ONLY FOR AMOUNTS SHuwN BELOW

UNIT

LIASILITY COVERAGES

EACH PERSON
1100,000
EACH OCClMREMCI ··· ·a3GO,OOO

8 PROPERTY CAMAGE
MEOICAL PAYMENTS
J uNINSURED MOTORIST
1 BODILY INJURY

EACH PERSON

EACH

OCCURR&MCE

•

c
I,I

ltZ

A BODILY INJURY
C

171

r

S50e000

SS,OOO

EACH PERSON

atoo,ooo

EACH ACCIDENT

1300,000

$50,000
2 PRUP~RTY DAMAGE
EACH ACCIO(NT
DEATH BENEFITS- NOT PROVIDED
. i PHYSICAL DAMAGE
ACTUAL CASH VAlUE
UNIT l,z
COMPREHENSIVE
ACTUAL CASH VALUE LESS SlOO
UNIT 2
COLLISION
MAXIMUM 125.00 EACH OCCURRENt£ UNIT lt2
TOWING AND LABOR
LIENHOLDERS

r

ENOORSEMENTS El31

(

b89F

El04A

@

E053A/ CPOit 79

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED HEREIN
THE INSURE~ AUTOMOBILE*S* IS SOLELY
OWNED 8Y THE NAMED INSURED SUBJECT
TO THE INTEREST Of ANY L IENHOLOER
THEREIN.
.

MAIL
TO

•••••OFFICE USE***•*
SEG A/R BAL.
PREMIUM CHG.
93CR
tNO AIR BAL.
FINANCE CO DE

93CR

JOHN W & 0 GIBSON JR
ROUTE 1 BOX 200

EARLYSVILLE VA
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fouNTERSIGNATURE
-.

,

• I
•

I

This

endors~i~nt is to be attached to and made a pa~~.·of your policy.
I

E053a/CP0479
(01183)

I
AUTOMOBILE
.
SUPPr.EMENTARY UNINSURED MOTORISTS INSURANCE
(BODILY INJURY PROPERTY DAMAGE • LIMITS • UNDERINSURED MOTORISTS)
(VIRGINIA)
It is agreed that, with respect to~such insurance as is afforded by the policy for damages because of bodily injury and
property damage caused by ac ident and arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of an uninsured motor
vehicle, subdivision (1) of the d finition of "uninsured" motor vehicle is amended to include "underinsured" motor
vehicle, subject to the following provisions:

SCHEDULE
The limits of liability for each motor vehicle for such insurance shall be the same as those stated in the Declarations
as applicable to each motor vehicle for Liability Coverage J. Uninsured Motorist.
1. If limits of liability for such insurance are stated in the schedule of this endorsement or in the declarations, and subject to 2. below:
a. The split limits so stated as applicable to bodily injury for "each person"/"each accident" and property
damage for "each accident" shall apply in lieu of any limits therefor stated elsewhere in the policy, and
subject to all the terms of the policy having reference thereto, shall be the total limit of the company's li·
ability for all damages because of bodily injury and property damage as the result of any one accident
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of uninsur~d motor vehicles; or
b. the single limit so stated as applicable to bodily injury and property damage for "each accident" shall
apply in lieu of any limit therefor stated elsewhere in the policy, and subject to all the terms of the policy
having reference thereto, shall be the total limit of the company's liability for all damages as the result of
any one accident arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of uninsured motor vehicles; provid·
ed such limit of liability shall first provide the separate limits required by the Virginia Motor Vehicle Safety Responsibility Act as stated in the schedule of this endorsement or in the declarations.
2. When used in reference to this insurance (including this and other endorsements forming a part of the
policy):
A motor vehicle is "underinsured" when, and to the extent that the total amount of bodily injury and
property damage coverage applicable to the operation or use of such vehicle, including all bonds or deposits of money or securities made pursuant to Article 6 of Chapter 6 of the Code of Virginia (Section
46.1-467 et seq.), is less than the total amount of uninsured motorist coverage afforded any person insured as a result of the operation or use of such vehicle under this insurance.
3. The company shall not be obligated to make any payment because of bodily injury or property damage to
which this insurance applies and which arises out of the ownership, maintenance or use of an underinsured motor vehicle until after the limits of liability under all bodily injury and property damage liability
bonds or insurance policies respectively applicable at the time of the accident to damages because of
bodily injury or because of property damage have been exhausted by payment of judgements or settlements.
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IMPORTANT
Please attach to and make a part of your policy.

A689f

UNINSURED MOTORISTS INSURANCE

(Virginia)
In consideration of the payment of premium and subject to all of the provisions of this
endorsement and to the applicable provisions of the policy. the company agrees with
the named insured as follows:

(b) If the schedule or declarations indicates a single limit of habclity. the hm1t of
liability stated as applicable to ··each acc1dent' · is the total timet of the
company·s liability lor all damages as the result of any one accrdent: provcded
such limit of liability shall first provide the separate ltmrts requcred by the
V~rginia Motor Vehicle Safety Responsibility Act as stated m the schedule or
declarations.
(c) If claim is made under this insurance and claim is also maae agamst any
person or organizatton who 1s an insured under the bodily injury liability or prop·
erty damage liability coverage of the policy because of bodily inJury or property
damage sustained in an accident by a person wno iS an ensured under this in·
surance. any payment made under this cnsurance to or for any such person shall
be applied in reduction of any amount which ne may be entitled ro recover from
any person or organization whO is an ansured under the bodily tnjury or property
damage liability coverages.

(dl Any amount payable under this insurance because of bodily m1ury or proper·
ty damage sustamed in an accident by a person who is an msured under this in·
surance shall oe reduced by all sums pa1d because of such bodily InJUry or
property damage by or on behalf of the owner or operator of an uninsured motor
vehicle.

I. COVERAGE UNINSURED MOTORISTS

(Damagas far Bodily Injury and Property Oamaga)

IV. POLICY PERIOD: TERRITORY

The company will pay tn accordance w11t'l Sect1on 38 1·381 of the Code of Virg1ma
and all Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto. all sums which the 10·
sured or hiS legal representative shall be legally entitled to recover as damages lrom
the owner or operator of an umnsured motor vehicle because or bodily rn1ury sus·
lamed by the ansured or property damage. caused by accrdent and ansmg out of the
ownershiP. maintenance or use of such umnsured motor vehicle

Thts 1nsurance applies only to accidents which occur during the policy penOd and
w1thcn tne Umted States of America. cts territones or possessions. or Canada.

Exclusions
Th1s 1nsurance does not apply
(a) to bodily injury or property damage w1th respect to wn1ch the 1nsured or his
tegat representative shall. w1thout wntten consent oftne company. make any
senlement with any person or orgamzallon who may be legally liable therefor:
lblto the first two hundred dollars of tne total amount of all property damage cJs
tne resun of any one acc1dent. Th1s exctusron does not aoply rt the owner or
.operator of the uninsured motor vehiCle causang the damage can be 1dent1hed:
(CI so as to mure drreclly or tn01reclly to the oenefit of any rnsurer of property

II. PERSONS INSURED
Eacn of the 1onowang IS an rnsureo unaer thts 10surance to the extent set fortn oerow
tal the named insured and. while residents of the same housellotd. the spouse
and retattves of either:
(bl any other person whtle occupymg an ensured motor vehccle: and
(CI any person. with respect to damages he IS entitleo to recover oecause of
bodily mtury to"which -this msurance applies sustameo by an ensured under (al
or (bl above.

V. DEFINITIONS
When used tn reference to thcs 1nsurance 1mctudtng endorsements formcng a part of
the policy)·
"'bodtly mJury·· means ooaily 1n1ury. SICkness or disease. tnctuding death. sus·
tamed by a person who 1s an insured under 1a1 or (b) of the Persons Insured Provt·
SIOn:
· "hlt·and·run vehicle·· means a motor vehicle whiCh causes an accrdent resulttng en
bodily tntury to an rnsurea or property damage. provided:
tal there cannot be ascertatned the Identity of e1ther the operator or tne owner of
such motor vehiCle: and
tbl tne 1nsured or someone on h1s behalf shall have reported the acctdent
promptly to erther the company. the DiviSIOn of Motor Vehicles or the police.
··insured motor vetucte·· means a motor veh1cte registered tn Vcrgcn1a wcth respect
to whrch the bodily 1n1urv ano prflperty oarnage hab1hty coverage of the oohcy "!Pplces
Dut snail not anclude a veh1cte wh1le bemg used without tne perm1ss1on of the owner:
··motor vehicle .. means a tana motor venccle or tra1ter other than
1a1 a larm type tractor or other equaoment des1gned tor use orinc1pa11y off outlhc

roads. wh1le not upon oublcc roaos
lbl a vehccte operated on ra11s or crawter·treads. or
tel a vehccle while tocateo tor use as a rescaence or premcses.

The insurance apphes separately w1th respect to eacll rnsured. except wcth resoect
to the hm11s of the company s liab1l1ty

· ·nameo ensured·· means the oerson nameo an the oectara110ns ottn1s oohcy ana 10·
etudes the spouse ef a res1dent of the same househota:

Ill. LIMITS OF UABIUTY

· ·occuoy1ng

Regardless of the number of 11) persons or orgamzatcons who are msureds unoer
thiS cnsurance. (21 persons or orgamzations wno sustam bOdcly intury or property
damage. (3) claims made or suits brought on account of bodily 1n1ury or property
damage. or (4) motor ven1c1es to which thcs insurance applies.

··property aarnage · means en1ury to or destruction ot 11) an msured motor vehccte
owned oy the nameo msured or hts spouse. tl a res1dent of the same household and
the contents of such motor vehicle. ano 121 any other property texcept a motor vehi·
cle) owned by an ensured and located en Virg1nta:

(a) If the schedule or dectarattons cnd1cates split limits of habchty. the 11m1t of
11ab11tty for bodily tnjury stated as applicable to ··each oerson · 1s the tcm1t olthe
company·s liability lor all aamages t>ecause of bodily cn1ury sustacned by one
person as the result of any one acccdent and. sut>tect to the at>ove prov1s1on
respectcng ··each person·· the lim1t of habclity for ooocly cn1ury stated as appttc·
able to ··eacn accidenr·. •s the total 11m1t of the company·s llabcltty tor an
damages because of bOdily InJury sustacned by two or more persons as the
result of any one accident. The lim1t ot hab1hty tor property damage stated as
applicable to ··each acc1denr· cs the total 11m11 of the company·s habthty tor all
damages because of property damage to all property ot one or more msureds as
the result of any one acc1dent

··relative· means a person related to the named rnsured by blOOd. marnage or adop·
lion who •s a restdent of the same household:

A6891
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{e) Any amount recoverable as damages because of bodily injury or property
damage sustatned en an acctdent by a person who IS an msureo unaer thiS in·
surance shall be reduced by all sums paid because of sucn bodily m1ury or
property damage by or on behalf of any person or orgamzallon JOtnlly or several·
ly habte together wdn the owner or operator of an uncnsured motor vehicle lor
such bodily inJury or property damage including all sums pacd unoer the bodily
1n1ury or property damage coverage of tne policy.

means en or upon or enterang ento or alighting from:

· ·uncnsured motor vehccte·· means·
ta) a motor ven1cte wcth respect to the ownersncp. mamtenance or use of wn1ch
tnere tS. 1n at least the amounts sPec•hed en the Virg1ma Motor Veh1c1e Safety
ResponSibility Act. ne1ther 1•1 cash or secunttes on file w1th the Vtrgcnta
Commcss1oner of Motor Vehrcles nor till a bOdtly 101ury and property damage
habchty DOno or 1nsurance policy. applicable at the 11me of the acCident w1th
__c.espect to any person or organezatton legally respons1Die for tne use or such
vehiCle. or wtth resoect to wncch there cs such a bona or msurance oollcy ao·
January 1. t983

phcable at the time of the acc1dent but the company wnting the same IS or
becomes insolvent or denies coverage !hereunder: or
(b) a hit·and·run vehicle as defined.

VI. CONDITIONS
A. Polley Provisions.
None of the lnsunng Agreements. Exclusions. Conditions or other provisions of the
policy shall apply to the msurance afforded by this endorsement except the Condi·
hans ··Not1ce". "Insured's Duties in the Event of Loss". "Subrogation".
"Changes". "Assignme:u··. "Cancellation" and "Declarations".

B. Premium.
If during the policy periOd the number of insured motor veh1cles owned by the named
insured or spouse and registered in Virgtnia changes. the named insured shall notify
the company during the policy penOd of any change and the premium shall be
adjusted m accordance w1th the manuals in use by the company. If the earned
premium thus computed exceeds the advance prem1um paid. the named insured
shall pay the excess to the company: if less. the company shall return to the named
insured the unearned portion paid by such insured.

C. Proof of Claim: Medical Repons: Proof olloss.
As soon as practicable. the insured or other person making c1a1m shall g1ve to the
company written proof of c1a1m. under oath 1f requ1red. mcluding full partrculars of
the nature and extent of the inJuries. treatment. and other details entenng rnto the
determrnation of the amount payable hereunder. Proal of c1a1m shall be made upon
forms furmshed by the company unless the company shall have failed to furn1sh
such forms wrth1n 15 days after recerving notice of claim.
The mjured person shall submit to physical examma!lons by physicrans selected by
the company when and as the company may reasonably requ~re and he. or in the
event of his incapacity h1s legal representative. or rn lhe event of hrs death h1s legal
representative or the person or persons entitled to sue therefor. shall upon each re·
quest from the company execute authorization to enable the company to obtain
medical reports and cop1es of records.
The msured or other person makmg claim for damage to property shall file proof of
loss wrth lhe company within s1xty days alter the occurence of ross. unless such
t1me IS extended 1n wnling by the company. tn the form of a sworn statement senrng
lorth the interest of the insured and of all others 1n !he property allected. any encum·
brances thereon. the actual cash value thereof at lime of loss. the amount. place.
lime and cause of such loss. and the descnpt1on and amounts of all other insurance '
covenng such property. Upon the company's request. the msured shall exh1blllhe
damaged property to the company.
With respect to claims alleged to have ansen our ol the ownershrp. marnlenance or
use of a hit·and·run veh1cle II the rnsured has nor obtamed a judgment against John
Doe. the liability of the umnsured motonst may be established. as belween the 10·

A6891

sured and the company. by filing w1lh the company wllhrn a reasonable time after
!he accrdent a statement under oath that the ensured or h1s legal representatrve has a
cause or causes of action arising out of such accident for damages against a person
or persons whos identity IS unascertainable. setting forth the facts in support
!hereof. and shall present clear and convincrng ev1dence that there was a hll·and·
run vehicle involved in the accrdent.

D. Notice of legal Action.
If. before lhe company makes payment of loss hereunder. lhe insured or hiS legal

representative shall inslitute any legal act1on for bod1ly 101ury or property damage
agarnst any person or orgamzation regally responsrble lor lhe use of a motor vehicle
mvolved in the acc1den1. a copy of the summons dnd complaint or other process
served 1n connectron w1th such legal action shall be forwarded imme(!iately ro the
company by the insured or hrs regal representaltve

E. Dther Insurance.
With respect to bOdily inJury to an rnsured wh1le occupyrng a motor vehicle not
owned by the named rnsured. th1s msurance shall apply only as excess insurance
over any other srmilar rnsurance available to such ensured and applicable to such
vehicle as pnmary insurance.
Except as provided 1n the loregorng paragraph. 11 the 1nsured has orner Similar bodily
m1ury msurance ,JVarlable to h1m and applicable to the aCCident. the company shall
not be liable lor a greater proport1on of any ross to whrch thrs coverage applies than
lhe limrt of hab1lily hereunder bears to the sum of the applicable lim1ts of liabrlily of
th1s msurance and such olher msurance.
With respecl to property damage. !his insurance shall apply only as excess 1n·
surance over any olher valid and coueclible rnsurance of any krnd applicable to such
property damage.

F. Payment of loss by Ule Company.
Any amount due hereunder IS payable
(at to the insured. or
lb)rl the msured be a minor 10 his parent or guardian. or
(CI 1f the rnsured be deceased to hiS surv1v1ng spouse. otherwrse
(dlto a person aurhorized by law to rece1ve such payment or 10 a person legally
entitled to recover lhe damages which the payment represents:
provrded. the company may at liS opt1on pay any amount due hereunder 10 accord·
ance wrth diVISIOn td) hereof

G. Th1s endorsement replaces any other provrs1ons of lhe policy. mcludrng any
endorsement lormmg a part thereof. affording simrlar msurance wrth respect 10 any
damages ansmg our ol !he ownershiP. marntenance or use of an unrnsured motor
vehiCle or a hrt·and·run vehrcle.
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c. •••~-..- ....

«:ommontueaUb of ~irginia
IN

TBlD

CmCUIT CoURT oF

THE

CoUNTY OF ALBEMARLE

NOTIC& OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT

To:

ACI'IoN No•..••..••Z.S.1.~.-::L...
John Doe
Service to be had on
Otis w. Nuckols
200 W. Grace Street
Richmond, VA
Reqistered Aqent For
Virqinia Par.m Bureau Mutual Insurance Company

You are hereby notified that unless within twenty-one (21) days after service of this
Notice of ~fotion for judgment on you, response is made by filing in the Clerk's Office
of this court a pleading in writing, in proper legal form, judgment may be entered against

you by default.
Done in the name of the Commonwealth of Virginia, this... ·--···-·······---~-~-~~---·-·········-·-··-···

· day of...•.....••••·-···---~~'!~~.!:, 19... ~~--

SHELBY J. ;;rsHALL,

10~~ :!~J..

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.•.... .... .. .........L.'---~_, ...Chilnsll§J:: ..t.•••J. r .•....... , p. q.

2560 Ivy Road
P. o. Box 6747

C~ertJi~lle, VA
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cLERX

DEPUTY CLERK •

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT

v.
MICHAEL NEIL BUCKING}fAM
Rt. 2, Box 758
Afton, Virginia 22920

and
JOHN DOE
Service to be Had On
Otis W. Nuckols
200 W. Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia
Registered Agent· For
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company,
Defendants
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF THE ABOVE STYLED COURT
COMES NOW the plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, by counsel,
and sets forth the following in support of his Motion for Judgment
1.

That the plaintiff is a resident of Albemarle County,

Virginia, who on May 16, 1984, in Albemarle County, Virginia, was
lawfully driving a motor vehicle owned by his father, John W.
Gibson, Jr., in an easterly direction on U.S. Route 250 near
Mechums River, .3 of a mile west of State Route 752.
2.

That the defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham, is a reside

of Albemarle County, Virginia, who at the aforesaid time and plac
was driving a motor vehicle in a westerly direction on State
Route 250 in Albemarle County, Virginia.

3.

That the defendant, John Doe, is an unknown driver,

identified as John Doe, pursuant to the provisions of Section
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN a
O"BRYAN

38.1-381 of the Code of Virginia, as amended, who at the aforesai
time and place was driving a vehicle in a westerly direction on
U.S. Route 250 in Albemarle County, Virginia.
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4.

That the cause of action giving rise to this suit occurr c

in.Albemarle County, Virginia.

5.

That at the above time and place, it was the duty of the

defendants, Michael Neil Buckingham and John Doe,to use reasonabl
care as follows:

to keep their vehicles under reasonable and

proper control; not to drive their vehicles in such a manner so a
to endanger the life, limb, or property of any person, and
especially of your plaintiff; to keep a proper lookout for all
traffic, and to keep on their proper side of the roadway.
6.

That notwithstanding all of the aforesaid duties of both

defendants, the defendant

~1ichael

Neil Buckingham, and the

defendant, John Doe, jointly and severally breached these duties,
and in particular breached these duties to the plaintiff, in that
the·-said defendants did unlawfully, carelessly, negligently and
recklessly operate their vehicles, by failure to keep their
vehicles under proper control; by failure to keep a proper lookout; by failing not to drive their vehicles in a reckless and
careless manner, and by failing to keep their vehicles on the
proper side of the roadway.
7.

That as a result of the joint and several breaches of

the aforesaid duties of both defendants, the vehicle of the
defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham, came across the aforesaid
roadway and collided head on with plaintiff's vehicle, causing th
defendant· Buckinghams vehicle to crash with great force and
violence into the vehicle of your plaintif€, causing damage to
the vehicle and injuries to the plaintiff, as are hereinafter set
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN a

forth.

o•BRYAN

8.

That the aforesaid collision of the defendant, Michael

Neil Buckingham's, vehicle,with the vehicle of the plaintiff, was
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directly and proximately caused by the joint and several negligen
of the defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham, and the defendant,
John Doe.
9.

That as a direct and proxima~e result of the joint and

several negligence of .the defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham, and
of the defendant, John Doe, said piaintiff was seriously, painful ~
and permanently injured; he has suffered and will continue to
suffer great physical pain and mental anguish; he has incurred
loss of earnings and will continue to incur loss of earnings; he
has incurred, and will in the future be compelled to incur, large
expenses in an effort to be cured or relieved of said injuries;
and he has incurred loss of
10.

person~l

property.

That the defendant, John Doe, being unknown, the

plaintiff, pursuant to Section 38.1-381 of the Code of Virginia,
as amended, is causing a copy of this Motion forJudgment to be
served on Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company, who
provides uninsured motorist coverage and/or underinsured motorist
coverage on the vehicle in which plaintiff was driving under ·-··
policy number 057910.
11.

Trial by jury is demanded.

WHEREFORE, your plaintiff, Robert Benjamin Gibson, by
counsel, moves the_Circuit Court of Albemarle County, Virginia,
for judgment in the sum of FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND N0/100 DOLLA
($500,000.00) against Michael Neil Buckingham and John Doe,
jointly and severally together with interest and his costs in thi
behalf expended.
CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN 8:
O'BRYAN

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON

By~un~(
114

L. B. Chandler, Jr.

CHANDLER, FRANKLIN & 0' BRYAN
2560 Ivy Road

Post Office Box 6747
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906
Counsel for Plaintiff

CHANDLER,
FRANKLIN 8:
O'BRYAN
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBE14ARLE COUNTY
-

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,

'1

\c.\
I

,)

'

\ l'\.:

Plaintiff

v.
NEIL BUCKINGHM1

MICHAEL

GROUNDS OF DEFENSE
Case No. 2572-L

ar~d

JOHN DOE
Defendants
Comes now your Defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham, by
counsel, and for his response to the !-lotion for Judgment heretofore
filed ayainst him, states as follows:
1) Your Defendant is without information sufficient

to

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained in

Paragraph 1 and calls for strict proof thereof.
•

2) ·.rhe allegations contained in Paragraph 2 are admitted.
3) The allegations contained in Pargaraph 3 are admitted.
4)

Th<~

allegations contained in Paragraph 4 are admitted.

5) Paragraph 5 contains statements of legal duties to be

pronounced by the Court and therefore no 1:esponse is required of your
Defendant.
6) The allegations contained in Paragrapl1 6 dre denied,
insofar as they pertain to this Defendant.
7)

'!'he C'.llega tions contained in Paragraph 7 are denied.

8) The allegations contained in Paragraph 8 are denied.
9) 'rhe allegations contained in Paragraph 9 are denied.

10) The allegations contained in Paragraph 10 require no

response from this defendant.
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Page Two
11) The allegations contained in Paragraph 11 require no
response from this defendanto
12) Plaintiff's own negligence was a, or the, proximate

cause of the accident and the injuries about which he complains.
13) Your Defendant was confronted with a sudden emergency.

14) The accident was unavoidable as to this Defendant.
15) The negligence of another, or others, over whom this
D0fendant had no controJ was a, or the sole, proximate cause of the
accid€nt.
16) This Defendant reserves the right to assert such other

lawful defenses as they might appear.
r-tiCHl\EL NEIL BUCKINGHAM

bi Counsel
7

Counsel:

22902

CERTIFIC~\TE

I hereby certify a true copy of the foregoing Grounds of Defense
was mailed this -~_day of October, 1984 to L. B. Chandler, Jr.,
Chand.ler, Franklin & O'Bryan, P. 0.
counsel for Plaintiff.
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Charlottesville, Virginia,

VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE· COUNTY OF ALBEMARLE

·+- ·v··

J • I
£-~nib'•'

ROBERT.BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff

Action No. 2572-L

v.
MICHAEL NEIL BUCKINGHAM, et al,
Defendants
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE

comes now Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company, by
counsel, having been served with a copy of the Notice of Motion for
Judgment in the above-noted action, and for its Grounds of Defense to the
Motion for Judgment, says:
1)

This defendant admits that the plaintiff was operating a

motor vehicle on the date and place as alleged in item 1 of the Motion for
Judgment.

The balance of the allegations of item 1

a~e

denied.

2) · This defendant admits that co-defendant Michael Neil
Buckingham was operating a motor vehicle on the date and place alleged in
item 2 of the Motion for Judgment.
3)

This defendant denies that John Doe was operating a motor

vehicle at the time and place alleged in item 3 of the Motion for Judgment.
4)

The allegations of item 4 of the Motion for Judgment are

5)

The allegations of item 5 of the Motion for Judgment per-

admitted.

taining to John Doe are denied.
6)

The allegations of item 6 of the Motion for Judgment as to

John Doe are denied; as to Michael Neil Buckingham, they are admitted.
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7)
denied.

The allegations of item 7 of the Motion for Judgment are

It is denied that John Doe was negligent in any manner.

It is

alleged that a proximate cause of the accident, if any, was the negligence
of co-defendant Michael Neil Buckinghamo
8)

It is denied that defendant John Doe was negligent in any

9)

The allegations of item 9 of Motion for Judgment are deniedo

manner.

It is denied the plaintiff sustained the injuries or incurred the damages
claimed.
10)

Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company admits pro-

viding uninsured motorist coverage on the vehicle in which plaintiff was
riding under policy number 057910.

However, Virginia Farm Bureau

Mutua~

Insurance Company denies it owes any obligation to the plaintiff for any
injuries or damages sustained in this accident.
11)

Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company denies it is

liable to plaintiff in any__ amount.
12)

Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company reserves the

right to assert all other lawful defenses.
VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
By Counsel
Counsel:
RICHMOND AND FISHBURNE
o. Box 559
Charlo.t:t.esy.ill,e, y~
22902-0559
P.

lf).Jfk;jf" ' ~

By //
.
\t) V
Matthew B. Murray ~

- 2 -
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C E RT I F I C AT E
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foreqoinq Grounds of
Defense was mailed this

l~

day of September, 1984 to L. B. Chandler,

Jr., Esquire, Chandler, Franklin & O'Bryan, P.o. Box 6747,
Charlottesville, Virginia, 22902.

I ;II

/i;;J·

···~
1

·1!~0
Matthew B. Murray

- 3 -
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COVENANT NOT TO SUE - RELEASE
THIS
between

ROBERT

COVENANT
BENJAMIN

is

made

GIBSON

this

12th day

(COVENANTOR),

of

June

hereinafter

1985,
GIBSON

on behalf of himself, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns,
and

MICHAEL NEIL BUCKINGHAM

his heirs,
to

enter

(COVENANTEE),

hereinafter

BUCKINGHAM,

legal representatives and assigns, the parties agreeing
into

this

COVENANT

NOT TO SUE and RELEASE

based upon

the following terms and conditions.
1)

This

COVENANT

is

entered

into

in

conformity

with the provisions of Section 8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia,
1950, as amended.
2)

IN

CONSIDERATION

of

the

sum

of

Thirty-Fi.ve

Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) paid by BUCKINGHAM to GIBSON, receipt
of

the

above

Thousand

payment

Dollars

Case

No.

County,
as

John Doe
2572-L
of

One

detailed

BUCKINGHAM

in
to

the

now

or

the

additional

sum of

Fifteen

Fifty

Thousand

payment to be made in the event of a judgment

in the suit Gibson
pending

Hundred

discharge

in

Thousand

paragraph

to GIBSON as follows:

121

acknowledged,

($50,000.00),

Dollars ($15,000.00)
against

hereby

7,

the

~.

Circuit

Dollars

GIBSON

BUCKINGHAM

Buckingham and John Doe,
of

($100,000.00)

agrees
from

Court

any

and
and

Albemarle
or

covenants
all

more,
with

liability

Page Two
ag~ees

GIBSON

and

covenants

with

BUCKINGHAM

to never institute another suit, action at law or in equity against
said

BUCKINGHAM

judgment

or

obtained

to
by

enforce,
reason

by

of

execution

any

claims

or

otherwise,

GIBSON

may

any

have

or

hereafter acquire, arising out of or relating to a traffic accident
which occurred on May 16,
River,

,3 of a mile west

styled

Robert

Benjamin

1984 on U.

~1echum'

Route 250 near

s

of State Route 752, including an action
Gibson

John Doe, Case No. 2572-L
Albemar.le County, Virginia.

3)

S.

v.

now

M.ichael

pending

As

provided

in

as

amended,

this

Neil

in

the

Buckingham

Circuit

Court

8.01-35.1,

Section

and
of

Code
~

1950,

of

Virginia,

and

release

all

liability

BUCKINGHAM
for

from

all

contributions

COVENANT

liability
to

any

to

other

shall
GIBSON

discharge
and

tortfeasor

from

arising

out of the facts mentioned aforesaid.

Code
any

of
way

4)

As

Virginia,

1950,

limit

GIBSON'S

further

provided

as· ·amended,
right

to

this

in

Section

COVENANT

8.01-35.1,

shall

not

in

proceed with any action pending

or proposed, arising out of the facts mentioned aforesaid, against
any other tortfeasor.
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Page Three
No amendment to the existing cause of action

5)

against.

John

actions

or

Doe

or

suits

filing

arising

.

of

out

any

of

additional

the

facts

or

supplemental

mentioned aforesaid

.

shall create any further liability on BUCKINGHAM .
6)

is

It

understood

that

the

payment

made

under this COVENANT is for compromise of a doubtful and disputed
claim
on

and

the

is

part

not
of

to be construed as
said

BUCKINGHAM

by

an admission of liability

whom

liability is expressly

denied.
Payment

7)

Dollars
Doe

of

C$15,000.00)
One

in

Hundred

of

the

Thousand

the

event

additional
of

Dollars

a

Fifteen

judgment

($100,000.00)

Thousand

against

John
,,

or more will

be made as in the following example:
e.g.'

(a)

Doe

for

Seventy-Five

Thousand

Judgment

Dollars

against

($75,000.00)

John

BUCKINGHAM

will not be responsible for any further payment to GIBSON.
(b)

Doe
will

One

for
make

Hundred

payment

e.g.'

Thousand

Dollars

Fifteen

Thousand

of

Judgment

against

($100,000.00)
Dollars

John.

BUCKINGHAM

($15,000.00)

to

GIBSON.
(c)
Doe

of

One

Hundred

e.g.'

Twenty-Five

Judgment

Thousand

Dollars

against

John

($125,000.00)

BUCKINGHAM will make payment of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00)
to GIBSON.
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Page Four

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, GIBSON has executed this COVENANT
in

Charlottesville,

Virginia,

on

the day and

year

first

above

written.

(COVENANTOR)
STATE OF VIRGINIA: AT LARGE
CITY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE, to-wit:
On

GIBSON

the __/._.:,..:_'_£..._....,~.....-_ day of June 1985, ROBERT BENJAMIN

acknowledged

before

me

his

COVENANT NOT TO SUE and RELEASE.
My Commission expires

signature

V?p

11

(/

to

the

foregoing

/JL/P/".??
>

.-4

NOTARY PUBLIC

~~
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VIRGINIA
IH THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF ALBEHARLE
.ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff

v.

t1ICHAEL NEIL BUCKINGHAH, et al
Defendants
On this 4th day of June, 1985, came the parties, by counsel,
and Plaintiff moved for a nonsuit of this case as to defendant,
Michael Neil Buckingham, and said motion was ~~gued by counsel.
UPON CONSIDEnATION WHEREOF, the Court doth sustain plaintiff's
motion and doth ORDER that this case be, and it is hereby dismissed
without prejudice as to defendant, Michael Neil Buckingham.

Enter:

o/

Date:

f. Gu~ Ti,wJJ(!_~
la/Y I~
acopy :; .. it

L. B. Chandler, courisel for Plaintiff

Neil Buckingham
Hatthew P.. Hurray, counsel for John Doc

~(C; cW]'u:/J;.I-ts . .9 ~~?._

~

w
'
l1i(d!l£J&s~~
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEl4ARLE COUNTY
ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff
Case No. 2572-L

v.
JOHN DOE,
Defendant
FINAL

ORDER

On the 11th day of June, 1985, came plaintiff in person

and

:.by counsel, and likewise came Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company,
i,by counsle, and all necessary and proper pleadings having been filed
in this action, issue was joined.
Whereupon came a jury of seven (7), the same being a portion
of the venire summoned for the trial of civil actions during the current
term of this court.
Trial then proceeded on June 11, 1985 and continued on June
· 12, 1985 with the presentation of evidence on behalf of the plaintiff
·· at the conclusion of which Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company
·moved to strike said evidence, which motion was overruled.

Virginia

·, Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company presented certain evidence following ·
which plaintiff moved to strike any evidence of contributory negligence
which

motion

was overruled.

The instructions of the court having been

read to the jury and counsel for both parties having made their final
arguments, the jury retired to their room to consider a verdict, and
after some time, returned to the court with the following verdict, to-wit:
We, the jury, find for the plaintiff and
award damages in the amount of $70,000.
s/Thomas Bishop, Foreman

Page 1 of 3
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And the jury was discharged.
In accordance with the verdict of the jury, it is ORDERED that
judgment is hereby entered in favor of Robert Benjamin Gibson against
John Doe in the amount of $70,000 plus interest from June 12, 1985, until ·
paid, plus his taxable costs expended herein.
!

The Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company, having indica~
I

~d

its intention to appeal to the Supreme Court ?f Virginia, moved the

..

court to suspend execution of the foregoing judgment; accordingly, the
court suspends the execution of the judgment in this case so long as
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company prosecutes its appeal and
thereafter so long as the matter is under consideration by the Supreme
Court of Virginia, provided that Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance
Company or someone on its behalf files an· appeal bond in the clerk's
'·

office of this court within thirty days of the date of this Order in
the amount of $85,000.00, which bond shall be conditioned upon the requirements of Code of Virginia, §8.01-676.
Pursuant to Rule 5:9 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of
Virginia, the transcript of the trial of this case shall be made part
nf the record for appeal when filed in the office of the Clerk of this
)urt.
There remaining nothing further to be done in this matter,
it is hereby stricken from the docket and ORDERED to be placed among
the ended causes.
ENTER:

/

Page 2 of 3
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We ask for this:
i'
1:
I

CHANDLER, FRANKLIN & 0' BRYAN
P. 0. Box 6747
Charlottesville, VA
22906
":-~~. ~

/". "Y

-~

./
.r
By · ..........:__-../
/ _ ~J (/ ..-'t--j.,..
......~··:.ij ....-·
L. B. Chandler, Jr.

p.q.

Seen and Objections Noted:
RICHMOND AND FISHBURNE
P. 0. Box 559

. ::j~~t:::

1:

!
j

atthew B. Murray
~;
Counsel for Virginia Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company
0

I'
I;

!!..
li

'I
I,

ii

!I

I!
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0

COVENANT NOT TO SUE - RELEASE
THIS
between

ROBERT

COVENANT
BENJAMIN

is

made

GIBSON

this

12th

day

(COVENANTOR),

of

June

hereinafter

1985,
GIBSON

on behalf of himself, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns,
and

MICHAEL NEIL

his heirs,
to

enter

BUCKINGHAM

(COVENANTEE) ,

hereinafter

BUCKINGHAM,

legal representatives and assigns, the parties agreeing
into

this

COVENANT

NOT

TO

SUE and RELEASE

based

upon

the following terms and conditions.
1)

This

COVENANT

is

entered

into

in

conformity

with the provisions of Section 8.01-35.1 of the Code of Virginia,
1950, as amended.
2)

IN

Thousand Dollars
of

the

above

Thousand

against
Case

No.

County,
as

John

Doe

2572-L
of

One

detailed

BUCKINGHAM

in
to

hereby

the

Thirty-F~ve

of

or

the

sum

Fifteen

of

Fifty

Thousand

payment to be made in the event of a judgment
~·

pending

Hundred

the

Thousand

paragraph
discharge

in

7,

Dollars

GIBSON

BUCKINGHAM

1'.·-- ~

(.- .\

. ,

.'·~

·,

~

...
'

\

·::.?

Court

of

($100,000.00)

agrees
from

/

Buckingham and John Doe,

Circuit

to GIBSON as follows:
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sum

additional

in the suit Gibson
now

the

acknowledged,

($50,000.00),

Dollars ($15,000.00)

of

paid by BUCKINGHAM to GIBSON, receipt

($35,000.00)

payment

Dollars

CONSIDERATION

any

and
and

Albemarle
or

covenants
all

more,
with

liability

Page Two
GIBSON

and

ag~ees

covenants

with

BUCKINGHAM

to never institute another suit, action at law or in equity against
said

BUCKINGHAM

judgment

or

obtained

to
by

enforce,
reason

by

of

execution

any

claims

or

otherwise,

GIBSON

may

any

have

or

hereafter acquire, arising out of or relating to a traffic accident
which occurred on May 16, 1984 on U.

S.

Route 250 near l'1echum's

River,

.3 of a mile west of State Route 752, including an action

styled

Robert

John

Doe,

Benjamin

Case

No.

Gibson

v.

Michael

2572-L now pending

Neil

in

Buckingham

and

the Circuit Court

of

Albemarle County, Virginia.
3)

of

Virginia,

and

release

all

liability

1950,

As

provided

in

as

amended,

this

BUCKINGHAM
for

from

all

contributions

COVENANT

liability
to any

Code

8.01-35.1,

Section

to

shall
GIBSON

discharge
and

from

other tortfeasor arising

out of the facts mentioned aforesaid.

Code

of

4)

As

Vi rgi ni a,

19 50,

any way limit GIBSON'S

further

provided

as · ·amended,
right

to

this

in

Section

8.01-35.1,

COVENANT shall

not

in

proceed with any action pending

or proposed, arising out of the facts mentioned aforesaid, against
any other tortfeasor.
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Page Three
5)
against.

John

actions

or

No amendment
Doe

or

suits

filing

arising

.

to the existing cause of action

of

out

any

of

additional

the

facts

or

supplemental

mentioned

aforesaid

shall create any further liability on BUCKINGHAM.
It

6)

is

understood

that

the

payment

made

under this COVENANT is for compromise of a doubtful and disputed
claim
on

and

the

is

part

not
of

to

be

said

construed

BUCKINGHAM

as

by

an admission

whom

liability

of

liability

is

expressly

denied.

7)
Dollars
Doe

of

Payment

($15,000.00)
One

in

Hundred

of

the

Thousand

the

event

additional
of

Dollars

a

Fifteen

Thousand

.judgment

against

John

($100,000.00)

or more

will

be made as in the following example:
e.g.,

(a)

Doe

for

Seventy-Five

Thousand

Judgment

against

($75,000.00)

Dollars

John

BUCKINGHAM

will not be responsible for any further payment to GIBSON.
(b)
Doe
will

One

for
make

Hundred

payment

e.g.,

Thousand

Dollars

Fifteen

Thousand

of

Judgment

against

($100,000.00)
Dollars

John.

BUCKINGHAM

($15,000.00)

to

GIBSON.
(c)
Doe

of

One

Hundred

e.g.'

Twenty-Five

Judgment

Thousand

Dollars

against

John

($125,000.00)

BUCKINGHAM will make payment of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00)
to GIBSON.
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Page Four

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, GIBSON has executed this COVENANT
in

Charlottesville,

Virginia,

on

the

day

and

year

first

above

written.

(COVENANTOR)
STATE OF VIRGINIA: AT LARGE
CITY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE, to-wit:

__...,...i--_ day of June 1985, ROBERT BENJAMIN
On the __/._o-;_'7_/:"
GIBSON

acknowledged

before

me

his

signature

to

the

foregoing

COVENANT NOT TO SUE and RELEASE.

My Commission expires

}?~~.~~~~

NOTARY PUBLIC

~~
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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF ALBEMARLE

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff
OPINION OF THE COURT

v.

VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant

FINDINGS OF FACT
On May 16, 1984, Robert B. Gibson's car was struck
head-on by a car driven by Michael Neil Buckingham on Route
250 near Ivy.

The plaintiff and one passenger were

seriously injured.

Another passenger was killed.

The car

driven by plaintiff, who was 17 years old at the time, was
insured under his parents' family auto policy with Virginia
Farm Bureau, which included uninsured motorist coverage of
$100,000.
Investigation indicated that Buckingham had hit
Gibson's car because he had lost control of his own car when
he attempted to avoid a collision with a blue Chevette which
had veered into his lane.

Gibson filed suit against

Buckingham and John Doe, the unidentified driver of the blue
Chevette.

Gibson alleged joint and several negligence on

the part of Buckingham and John Doe, and served Farm Bureau
with a copy of the motion for judgment as required under
Section 38.1-38l(e)(l), Code of Virginia (1950), as amended.
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Without contacting Farm Bureau, Gibson settled his
claim against Buckingham for $35,000 and a promise to pay an
additional $15,000 should Gibson obtain a judgment against
John Doe exceeding $100,000.

Gibson then took a non-suit as

to Buckingham and proceeded to trial against John Doe, who
was

d~fended

by Farm Bureau.

The company argued that the

accident was caused by Buckingham's negligence.

The jury

found for Gibson, awarding $70,000 in damages.
Gibson demanded payment of $35,000 from Farm Bureau,
crediting the $35,000 settlement with Buckingham against the
judgment.

Farm Bureau refused to pay, arguing that Gibson's

settlement with Buckingham had violated the terms of the
insurance contract.
ISSUE PRESENTED
The question presented in this case is whether certain
provisions in the insurance contract, in imposing conditions
on the insured beyond those required by the uninsured
motorist statute, thereby violate the statute.
reasons below,

I

For the

conclude that the provisions forbidding

settlement without consent of the insurance company do
violate the statute and are therefore invalid.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The subrogation section of the uninsured motorist
statute states:
Any insurer paying a claim under the endorsement or
provisions required by subsection (b) of this section
shall be subrogated to the rights of the insured to
whom such claim was paid against the person causing
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such injury, death or damage and such person's insurer,
notwithstanding that it may deny coverage for any
reason, to the extent that payment was made. Section
38.1-381(£) Code of Virginia (1950), as amended
(emphasis added).
on its face, the statute does not give the insurance carrier
any rights until it actually pays a claim.

However, the

virginia Farm Bureau contract goes further than the statute,
attempting to secure these rights in advance of payment
through the following provisions:
Part IV, Exclusion (a): This insurance does not
apply to bodily injury or property damage with respect
to which the injured or his legal representative shall,
without written consent of the company, make any
settlement with any person or organization who may be
legally liable therefor.

Subrogation: In the event of any payment under
this policy, the company shall be subrogated to all of
the insured's rights of recovery therefor against any
person or organization and the insured shall execute
and deliver instruments and papers and do whatever else
is necessary to secure such rights. The in~ured shall
do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights.
(Emphasis added).
In deciding whether these contract provisions conflict
with the statute, this court is governed by the rules of
construction established by the Virginia Supreme Court.

The

court has consistently held that the Uninsured Motorist Law
is remedial in nature and should be liberally construed in
favor of insurance protection of qualified claimants.

Tudor

v. Allstate Ins. Co., 216 va. 918, 224 S.E.2d 156 (1975)1
Bryant v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 205 Va. 897·, 140
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S.E.2d 817 (1965); Grossman v. Glens Falls Ins. Co., 211 va.
195, 176 S.E.2d 156 <1976).
Following this principle, courts have held that
insurance contract provisions which impose conditions beyond
those specified in the statute are void.

In Nationwide

Mutual Insurance Co. v. Sours, 205 Va. 602, 139 S.E. 2d 51
<1964), the Supreme Court of Virginia stated that Section
38.1-381 sets the terms and obligations of uninsured
motorist insurance policies.

In that case, Nationwide had

refused to pay a claim under an uninsured motorist policy
because the insured had failed to file a sworn statement
with the company as required under the policy.

After

finding that the policy provision did not apply to the fact
situation of the case, the court went on to say that even if
the notice requirement had applied, "It would clearly be
invalid for the reason that it imposes on the insured a
condition beyond those incorporated in Code sec. 38.1-381,
which fixes the terms and obligations of a policy of this
character."

Sours, 205 va. at 607, 139 S.E.2d at

The United States District Court for the District of
South Carolina, applying Virgina law, relied in part on
Sours to invalidate a consent to settlement clause similar
to the provision at issue in this case.

Guthrie v. State

Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 279 F. Supp. 837
(1968)o

In Guthrie, the insured obtained judgment against

the estate of a motorist who was uninsured under the
statute, but the insurance company refused to pay because
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the insured had previously settled with another defendant
without obtaining consent from the company as required under
the policy.

Id.

The court struck down the consent to

settlement clause, noting that the Virginia statute requires
only that the insured serve a copy of the motion for
judgment on the company and establish the liability of the
uninsured motorist.

Id. at 842.

held that Section 38.1-38l(g)

11

Citing Sours, the court

renders void any condition of

a policy which restricts the insured's rights to recover
under the policy."

Id.

Applied to the present case, the rule of Sours and
Guthrie clearly renders the consent to settlement provisions
of the insurance contract invalid.

The insurance company

may not demand from the insured anything beyond what the
statute requires.

As the Virginia Supreme Court has noted,

the insured and his insurance company ar.e adversaries in a
John Doe action.
<1976).

Maxey v. John Doe and GEICO, 217 va. 22

As adversaries, there is no requirement that they

cooperate.

Guthrie, 279 F. Supp. at 842.

In addition, the challenged provisions of the insurance
contract clearly frustrate the general purpose of Section
8.01-35.1, Code of Virginia (1950), as amended.

It is well

established that a John Doe action is an action in tort
rather than in contract.

Truman v. Spivey, 225 Va. 274

Cl983)J John Doe v. Brown, 203 Va. 508, 513, 125 S.E. 2d
159, 163 <1962).

Code section 8.01-35.1, the covenant-not-

to-sue statute, was enacted to facilitate prompt settlement
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of tort claims and the Supreme Court has indicated that the
statute should be broadly construed to include parties who
are vicariously liableo

Thurston Metals & Supply Co. v.

Taylor, 2 VLR 1030, 230 Va. ___ (January 17, 1986>7 Hayman
v. Patio Products, Inc., 226 Va.482 (1984). If allowed to
stand, the challenged contract provisions would hinder
settlement efforts and the prompt resolution of injury
claims, thereby undercutting the purpose of the statute.
For the foregoing reasons, the court finds that the
provisions of the insurance contract requiring Farm Bureau's
consent to settlement are invalid and orders the defendant
to pay plaintiff $35,000.00 plus interest and costs.
Would the plaintiff's counsel please sketch an ordero

DATE:
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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY

ROBERT BENJAMIN GIBSON,
Plaintiff

v.

At Law No.: 2827-L

VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant
FINAL ORDER
On February 11, 1986, came the parties, by counsel, on
the

exhibits

and

stipulations

made part

of

the

record

herein, and the matter was arqued by counsel.
For the reasons set forth in the Court's letter to
counsel,

dated

March

5,

1986,

said

letter

which

is

incorporated in and made a part of this Order, it is ORDERED
that judgment be and hereby is rendered in favor of the
plaintiff,

Robert

Benjamin. Gibson,

in

the

amount

of

$35,000.00, plus interest from June 12, 1985.
The defendant, havinq indicated his intention to appeal
to the supreme Court of Virginia, moved the Court to suspend
execution of the foregoing judgment; and, accordingly, the
Court suspends the execution of the judgment in this case so
long as the defendant prosecutes its appeal and thereafter
CHANDLER.

so long as the matter is under consideration by the Supreme

FRANKLIN Be
O'BRYAN

court of Virginia, provided the defendant, or someone on its
ehalf, files an appeal bond in the Clerk's Office of this
curt within
he

amount

th~~y

(30) days of the date of this Order in

o~ /fS,{)(}(}~~
() ,
,

which

bond

shall

be
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conditioned upon the requirements of Section 8.01-676 of the
Code of Virqinia, 1950, as amended.
There remaininq nothing further to be done in this
atter, it is hereby stricken from the docket and ORDERED to
e placed amonq the

Jutlge,.

DATE
We ask for this:

:~~3'"+--ic?----+'~~~.,.._..-..{_ _
L-DI/i I (f 19<-(

L. B. Chandler, Jr.
Chandler, Franklin & O'Bryan
Post Office Box 6747
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906
Counsel for Plaintiff
By

•-/ ~

·"'/

(;~·~.! -~ /'
L. B. Chandler, jf.

, <-/-.)

Seen and Objections Noted:
oseph c. Russell, Esquire
Post Office Box 5403
ichmond, Virginia 23220
Counsel fo Defe ant
:l

CHANDLER.
FRANKLIN &
O'BRVAN
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atthew B. Murray, Esquire
ichmond and Fishburne
ost Office Box 559
arlottesville, Virginia 22902
ounse -fo
e ant

Assignment of Error
The insurance policy in question·contained two relevant
provisions. They read as following:
This insurance does not apply to bodily
injury or property damage with respect to
which the insured or his legal representative
shall, without written consent of the company, make any settlement with any person or
organization who may be legal liable
therefore.

* * *
In the event of any payment under this
policy, the company shall be subrogated to
all of the insured's rights of recovery
therefor against any person or organization
and the insured shall execute and deliver
instruments and papers and do whatever else
is necessary to secure such rights. The
insured shall do nothing after loss to
prejudice such rights.
The trial court erred in holding that these prov1s1ons
were void and unenforceable as against public policy.
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